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Abstract

Spin- and k-resolved hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES) is a powerful tool

to probe bulk electronic properties of complex metal oxides. Due to the low efficiency of

common spin detectors of ≈ 10−4, such experiments have been rarely performed within the

hard X-ray regime since the notoriously low photoionization cross sections further lower the

performance tremendously. This thesis is about a new type of spin detector, which employs

an imaging spin-filter with multichannel electron recording. This increases the efficiency

by a factor of 104 and makes spin- and k-resolved photoemission at high excitation ener-

gies possible. Two different technical approaches were pursued in this thesis: One using a

hemispherical deflection analyzer (HDA) and a separate external spin detector chamber, the

other one resorting to a momentum- or k-space microscope with time-of-flight (TOF) energy

recording and an integrated spin-filter crystal. The latter exhibits significantly higher count

rates and—since it was designed for this purpose from scratch—the integrated spin-filter op-

tion found out to be more viable than the subsequent upgrade of an existing setup with an

HDA. This instrumental development is followed by the investigation of the complex metal

oxides (CMOs) KTaO3 by angle-resolved HAXPES (HARPES) and Fe3O4 by spin-resolved

HAXPES (spin-HAXPES), respectively.

KTaO3 (KTO) is a band insulator with a valence-electron configuration of Ta 5d0. By angle-

and spin-integrated HAXPES it is shown that at the buried interface of LaAlO3/KTO—

by the generation of oxygen vacancies and hence effective electron doping—a conducting

electron system forms in KTO. Further investigations using the momentum-resolution of

the k-space TOF microscope show that these states are confined to the surface in KTO

and intensity is only obtained from the center or the Γ-point of each Brillouin zone (BZ).

These BZs are furthermore square-like arranged reflecting the three-dimensional cubic crys-

tal structure of KTO. However, from a comparison to calculations it is found that the band

structure deviates from that of electron-doped bulk KTaO3 due to the confinement to the

interface.

There is broad consensus that Fe3O4 is a promising material for spintronics applications

due to its high degree of spin polarization at the Fermi level. However, previous attempts

to measure the spin polarization by spin-resolved photoemission spectroscopy have been

hampered by the use of low photon energies resulting in high surface sensitivity. The sur-

faces of magnetite, though, tend to reconstruct due to their polar nature, and thus their

magnetic and electronic properties may strongly deviate from each other and from the bulk,

dependent on their orientation and specific preparation. In this work, the intrinsic bulk

spin polarization of magnetite at the Fermi level (EF) by spin-resolved photoelectron spec-

troscopy, is determined by spin-HAXPES on (111)-oriented thin films, epitaxially grown on

ZnO(0001) to be P (EF) = −80+10
−20 %.
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Zusammenfassung

Spin- und k-aufgelöste harte Röntgenphotoelektronenspektroskopie (HAXPES) ist ein leis-

tungsfähiges Werkzeug zur Untersuchung der elektronischen Eigenschaften komplexer Me-

talloxide. Aufgrund der geringen Effizienz gängiger Spin-Detektoren von etwa 10−4 wur-

den solche Experimente im Bereich der harten Röntgenstrahlung nur selten durchgeführt,

da die notorisch niedrigen Photoionisationsquerschnitte die Leistungsfähigkeit noch weiter

verringern. In dieser Arbeit geht es um einen neuartigen Spin-Detektor, der einen abbil-

denden Spin-Filter mit Mehrkanal-Elektronenaufzeichnung verwendet. Dies erhöht die Ef-

fizienz um einen Faktor 104 und ermöglicht spin- und k-aufgelöste Photoemission bei ho-

hen Anregungsenergien. Zwei verschiedene technische Ansätze werden in der vorliegenden

Arbeit verfolgt: Zum einen mit einem Halbkugelanalysator (HDA) und einer separaten ex-

ternen Spin-Detektorkammer, zum anderen mit einem Impuls- oder Impuls-Mikroskop mit

Flugzeit-Energieaufzeichnung (TOF) und einem integrierten Spin-Filterkristall. Letzteres

weist deutlich höhere Zählraten auf, und—da es von Grund auf für diesen Zweck entwickelt

wurde—erwies sich die integrierte Spinfilteroption als praktikabler als die nachträgliche Auf-

rüstung des bestehenden Aufbaus mit einem HDA. Auf diese instrumentelle Entwicklung

folgt die Untersuchung der komplexen Metalloxide (CMOs) KTaO3 durch winkelaufgelöstes

HAXPES (HARPES) und Fe3O4 durch spinaufgelöstes HAXPES (spin-HAXPES).

KTaO3 (KTO) ist ein Bandisolator mit einer Valenz-Elektronenkonfiguration von Ta 5d0.

Durch winkel- und spin-integriertes HAXPES wird gezeigt, dass sich an der vergrabenen

Grenzfläche von dLaAlO3/KTO—durch die Erzeugung von Sauerstoff-Fehlstellen und da-

mit effektiver Elektronendotierung—ein leitendes Elektronensystem in KTO bildet. Weitere

Untersuchungen mit der Impulsauflösung des TOF-Mikroskops im k-Raum zeigen, dass die-

se Zustände auf die Oberfläche in KTO beschränkt sind und die Intensität nur vom Zentrum

oder dem Γ-Punkt jeder Brillouin-Zone (BZ) gemessen wird. Diese BZn sind darüber hin-

aus quadratisch angeordnet, was die dreidimensionale kubische Kristallstruktur von KTO

widerspiegelt. Aus einem Vergleich mit Bandrechnungen geht jedoch hervor, dass die Band-

struktur aufgrund des Einschlusses an der Grenzfläche von der des elektronen-dotierten

KTO-Volumens abweicht.

Es besteht ein breiter Konsens darüber, dass Fe3O4 aufgrund seines hohen Grades an Spinpo-

larisation am Fermi-Niveau ein vielversprechendes Material für Spintronik-Anwendungen ist.

Bisherige Versuche, die Spinpolarisation durch spinaufgelöste Photoemissionsspektroskopie

zu messen, wurden jedoch durch die Verwendung von niedrigen Photonenenergien behin-

dert, was zu einer hohen Oberflächenempfindlichkeit führt. Die Oberflächen von Magnetit

neigen jedoch aufgrund ihres polaren Charakters zu Rekonstruktionen, so dass ihre magne-

tischen und elektronischen Eigenschaften stark voneinander und vom Volumen abweichen

können, abhängig von ihrer Oberflächenorientierung und ihrer spezifischen Präparation. In

dieser Arbeit wird die intrinsische Bulk-Spinpolarisation von Magnetit am Fermi-Niveau

(EF) durch spinaufgelöste Photoelektronenspektroskopie an (111)-orientierten dünnen Fil-

men, die epitaktisch auf ZnO(0001) gewachsen sind, zu P (EF) = −80+10
−20 % bestimmt.
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1 Introduction

In 1916, P. Debye and A. Sommerfeld predicted a space quantization of electrons based

on their findings from experiments on the Zeeman effect [1]. Later, in 1922, O. Stern and

W. Gerlach [2] conducted an experiment that proved the Bohr-Sommerfeld hypothesis that

states that the direction of the angular momentum of a silver atom is quantized. Based

on these findings, in 1925, G. E. Uhlenbeck and S. Goudsmith [3] were the first to propose

the electron spin, which was completed by W. Pauli using matrices and multi-component

wave functions to establish a non-relativistic formulation based on quantum mechanics—

previously introduced by the work of Schrödinger and Heisenberg [4]. In 1928, P. Dirac

upgraded the Pauli equation by introducing the theory of special relativity [5].

Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) is a suitable experimental technique to study the electron

spin. Hereby, the intensity of electrons with a certain energy previously excited by light with

a decent energy is measured. Due to Heisenberg’s principle of uncertainty and the Lorentz

force acting on charged particles, the spin of the photoelectron cannot be separated by a

Stern-Gerlach-Experiment [6]. Thus, a different path has to be followed, which is based on

the interaction between the electron spin and matter. Beside exchange interactions with a

ferromagnet the most common way is spin-orbit coupling (SOC) when the photoelectron is

scattered off a high-Z material. Due to the low reflectivity of those target materials and a

spin-selectivity far below 100 %, the efficiency of those scattering processes is of the order

of ≈ 10−4. This greatly complicates spin-resolved PES due to low count rates. Especially,

when probing heterostructures, in which the investigated material is buried beneath, e.g., a

capping layer or when an enhanced probing depth is needed to investigate bulk properties of

a crystal, high excitation energies have to be used. These high energies—in particular when

probing the valence band—result in drastically decreased photoionization cross sections,

further significantly decreasing the count rates, leading to worse statistics and therefore

resulting in greatly increased acquisition times. This has hampered the use of common

spin detectors based on spin-orbit coupling like, e.g., a spin polarized low energy diffrac-

tion (SPLEED) detector [7] or Mott detectors [8], to be used in the hard X-ray regime for

many decades. The development of two-dimensional electron detectors and the associated

ability to measure a spin-selectively scattered two-dimensional electron distribution encour-

aged a new method of spin-filtering that utilizes an imaging spin-filter in combination with

multichannel electron recording. Such a type of detector, exhibits an efficiency 104 times

higher than the above mentioned single channel spin detectors. Beside the commonly used

hemispherical deflection analyzer (HDA) for energy filtering, also the time-of-flight (TOF)

scheme for energy recording can be used in combination with such an imaging spin-filter.

This milestone allows for spin-resolved photoemission within the hard X-ray (spin-HAXPES)

regime and therefore the bulk-sensitive investigation of electronic properties with previously
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unattained efficiency. Modern multichannel electron detectors also enable momentum- or

k-resolved PES, where the angle of the photoelectrons exiting the sample is measured. This

allows the direct investigation of the band structure of the sample.

The focus of this thesis are complex oxide materials that exhibit a large variety of functional

properties, based on the interplay of lattice, spin, charge, and orbital degrees of freedom.

These properties range from superconductivity to multiferroicity, while electron correlation

effects play an important role in defining these properties. In modern quantum transport,

not the electron charge but its spin is increasingly coming into focus, which is the center of

research in spintronics and—for high-Z materials with strong SOC—spin-orbitronics.

For the latter an interesting candidate with a strong interplay between the electron spin

and its charge is KTaO3 (KTO). This complex oxide-based material system crystallizes in a

perovskite lattice with outstanding physical properties: Next to recently found superconduc-

tivity below 2 K [9], in the band insulator KTO (Ta 5d0 electron configuration), a surface con-

fined quasi-two-dimensional electron system (q2DES) with Ta 5d0+δ configuration—based

on the formation of oxygen vacancies—stabilizes at the buried interface disordered LaAlO3

(dLAO) and KTO, and—due to the high-Z element Ta—exhibits strong SOC. This interest-

ing q2DES is studied by angle-resolved hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HARPES).

A material system considered for the use in spintronic applications, due to its predicted full

spin polarization at the Fermi level,—researched by mankind for over 2500 years now—is

the inverse-spinel iron oxide magnetite (Fe3O4). The spin polarization of magnetite in the

near-EF region has been studied by spin-resolved photoemission for about 50 years without

finding any unified answer. Due to the polar nature of its surfaces they tend to reconstruct,

having impact on the measured spin polarization when low excitation energies are employed.

Truly bulk-sensitive measurements are needed requiring high photon energies. Therefore,

the value of the spin polarization at EF is determined by spin-HAXPES.

Outline of this thesis

At the beginning, in chapter 2, the crystal structures and electronic properties are discussed

for both oxides. In addition, for magnetite, all relevant experimental and theoretical work

done so far with focus on the spin polarization near EF is reviewed. To understand k-

and spin-resolved photoemission, chapter 3 covers the principles of PES, how high excita-

tion energies can increase the information depth, and the peculiarities of the generation

of synchrotron-based hard X-ray radiation. Chapter 4 deals with the quantum mechanical

description of the electron spin, the origin of SOC and its effect on the differential scat-

tering cross sections, and how this can be used for the instrumental realization of different

spin detector concepts. Chapter 5 is about the technical implementation of spin-filtering

in different PES setups—either based on an HDA or TOF energy recording—adapted for

the hard X-ray regime. The chapters 6 and 7 show the results of the HARPES study of

KTO and the spin-HAXPES study of magnetite. The achieved results of this thesis are then

summarized in chapter 8.
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2 Material Systems

Within this thesis two different material systems were studied by means of either k- or spin-

resolved hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. In this chapter both material systems are

introduced and discussed regarding their crystal structure, electronic properties, and—so

far applicable—magnetic properties.

2.1 Potassium Tantalate KTaO3

Ternary metal oxides with the composition ABO3, with the cations A and B and the an-

ion oxygen O, cover a wide range of interesting ground states like multiferroic insulators,

magnetic semiconductors, and even superconducting metals [10, 11]. An interesting phe-

nomenon studied in these materials is the emergence of a quasi-two-dimensional electron

system (q2DES) at their heterointerfaces and surfaces [12]. The most prototypical and

prominent example of such a q2DES in transition metal oxides is based on the perovskite

SrTiO3 (STO). This can mostly be ascribed to n-doping of a few top most layers and can

be realised by many different ways like the local doping with impurity atoms, applying an

electric field and thus accumulate negative charge, or by chemical reduction or high photon

flux irradiation and therefore change of the local stoichiometry [13–16].

Such q2DESs are even more interesting when generated within more exotic high-Z ele-

ments, which in addition exhibit exceptionally large spin-orbit coupling (SOC) like Ta in

the 5d-transition metal oxide compound KTaO3 (KTO). This q2DES in KTO shows clear

signatures of weak antilocalization at low temperatures [17] and, when combined with the

ferromagnet EuO, also a hysteric magnetoresistance up to 25 K was observed [18]. These

properties, as they serve as a platform for spin-to-charge interconversion experiments, are

therefore of great interest for spin-orbitronic applications that exploit the interplay between

the electron spin and its charge for future quantum transport devices [19]. The stabilization

of a metallic q2DES in single crystal KTO has already been shown previously [20–22], which

was mainly attributed to the formation of oxygen vacancies VO at the topmost layers of the

(001) and (111) surfaces. This fact makes the realization of a q2DES for applications quite

cumbersome, since these vacancies are not stable under ambient conditions. The VO will

be refilled in air and the q2DES vanishes. To prevent this, a capping layer of several unit

cells of disordered LaAlO3 (dLAO) grown in an oxygen depleted atmosphere is introduced

to act as a diffusion barrier. This layer is grown on top of KTO(001) single crystals by

pulsed laser deposition (PLD) as described elsewhere [23]. The measurement of a q2DES

at a buried interface by means of k-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy is elaborate since a

higher information depth is required, making the use of hard X-rays inevitable.
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2.1.1 Perovskite Crystal Structure

Figure 2.1 (a) shows the unit cell of an ideal cubic perovskite structure of KTO in an ionic

picture: The corners of the unit cell are occupied by the A (green) and the center by a

B (blue) cation. The latter is surrounded by six O2− ligand anions (red), located at the

face centered positions, forming an octahedron. The large variety of properties and ground

states such a perovskite structure can have, depends on the combination of the different

metal cations A and B, since the cation radii r define the symmetry of the unit cell. A mea-

sure for this is the so-called tolerance factor t = (rA + rO)/
√

2(rB + rO) [24]. While for t = 1

the unit cell has a centrosymmetric perovskite structure—as shown in Fig. 2.1 (a)—, a value

of greater or less than 1 forces the unit cell into a different symmetry like, e.g., orthorhom-

bic or tetragonal. These symmetries are stabilized by, e.g., tilting and/or rotating of the

oxygen octahedra often in combination with a Jahn-Teller-like distortion, or the displace-

ment of the body-centered B cation. While in KTO the unit cell with a lattice constant of

aKTO = 3.989 Å is cubic with a tolerance factor of tKTO = 1.06 and therefore the octahedrons

remain undistorted, in, e.g., YTiO3 (YTO) due to the way smaller Y3+ ion radius—while

the radii of Ta and Ti are quite similar—the tolerance factor is only tYTO = 0.89 and thus

YTO crystallizes in a GdFeO3-type distorted orthorhombic perovskite structure. This leads

to a significant decrease of the B-O-B bond angle to 140◦ which results in a ferromagnetic

ground state below TC = 30 K [25–27].

A

B

O2-

K+O2-

[001]

(a) (b)
Ta5+O2

2-

K+O2-
Ta5+O2

2-

K+O2-
Ta5+O2

2-

Figure 2.1: (a) Unit cell of a cubic perovskite ABO3 with the cations A (green) and B (blue) and
the oxygen anion O2− (red) forming an octahedron with the B ion in the center. (b) For KTaO3:
Alternating negatively charged [K+O2−]− and positively charged [Ta5+O2−

2 ]+ layers in [001] direc-
tion. Note: All lattice drawings in this thesis were made using the free software VESTA [28].

In the [001]-direction the perovskite structure has an alternating AO and BO2 stacking

order, which is shown for KTO in Fig. 2.1 (b). Thereby, the K+O2−-layer is negatively

charged, while the Ta5+O2−
2 -layer is positively charged and the crystal is therefore polar.

This alternating charged stacking order generates a diverging electrostatic potential, which

is often referred to as polar catastrophe, which has to be compensated at the surface in order

to stabilize the crystal structure. This can be done in many different ways, e.g., by charge

transfer, changes in the surface morphology, chemical doping, or structural reconstruction.

In the case of KTO, the latter mechanism leads to a mixed KO/TaO2 termination of the

(001) surface, which lowers the formation energy of VO and allows a much faster initial

creation of the two-dimensional electron system [21, 29].
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2.1.2 Electronic Structure

KTaO3 in its ground state has a Ta 5d0 valence electron configuration and is thus a band

insulator with a band gap of Eg = 3.6 eV [30]. By chemical n-doping with, e.g., Li, Ba

or Ca atoms, metallicity can be introduced into KTO which results in a Ta d0+δ valence

state. Although for KTO it has already been shown that oxygen vacancies can be introduced

by exposure to a highly intense photon beam, in this thesis only KTO substrates with a

1.6 nm disordered LAO (dLAO) capping layer were investigated. The advantage of such a

dLAO/KTO heterostructure over bare KTO is that the disordered, oxygen-depleted LAO

(for more information on the PLD growth see Ref. [31]) generates VO over the entire dLAO-

covered surface of the KTO substrate and not just at the irradiated sample spot, as is the

case when bare KTO substrates are used. This prevents charging during the photoemission

experiment because the q2DES is connected to ground via the side of the KTO substrate,

where conductive silver paint is applied. The so generated VO reduce the Ta5+ atoms at

the dLAO/KTO heterointerface to Ta4+ and therefore Ta 5d carriers are accumulated on

the surface of KTO and form the q2DES which grants metallicity. This spectral weight

originating from Ta 5d0+δ carriers should be located only at the center of the BZ as is

expected from the vertex of the Ta 5d-derived conduction bands of KTO [20, 21]. This can

be understood from its conduction band structure: Due to the octahedral crystal field the

orbital degeneracy of the unoccupied Ta 5d-orbitals is lifted as shown in Fig. 2.2 (a). This

results in the d-orbitals, which exhibit a t2g symmetry with respect to the 2p orbitals of the

oxygen ligands—, i.e., dxy, dyz, and dxz to be lowered in energy, forming a “triplet”. Those

with eg symmetry, i.e., dx2−y2 and dz2 , are of higher energy, forming a “doublet”. Thus, only

a three band situation (t2g orbitals) is considered here. Figure 2.2 (b) shows exemplarily

the dxy-orbitals. Due to this planar geometry, there is an orientation dependence of the

hopping probability, which leads to enhanced charge fluctuations within the principal plane

of the respective orbitals of adjacent B cations and thus to an effectively smaller electron

mass in the x − y-plane. Perpendicular to this plane (z-direction), on the other hand, a

charge fluctuation is inhibited and the electron mass is therefore heavier. Due to the high-Z

character of Ta, KTO also exhibits large SOC of ∆SO = 470 meV. This lifts the three-fold

degeneracy at the Γ-point by energetically raising one of the light bands by ∆SO. At the

same time, SOC strongly mixes the specific orbital character of the conduction bands in bulk

KTO [20]. By generating VO at the surface—representing a positive potential decreasing

towards the bulk—the Ta 5d-derived bands are pulled down below the Fermi level (EF) and,

therefore, these states are populated [20]. Due to the limitation of the VO to the surface, the

motion of electrons within z-direction is constrained, which results in quantum well states

(QWSs). This leads to the fact that the formed electron system is quasi -two-dimensional.
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Figure 2.2: (a): Degeneracy of the 5d orbitals in a free atom and the lifted degeneracy due to
the crystal field splitting in the perovskite with the two orbital symmetries eg and t2g. (b) Planar
geometry of the dxy-orbital: Hopping is enhanced within the x−y-plane (light mass) and restrained
in z-direction (heavy mass).

2.2 Magnetite Fe3O4

Magnetite Fe3O4 is the most prominent compound of a large variety of iron oxides dis-

covered over the last three millennia like, e.g., α-Fe2O3 (hematite), γ-Fe2O3 (maghemite),

ε-Fe2O3, or wüstite (Fe1−xO) [32]. The discovery of ferrimagnetism in particular has been

a major driving force in research. Since the semiconductor industry is reaching the limits

in continuously decreasing transistor structures, there is an urgent need for new materials

and transistor types. In this respect, spintronic + spin-orbitronic is a promising way, i.e.,

to consider not only the electron charge but also the spin degree of freedom [33, 34].

One spintronic device in which the electron spin is used, is the Datta-Das spin transistor [35,

36]. The schematic is shown in Fig. 2.3 (a). The left spin-electrode (source) injects spin-

polarized electrons (purple arrows) into the semiconducting channel (SC), which are then

transported to the right spin-selective contact (drain). By applying a gate voltage and thus

an effective magnetic field (blue arrows), due to SOC the electron spins start to precess

while travelling from source to drain [37]. Figure 2.3 (b) shows a sketch of the electron

transport between the two contacts [38]. If the spin of the precessed electron is parallel to

the drain states, the electron can leave the semiconductor, thus an electric current flows

and the transistor is in the ON state. Whereas, for the anti-parallel aligned electron spin,

there are no matching states at EF in the drain electrode leading to a high resistance and

the transistor is OFF . An essential property of such spin-selective electrodes is a spin po-

larization as complete as possible at EF, otherwise the leak current in the OFF state could

be too high.

In such electronic devices, the conductance mismatch between the ohmic ferromagnetic

metal contact and the semiconductor plays an important role [39, 40]. Although Datta and

Das have proposed using Fe as a spin injector, many experiments have not shown convincing

results [41–43]. Another material with a more promising conductance mismatch was found

to be magnetite [44], which is predicted to have a complete, i.e., −100 %, spin polarization

at EF. However, there have been many controversial discussions about the half-metallic na-

ture of magnetite in the past. To probe its intrinsic spin polarization, several spin-resolved

photoemission studies have already been carried out so far. Also from the theoretical side,
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many studies have been done to further clarify this issue. Nevertheless, a unified answer

has not been found. The following sections will further go into detail about the crystal and

electronic structure as well as the magnetism of magnetite and will introduce the reader

to the previous work done by means of theoretical calculations and modelling, as well as

experimental studies using spin-resolved PES.
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SCFM FM SCFM FM

EF

(b) parallel anti-parallel
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Figure 2.3: (a) Schematic view of the Datta-Das spintransistor based on the idea from S. Datta
and B. Das [35]. Adapted from Ref. [36]. (b) Schematic illustration of the electron transport: (left)
parallel alignment of the electron spin leads to a current of spin-up electrons at EF into the drain
electrode. (right) anti-parallel alignment leads to high resistance since transport of the spin-down
electron into the spin-up state is impeded. Adapted from Ref. [38].

2.2.1 Inverse-Spinel Crystal Structure

Magnetite was one of the first minerals whose crystal structure was investigated by X-ray

diffraction (XRD) [45]. In 1979 Hill et al. found the crystal structure to be that of an

inverse-spinel (space group Fd3̄m) at room temperature with the chemical formula Fe3O4

or more precisely Fe2+(Fe3+)2O4 [46, 47], which is shown in Fig. 2.4. The slightly distorted

face-centered cubic (fcc) unit cell has a lattice parameter of a = 8.394 Å [48] and is built

from 32 oxygen anions, which form an approximate cubic close-packed array. It consists of

two sublattices: One denoted Fetet with 8 tetrahedrally coordinated Fe3+ cations (green)

and the other denoted Feoct with octahedrally coordinated Fe ions with a mixed valency

of 8 Fe2+ and 8 Fe3+ cations (blue) randomly distributed. Adjacent octahedra have equal

edges and share a corner with the next tetrahedron. The slight distortion of the unit cell

expands the tetrahedra towards their corners and leads to a weak trigonally distortion of

the octahedra.

Furthermore, due to the specific stacking order of the Fe2+/3+ cations and O2− anions, the

surfaces are polar, which renders them highly unstable with respect to atomic reconstruc-

tion [49–51]. This in turn affects the magnetic and electronic properties at the surface,

which thus may strongly deviate from those of the bulk. In fact, the intrinsic instability of

the magnetite (100) and (111) surfaces is known to result in a variety of possible metastable

reconstructions [52–54]. Furthermore, the corresponding phases strongly depend on the de-

tails of the surface preparation [54], which can cause poor reproducibility in experiment.
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octFe2+/3+

Fe3+

O2-
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Figure 2.4: Inverse-spinel unit cell of magnetite Fe3O4 with the iron sublattices Fetet, consisting
of only Fe3+ ions, and Feoct, where Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions are randomly distributed. Together with
the oxygen anion iron forms tetrahedrons (green) within Fetet and octahedrons (blue) within Feoct.

2.2.2 Electronic Structure and Magnetism

The magnetic nature of magnetite is already known to humankind since 2500 years [55,

56] and it was M. L. Néel [57] who suggested the high-spin electron configuration shown in

Fig. 2.5 in 1948. In this high-spin configuration, the spins of Fe3+
tet (spin-down) and Fe3+

oct

(spin-up) are anti-parallel to each other, which results in a vanishing net magnetization.

Since the O 2p valence-band states are fully occupied and therefore do not carry any magnetic

moment, the total net magnetization is a result from the magnetic moments of the remaining

Fe2+
oct with 4µB per atom. The single minority (spin-down) electron located on the Fe2+

oct site

is mobile and can hop via double exchange (DE) across the neighbouring oxygen atoms.

This delocalization within the Fe-O-Fe-group is the reason for the mixed valency within the

octahedral sublattice and responsible for the relatively large conductivity of magnetite in

comparison with other iron oxides.

By cooling down below a temperature of TV ≈ 120 K magnetite undergoes a metal-to-

insulator transition. This so-called Verwey transition is named after E. J. W. Verwey who

investigated the conduction behaviour of magnetite upon cooling from room temperature

down to about 50 K [58, 59]. Verwey related this transition to the ordering of Fe2+ cations

on the Feoct sublattice, together with a charge arrangement of (001) planes, which are

alternately occupied by Fe2+ and Fe3+ cations (Verwey charge ordering model) [60]. These

charge ordering effects at low temperatures weaken the hopping of the electrons on the Feoct

sites, decreasing the conductivity of magnetite.

Later experiments showed—beside the change in conductivity by two orders of magnitude—

there is also a structural change from the cubic high-temperature phase to a monoclinic

one [61, 62].
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Figure 2.5: High-spin electron configuration of the tetrahedral and octahedral sublattices as
suggested by Néel [57]. On both sites the Fe 3d states are split up by the crystal field stabilization
energy ∆tet and ∆oct, respectively. The magnetic moments of Fe3+

tet and Fe3+
oct are anti-parallel to

each other resulting in a net magnetization of zero. Thus, the total net magnetization of 4µB per
unit cell results from the magnetic moments of the Fe2+

oct sublattice.

As previously mentioned, these properties of magnetite can strongly differ at the surface,

due to the specific stacking order of the Fe2+/3+ cations and O2− anions in its inverse-spinel

crystal structure and are only valid when assuming bulk-like Fe3O4.

2.2.3 Theoretical Description of the Valence Band Spin Polarization

The possibility that the minority spin-down electrons on the Feoct sublattice give rise to a

fully spin-polarized electron system at EF triggered many theoretical investigations. Since

the 1970s two different theoretical approaches have been made to predict the spin polar-

ization of its valence band. The first one is based on density-functional theory (DFT)

calculations in combination with different approximations and implementations, while the

second one is especially adapted for PES and is a model calculation that describes the pho-

toemission process from a localized electron point of view. In this chapter an overview of

both theories is given and discussed.

2.2.3.1 Density-Functional Theory Calculations

In 1984 for the first time when the electronic structure of bulk magnetite was investigated by

DFT [63] using the augmented plane wave (APW) method and the high-temperature (HT)

cubic phase of magnetite with Fd3̄m symmetry. These calculations, considering magnetite

from an itinerant electron point of view, indeed show only minority charge carriers at the

Fermi level with a gap in the majority band and therefore predict a spin polarization P at

EF of −100 %.

More and more DFT-based calculations with many different approximations and implemen-

tations have been used to further investigate magnetite, e.g., in terms of the low-temperature

(LT) phase with P2/c symmetry, correlation effects, and strain [52, 53, 63–91].

For example, Yanase and Hamada [68] applied an extended version of APW, which uses full-

potential linearization in combination with the local density spin approximation (LSDA), to
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Figure 2.6: Total and site-decomposed spin-resolved DOS for magnetite calculated by means
of DFT-based full-potential linearized augmented-plane-wave method with the local spin density
approximation from Yanase and Hamada [68].

calculate the site-decomposed density of states (DOS) of bulk magnetite for the HT phase,

which is shown in Fig. 2.6 for spin-up and spin-down electrons. In this way, the authors

overcome the uncertainty of the shape of the Fermi surface and the charge density, which

could not be accurately determined in the preceding calculations. The authors also con-

clude that there are only minority charge carriers at the Fermi level and show a gap in the

majority bands. The O 2p subshell, which is in the range of about 3.5 to 8 eV is completely

filled, while for binding energies lower than 3.5 eV the spectral weight predominantly orig-

inates from Fe 3d states. Due to hybridization, the region between O 2p and Fe 3d has

contributions from both subshells.

Later Leonov et al. [75] was the first that used LSDA+U (taking correlation effects into

account) in the tight-binding linear muffin-tin orbital (TBLMTO) calculation scheme to-

gether with the recently refined—using high-resolution X-ray and neutron powder diffraction

data—LT crystal structure of magnetite considering long-range charge ordering [92, 93]. A

very detailed study of the spin-resolved DOS (spin-DOS) of magnetite for the HT and LT

phase as well as with (U = 4 eV) and without (U = 0) considering correlation effects was

performed by Piekarz et al. [79] and is shown for the LT and HT phase in Fig. 2.7. When

neglecting correlation effects—independently of the used structural symmetry—, magnetite

is considered to be a half-metallic ferromagnet with a −100 % spin polarization at EF and a

gap in the majority band of about 200 meV. For the correlated HT phase the claim of half-

metallicity still holds, but due to an increase of the exchange splitting between the spin-up

and spin-down states, the spin-up states of the Feoct ions and the spin-down states of the
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Figure 2.7: Spin-resolved DOS for magnetite calculated with GGA(+U) from Piekarz et al. [79]
for the HT (Fd3̄m) and LT (P2/c) phase without (U = 0 eV) and with (U = 4 eV) correlation
effects taken into account. Thereby, A represents the Fetet and B the Feoct sublattice, respectively.

Fetet ions are shifted to lower energies, which leads to a drastic increase of the majority band

gap to about 1.5 eV. In addition, the spectral weight of the minority t2g states right above EF

is decreased, indicating an enhancement of electron localization due to local electron inter-

actions [79]. Switching to the LT phase, magnetite undergoes a metal-to-insulator transition

(Verwey transition) and a small gap in the minority band of about 0.18 eV opens, which is

in good agreement with experimental values [94, 95]. Nevertheless, although the majority

gap decreases again with respect to the correlated HT phase down to about 600 meV, the

highest occupied states are still only those of minority charge carriers and therefore full spin

polarization near EF is preserved.

A list of further relevant DFT calculations carried out with different approximations so far

is shown in the appendix in Tab. A.1 with their predicted spin polarization at the Fermi

level. All DFT calculations predict a complete bulk spin polarization of −100 % at EF. It is

noted that the few studies explicitly accounting for surface effects find the electrons at EF

only partially polarized, highlighting again that the properties of surface and bulk strongly

differ in magnetite.

However, one should bear in mind that the Verwey transition may not be adequately cap-

tured by DFT calculations since correlations are treated only statically on a mean-field level.

Furthermore, only ground state properties are considered in DFT instead of the photoemis-

sion process itself.
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2.2.3.2 Model of Photoemission from Localized Fe 3d States

In 1978 Alvarado and Bagus [96] came up with a model calculation that considers the

photoemission process for ferrites from a localized 3d shell in a magnetically ordered state

at T = 0 K. In their model they assume that the spin of the total system S, which consists

of the final state spin of the 3dn−1 system left behind Sfz —magnetic ordering in z-direction

assumed—and the spin of the photoelectron s = 1/2, is conserved. Therefore, Si = Siz ≡ S

applies, with Si denoting the spin of the initial 3dn electron system. This spin conservation

leads Sfz to take two different values:

Sfz = Sz + 1/2 and Sfz = Sz − 1/2, (2.1)

where the first term describes the emission of a minority (spin-down) electron and the latter

the emission of a majority (spin-up) electron. For a high-spin system with a half or less than

half-filled 3d shell (n ≤ 5), only the emission of majority electrons has to be considered and

the polarization of the photoelectrons in this case is clearly +100 %. But for magnetite with

a more than half-filled initial system with 3d6 configuration, also the emission of minority

electrons has to be taken into account. The corresponding emission processes are illustrated

in Fig. 2.8, where the wavefunction of the emitted minority and majority photoelectrons are

denoted with ψA and ψB, respectively.

ΨA

f
zS zS + 1/2= = 5/2

f
zS zS - 1/2= = 3/2

ΨB

= =i
zS zS =iS 2

3d6 configuration

3d5 configuration

initial state

final state

Figure 2.8: Illustration of the model of the photoemission process from a localized Fe2+ 3d6 shell
under the conservation of the spin of the total system Sz [96]. An initial state with spin Siz results

in two different final states with spin Sfz depending on whether a minority (spin-down, ψA) or
majority (spin-up, ψB) electron is emitted.
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For this 3d6 configuration the final wavefunction Ψf is a superposition of 3dn−1 ion states

with both of the values for Sfz :
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(2.2)

From the condition that the dn−1 ion and the photoelectron couple together to form the

eigenfunction of S2, i.e., S2ψ = S(S + 1)ψ, one can obtain the mixing coefficients A and B

by using a step-up operator [97], leading to:

A =

√
5

6
and B =

√
1

6
(2.3)

and it follows for the polarization P of the photoelectrons of the Fe2+ 3d shell:

P =
B2 − A2

A2 +B2
= −2

3
= −66.7%. (2.4)

Like the DFT calculations, also this model predicts the polarization to be negative and

thus, that the emission is predominantly that of minority electrons. Nevertheless, it does not

provide a specific value for the spin polarization directly at EF, but of the whole Fe2+ 3d shell.

While for a d6 configuration the polarization of this shell is−66.7%, this value would decrease

in magnitude for bigger n, e.g., for a d9 system the polarization P has a value of only −33%.

2.2.4 Previous Experimental Studies

Since the first spin-resolved PES study on the band structure of natural single crystals (nsc)

of magnetite in the 1970s [98], there have been many further attempts to determine the spin

polarization. Depending on the type of samples—single crystals and thin films prepared

by different deposition techniques—and, specifically, surface orientation and preparation,

values for the spin polarization at EF ranging from +30 % to −80 % have been reported

over the past 40 years (see Table 2.1) [84, 98–109].

Generally, this surprisingly large scatter of values is rooted in the fact that previous pho-

toemission studies employed low excitation energies in the range from several 10 to several

100 eV, resulting in a rather low probing depth of a few atomic layers only (see Sec. 3.3). In

some cases, photon energies below 10 eV were used, but due to the lack of systematic data

it is unclear whether, concomitantly, the probing depth is enhanced, as was shown for some

selected materials [110, 111].

A low probing depth, however, hampers the interpretation of the spin polarization data in

the case of magnetite due to surface effects as described in Sec. 2.2.1 and it is thus not

surprising that photoemission has provided a broad range of spin polarization values, with
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Table 2.1: Overview of the measured spin polarizations P at EF from previous spin-resolved
photoemission studies

Authors Sample Method of sample hν (eV) P (%)
/surface preparation

Kay et al. [99] Fe3O4(n/a) reactive sputter deposition 4.5 +30
Kim et al. [100] Fe3O4(111) oxidation of Fe films grown on W 40 +16
Alvarado et al. [98] Fe3O4 nsc cleaved single crystal 4.5 −35
Morton et al. [101] Fe3O4(100) reactive DC sputtering 160 −40
Vescovo et al. [102] Fe3O4(100) plasma-assisted MBE 40 −50
Fonin et al. [103–105] Fe3O4(100) MBE 58 −55
Huang et al. [106] Fe3O4(100) MBE 450 −55.5
Alvarado et al. [107] Fe3O4 nsc cleaved single crystal 5.2 −65
Tobin et al. [108] Fe3O4(100) reactive DC sputtering 160 −65
Wang et al. [84] Fe3O4(100) epitaxial grown on MgO(001) 4.65 −72
Dedkov et al. [109] Fe3O4(111) oxidation of Fe films grown on W 21.2 −80
Fonin et al. [103, 105] Fe3O4(111) oxidation of Fe films grown on W 21.2 −80

a reliable experimental determination of the true intrinsic bulk value still lacking.

To settle the issue of the intrinsic spin polarization of magnetite, truly bulk-sensitive spin-

resolved photoemission has to be performed to rule out any surface effects. Previous spin-

and angle-integrated measurements of the valence band showed still significant differences

in the spectra for the (111) and (100) surface orientations at photon energies as high as

≈ 700 eV [95]. Therefore, to really probe bulk properties, photon energies in the hard X-ray

regime have to be used. This was prevented previously by the notoriously low photoion-

ization cross sections in the hard X-ray regime (see also Sec. 3.3) in combination with the

poor efficiency for Mott scattering (see also Sec. 4.4.1), which for a long time was the basic

design principle of photoemission spin detectors. Therefore, new routes have to be followed

to enable bulk-sensitive, spin-resolved photoemission experiments.

2.3 Summary

Potassium tantalate Although KTO is a band insulator, the positive charge of oxygen

vacancies at the buried interface of LAO/KTO introduces metallicity by pulling the Ta 5d-

derived bands below EF and populating them with the two electrons released per oxygen

vacancy. Due to the decrease of this potential towards the bulk, the motion of the elec-

trons is constrained within a finite depth. Therefore, the formed electron system at the

dLAO/KTO interface can be seen as quasi -two-dimensional.
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Magnetite The complexity of the unit cell of magnetite in combination with the structural

changes when undergoing the Verwey transition, results in changes in the conductivity of

several orders of magnitude, and the presence of correlation effects within the Fe 3d shell

make Fe3O4 a challenging candidate when it comes to theoretical calculations based on DFT.

Several calculations using a large variety of approximations and implementations predict a

spin polarization at EF of −100 % although they slightly differ regarding the fine structure

of the O 2p and Fe 3d states. Nevertheless, the question is whether DFT is suitable for

such strongly correlated electron systems and capable of—due to the calculation of ground

states—the correct prediction of the photoemission process.

The different approach from Alvarado and Bagus therefore does not make a prediction of

the spin polarization directly at EF, but of the whole Fe2+ shell with a value of −66.7 % by

considering the emission of photoelectrons from localized 3d states. But clearly, this theory

completely neglects band structure effects.

Also from the experimental side no unified answer has yet been given for the true bulk spin

polarization of magnetite due to the low excitation energies used in these studies resulting

in a broad variety of polarization values at EF.

To investigate both, the buried q2DES at the heterointerface of LAO/KTO and the bulk

spin polarization of magnetite in the near-EF region, k- and spin-resolved hard X-ray pho-

toemission has to be used to make a valuable and meaningful contribution to each subject.

In the following chapters, the principles of the photoemission process are discussed especially

regarding the need and generation of hard X-ray radiation together with the basics of spin-

resolved photoemission and its different technical instrumentation as well as its development

over the past decades.
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3 Principles of Photoemission

Photoelectron spectroscopy is one the most versatile and widely used analytical techniques

to investigate the occupied part of the electronic structure of materials in solid state physics

and material science. Based on the photoelectric effect, which was discovered in 1887 by

H. Hertz [112], it utilizes the fact that electrons are emitted from a solid upon irradiation

with light. Einstein later explained this effect with the quantized nature of light [113].

From the 1950’s on K. Siegbahn worked on the development of the first high-resolution

photoelectron spectrometer allowing for the measurement of the kinetic energies of strongly

bound electrons by using light in the X-ray regime. Under the progress of the last decades

this technique, formerly known as electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA), has

been extended not only to determine the chemical and electronic structure of materials

regarding their core levels, but also to map the electronic dispersions in the valence band,

which is known as angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES). One of the most

elaborate PES techniques is to measure the valence band spin-resolved, giving the possibility

to discriminate the electrons regarding their spin state.

In this section, the most relevant concepts of PES are introduced based on several reviews

and textbooks [111, 114, 115] with special focus on the role of the excitation energy on

the photoemission process and the generation and work with synchrotron-based hard X-ray

radiation.

3.1 Energetics and Kinematics

The principle of photoemission is shown in Fig. 3.1 (a). A monochromatized photon beam

with the energy hν impinges on the sample with an angle of incidence Ψ with respect to

the surface normal. When the energy of the photons is high enough, the excited electrons

can escape the sample with their kinetic energy Ekin and are collected and detected by the

analyzer and the detector, which are described in more detail in chapter 5. From the kinetic

energy and the corresponding intensity of the photoelectrons, a photoemission spectrum is

obtained, which is shown schematically in Fig. 3.1 (b). Thereby, the equation which relates

the photon energy hν and the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons to the binding energy

EB of the electrons in the sample is:

Ekin = hν − |EB| − φ, (3.1)

where φ is the work function and represents the energy which is needed to lift the photoelec-

tron from the Fermi level EF up to the vacuum level. Due to the experimental resolution

(Gaussian broadening) and the finite lifetime of the core hole left behind when the electron
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is ejected (Lorentzian broadening), the core levels are shown as Voigt-like peaks with the

center at the respective binding energy. From such a spectrum, one can infer the electronic

and chemical structure, e.g., the oxidation states of the various chemical elements that make

up the probed sample. In addition to the broadening, the valence band is cut off by the

Fermi distribution at EF.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Principle of the photon-in electron-out process pf photoelectron spectroscopy with
the incident angle Ψ and the emission angle θ. (b) Experimentally obtained spectrum reflecting
the density of states of the probed sample. Adapted from Ref. [114].

When probing—beside energy and intensity—the emission angle θ of the photoelectrons, one

can further investigate the momentum-resolved electronic structure and thus directly probe

the dispersion of the valence states. Let Kf denote the momentum of the photoelectrons in

vacuum, khν the momentum of the absorbed photon, ki the momentum of the electron in the

initial state and kf in the final state within the solid, then due to momentum conservation

one can unite the components parallel and perpendicular to the surface with G being a

reciprocal lattice vector (see Fig. 3.2 (a)):

kf‖ = ki‖ +G‖ + khν‖, (3.2)

kf⊥ = ki⊥ +G⊥ − khν⊥. (3.3)

For low photon energies the contribution of the photon momentum khν is often neglected.

But in this study, mainly high photon energies within the hard X-ray regime are used and

thus the photon momentum must be taken into account. Since translational symmetry is

preserved parallel to the surface, also the momentum parallel to the surface is conserved

during the transition of the photoelectron from the solid to vacuum and Kf‖ = kf‖ holds.

Therefore, the relations between the emission angle θ and the kinetic energy of the photo-
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Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic picture of the momentum conservation in the photoemission process,
with the photon momentum khν , the electron momentum ki in the initial state, the momentum kf
of the excited photoelectron within the solid, a reciprocal lattice vector G, and the final electron
momentum Kf in vacuum. (b) Determination of kf⊥ assuming an electron free-like final state.
Figures adapted from Refs. [111, 116].

electron can be written as [115]:

kf‖ = Kf‖ =

√
2meEkin

~
sin θ, (3.4)

with the electron mass me and the reduced Planck’s constant ~. In turn, since the transla-

tional symmetry is broken perpendicular to the surface, the electron momentum component

in this direction, kf⊥, is not conserved and therefore Kf⊥ 6= kf⊥, which hampers the determi-

nation of kf⊥. By assuming a nearly-free-electron like dispersion Ekf ∼ k2
f of the final states,

with the vertex of the free-electron parabola located at an energy V0—the so-called inner

potential (see also Fig. 3.2 (b))—below the vacuum level, kf⊥ can be expressed by [115]:

kf⊥ =

√
2me(Ekin cos2 θ + V0)

~
. (3.5)

The inner potential V0 is often treated as an empirical parameter and is being determined

from experimental data. The influence of the photon momentum in experiments is further

discussed in Sec. 5.2.2 using the example of valence-band mapping of Re(0001) by means of

hard X-ray ARPES (HARPES).

3.2 Many Body Description

Having shown within a single-particle picture that energy and momentum conservation

links a measured spectrum to the initial state properties, the many-body description of the

photoemission process will now be considered. The photocurrent results from the excitation

of electrons from the N -electron ground state |i〉 defined by the wave function ΨN
i to a final
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state 〈f | with the wave function ΨN
f . The transition rate ωi→f of such an excitation can be

expressed by using Fermi’s Golden Rule [111, 114, 117]:

ωi→f =
2π

~
|〈ΨN

f |Hper|ΨN
i 〉|2δ(EN

f − EN
i − hν), (3.6)

where EN
i and EN

f denote the energies of the initial and final N -electron states, and Hper is

the Hamilton operator describing the small perturbation resulting from the electromagnetic

field of the impinging photons. This perturbation can be expressed with the vector potential

A(ri) by the canonical replacement of the momentum pi → pi−eA(ri), and after separating

the unperturbed part one gets:

Hper = − e

2me

(A(ri) · pi + pi ·A(ri)) +
e2

2me

A(ri)
2, (3.7)

with the momentum operator pi = i~∇. Using the commutation rules the terms in brackets

can be expressed as 2A(ri) · pi + i~(∇ · A(ri)). Since every single electron—numbered

with i—interacts with the electromagnetic field, one has to sum over all electrons with their

momentum pi and position operator ri. When neglecting two photon processes and therefore

theA(ri)
2-term, and using the translation invariance within the solid, i.e., neglecting surface

effects, which gives divA(ri) = ∇A(ri) = 0, one gets:

Hper =
e

me

N∑
i=1

A(ri) · pi. (3.8)

The second quantization formalism introduces the operator ck, which annihilates an electron

in the Bloch state |φκk〉 with momentum k and band index κ, and the operator c†kf
generating

an electron in the final Bloch state |φκfkf
〉 with momentum kf and band index κf . The

perturbation operator can then be written as:

Hper =
∑
kf ,k

〈kf |Hper|k〉 c†kf
ck =

∑
kf ,k

Mkfk c
†
kf
ck, (3.9)

where Mkfk is the single-electron matrix element in which the momentum conservation is

encoded, while the energy conservation is granted by the δ-function in Eq. 3.6. Another sim-

plification step can be done by applying the so-called sudden approximation, which neglects

the interaction of the photoelectron with the remaining (N − 1)-electron system after the

photoexcitation. This is all the more the case for high energetic electrons resulting from the

use of hard X-ray radiation in this study [118]. Thus, the final state can be approximated

and described as:

|ΨN
f 〉 = c†kf

|ΨN−1
f 〉, (3.10)

with the photoelectron in the state kf and the remaining (N − 1)-electron system |ΨN−1
f 〉.

The energy of the finale state EN
f can then be separated into the energy of the (N − 1)-

electron system EN−1
f and the kinetic energy of the photoelectron Ekin.
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This inserted in Eq. 3.6 leads to:

ωi→f =
2π

~
|〈ΨN−1

f |ckf

∑
k
′
f ,k

M
k
′
fk
c†
k
′
f

ck|ΨN
i 〉|2δ

(
Ekin + EN−1

f − EN
i − hν

)
, (3.11)

which can be simplified by applying momentum conservation and operator algebra:

ωi→f =
2π

~
|
∑
k

Mkfk〈ΨN−1
f |ck|ΨN

i 〉|2δ
(
Ekin + EN−1

f − EN
i − hν

)
, (3.12)

with the sum
∑

k running over the entire Brillouin zone. By summing up over all final states

f one gets the photoemission intensity I(kf , ε):

I(kf , ε) ∝
∑
k

|Mkfk|2
∑
f

|〈ΨN−1
f |ck|ΨN

i 〉|2δ
(
ε+ EN−1

f − EN
i

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A<(k,ε)

, (3.13)

where A<(k, ε) is the single-electron spectral removal function with ε = Ekin − hν, which

is directly measured by PES and describes the probability of removing an electron with

momentum k and energy ε from the initial state |ΨN
i 〉. While the removal function takes

many body effects into account, including shifts and broadening of the photoemission lines,

the single-electron matrix element Mkfk considers the excitation process like the photon

momentum khν , polarization, photoelectron final state |φκfkf
〉, and also the experimental

geometry.

3.3 The Role of Excitation Energy

After the photoexcitation, while propagating to the surface, the photoelectron might scatter

inelastically, e.g., by the excitation of plasmons or phonons. As a result, the initial intensity

of the photoemission process I0 undergoes a Beer-Lambert-like damping ending up with the

intensity of the photoelectrons at the surface of the sample I(z) being:

I(z) = I0 exp

(
− z

λIMFP cos θ

)
, (3.14)

where z denotes the distance from the emitting atom to the sample surface, λIMFP the inelas-

tic mean free path (IMFP) of the photoelectrons and θ the detection angle (see Fig. 3.1 (a)).

The term λIMFP cos θ is often defined as the effective IMFP λeff. In Fig. 3.3 (a) the IMFP for

many different materials is shown as a function of Ekin (black dots) together with a dashed

line as a guide to the eye often referred to as universal curve. Above 50 eV the predominant

scattering mechanism is the excitation of plasmons which depends on the density of the

valence electrons, which is similar for many different materials.
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In this energy range up to several keV, a well-established approximation for λIMFP is the

semi-empirical TPP-2M formula proposed by Tanuma, Powell, and Penn [119–121]:

λIMFP =
Ekin

E2
P[β ln(γEkin)− (C/Ekin) + (D/E2

kin)]
[Å], (3.15)

with the plasmon energy EP = 28.8(Nνρ/M)1/2, where Nν denotes the number of valence

electrons, ρ the density, and M the molar mass. From these quantities, together with the

energy of the band gap Eg, the material-specific parameters β, γ, C, and D are calculated.

Figure 3.3 (a) also shows λIMFP calculated with Eq. 3.15 for Fe3O4, KTaO3, and LaAlO3

between 60 eV and 10 keV.

(a) (b)

hardsoftVUVsoft hardVUV

Å

guide to the eye

Figure 3.3: (a) Inelastic mean free path λIMFP of electrons as a function of kinetic energy
calculated with Eq. 3.15 for Fe3O4, KTaO3, and LaAlO3. The universal curve is shown as dashed
line. Experimental data adopted from Ref. [122]. (b) Photoionization cross sections for Fe 3d,
Ta 5d, and O 2p as a function of photon energy. Data adopted from Ref. [123, 124].

It is clearly deducible that λIMFP strongly depends on the kinetic energy Ekin and thus also

on the used photon energy hν. For weakly bound valence electrons Ekin ≈ hν applies.

Therefore, higher photon energies allow more electrons from deeper in the sample to reach

its surface, escape into the vacuum, and be detected. Thus, for bulk-sensitive measurements

and the study of buried heterostructures high photon energies are needed. The region above

2 keV is often referred to as the hard X-ray regime, in which the spin- and k-resolved data in

this study were acquired. Lower photon energies in the range of several 100 eV are denoted

as soft X-ray and even lower energies of only a few 10 eV as vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)

radiation.

In contrast to the gain of information depth while using hard X-rays, the photoionization

cross sections depicted in Fig. 3.3 (b) strongly decrease by several orders of magnitude as

exemplarily shown for the Fe 3d, Ta 5d, and O 2p core levels. This results not only in a

tremendous loss in count rate and a concomitant increase in acquisition time, but also in a

change of the lineshape of a photoemission spectrum, especially when the cross sections of

hybridized states, e.g., O 2p and Fe 3d, change differently relative to each other.
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Another important issue when using hard X-rays which has to be considered—especially

when performing HARPES—is the increasing influence of phonon effects. At high photon

energies, the temperature dependent creation and annihilation of phonons during the pho-

toexcitation process is no longer negligible as is the case at low excitation energies. The

measured intensity in HARPES can be separated into two components [125, 126]:

I(hν, T ) = IDT(hν, T ) + INDT(hν, T ), (3.16)

with IDT being the emitted intensity for the k-conserving direct transitions (DTs), suitable

for the recording of the sample’s bandstructure, while the intensity INDT of the non-direct

transitions (NDTs) includes additional vibrational lattice excitations, smearing out momen-

tum information and therefore the k-resolution of the experiment.

The energy- and temperature-dependence of IDT can be described in a thermal disorder

model by the Debye-Waller factor DW (T ) [127]:

DW (T ) = exp (−1

3
|G|2〈U2(T )〉). (3.17)

Thereby G represents the reciprocal lattice vector—being large in HARPES experiments—

and the 〈U2(T )〉-term represents the vibrational mean-squared atomic displacement at a

given temperature T . The latter can be expressed by 〈U2(T )〉 = T (3h2/MakBθ
2
D) with the

atomic mass Ma, the Boltzmann constant kB, and the material-specific Debye-temperature

θD [128]. INDT scales inversely to IDT and—although a more complex relation has been

suggested [126, 129]—in a first order approximation can be estimated to scale as ∼ [1 −
DW (T )] [125].

Therefore, to keep DW (T ) high in order to maintain a high proportion of DTs, 〈U2(T )〉
should be kept small. Thus, HARPES measurements are often conducted at cryogenic tem-

peratures and on samples with relative stiff lattices, i.e., for large atomic masses (high-Z)

and high Debye-temperatures. As a consequence, this technique has so far only been applied

to a few prototypical material systems like, e.g., W and Ga1−xMnxAs [128, 130], Ga1−xMnxP

[131], Mo and TiTe2 [132], and LaB6 [133]. Since Ta in KTO is also a high-Z element, the

investigation of the Ta-based buried q2DES at the interface of LAO/KTO might also be a

suitable candidate for HARPES experiment, which will be further discussed in chapter 6.

To summarize, for bulk-sensitive angle-resolved photoemission high excitation energies—

granting an extended information depth—are needed, which also introduce some obstacles

limiting the feasibility of resolving valence-band structures in HARPES experiments. Espe-

cially, high energy resolution as well as spectrometers with—a high DW assumed—high k-

resolution and—considering the dropping absorption cross sections—radiation sources with

high photon flux are needed.
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3.4 Synchrotron-based Hard X-ray Radiation

While vacuum ultraviolet and soft X-ray radiation—with a fixed photon energy—can be

generated easily by state-of-the-art laboratory-based sources like gas-discharge lamps, lasers

or X-ray guns, the generation of hard X-ray radiation is much more elaborate. Although

liquid gallium-based sources with a fixed photon energy of 9.25 keV are available in the

meantime [134], the most common way for the generation of energy-variable hard X-ray

radiation is the use of a synchrotron facility, which will be discussed in this section.

Figure 3.4 (a) shows the schematic structure of the electron synchrotron PETRA III (DESY,

Hamburg) from the generation until the experimental hutch P22, at which all k- and spin-

resolved photoemission data shown in this thesis were acquired.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Schematic design of the electron synchrotron PETRA III (DESY, Hamburg):
The cathode generates electrons, which are separated in multiple packages or bunches while being
accelerated to 100 MeV within the LINAC and later up to 6 GeV within the booster ring before
finally injected into the storage ring. While orbiting electromagnetic radiation is generated within
the undulators and monochromatized with the double crystal monochromator (DCM) before being
focused with the mirrors. (b) Working principle of an undulator: Alternating magnet pairs (green
and blue) with a distance d and a periodicity λu generate a magnetic field B (orange) accelerating
the electrons perpendicular to their direction of motion (red arrow) and electromagnetic radiation
(yellow cones) is emitted. (c) DCM: A Si crystal pair together with an aperture monochromatizes
the incoming “white” beam, granting a decent energy bandwidth of the radiation. By rotating
the crystals the photon energy can be varied. Different colors thereby represent different photon
energies.
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At the beginning is a cathode generating electrons, which then are separated into multiple

packages or bunches with about 1011 electron each while being accelerated within a lin-

ear accelerator (LINAC) to a kinetic energy of 100 MeV. In the booster ring the electron

bunches are further accelerated to the final energy of 6 GeV while orbiting and are subse-

quently injected into the large storage ring with a circumference of about 2.3 km. Along the

storage ring several insertion devices—like undulators, wigglers, and bending magnets—are

installed. Figure 3.4 (b) shows a scheme of an undulator used for the generation of hard

X-rays. Alternating magnet pairs, with a distance of d and a periodicity of λu, generate

a magnetic field B and accelerate the electrons perpendicular to their direction of motion

(red arrow in the side view) on a sinusoidal trajectory. Since the electrons move with rel-

ativistic velocities, the resulting emission of the radiation is within the direction of motion

(yellow cones). Thereby, the characteristics of the radiation at the exit of such an insertion

device depends on several parameters, which are connected to each other via the parameter

K [111]:

K =
eBλu
2πmec

. (3.18)

While for strong magnetic fields B and large periodicity λu the value for K is greater than

1—such devices are called wigglers (or bending magnets for K � 1)—, for the generation of

hard X-rays one uses smaller fields and a shorter periodicity to obtain values for K below 1.

As a consequence, the single radiation cones within the undulator can interfere coherently

with each other and for the resulting radiation intensity applies I ∝ N2, when N is the

number of magnet pairs—compared to I ∝ N , which applies for wigglers.

The radiation generated by an undulator is always linearly polarized in the plane of the

accelerated electron trajectories. Nevertheless, there are several concepts—e.g., by combin-

ing two undulators whose pairs of magnets are perpendicular to each other or by adding a

phase shifter to the beam path—to change the polarization as desired, which also allows for

measurements of the X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD, see also Sec. 7.1.3).

Since for the photoemission experiments in this thesis a monochromatized photon beam

with a decent energy bandwidth and a photon energy of more than 3 keV is required, the

generated unmonochromatized “white” beam coming from the undulator enters a double

crystal monochromator (DCM), which is shown in Fig. 3.4 (c). Here, a pair of two paral-

lel Si crystals are mounted to a goniometer and—due to the heavy heat load of the white

beam—are cooled by liquid nitrogen (LN2). The white beam impinges on the first crystal

and the beam is diffracted according to Bragg’s law:

2dhkl sin θB = nλ, (3.19)

with the diffraction order n, the lattice parameter d in the crystal direction denoted by the

miller indices h, k, and l. Depending on the photon energy, by rotating the crystal with the

goniometer, the Bragg angle θB can be changed. The second Si crystal, rotating at the same

time as the first, acts like a mirror, reflecting the beam so that the incoming and outgoing

beams have a constant offset of only a few mm or cm, but are still in the same plane. At the

end of the monochromator there is a small aperture allowing only a narrow bandwidth of
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the beam to exit. This geometry allows, on the one hand, the beamline, which is the part of

the synchrotron from the undulator to the endstation where the experiment is carried out,

to be built in a straight line. On the other hand, it is very easy just by rotating the crystals

to continuously change the photon energy. The most common surface orientation of the

Si crystals is (111), but there are also many other surface orientations used at synchrotron

facilities. Figure 3.5 (a) shows a variety of usable crystal surfaces and their achievable

energy bandwidth as a function of the photon energy at the hard X-ray beamline P22. The

standard DCM is denoted with “+−”, while a so-called 4 bounce post-monochromator is

labeled with “+ − −+”. By changing the surface orientation one also changes the lattice

parameter and therefore the diffraction conditions. By using, e.g., a Si(311) crystal pair,

the energy resolution can be increased significantly with respect to Si(111). Figure 3.5 (b)

compares the intensity of the monochromatized beam for different crystals. By increasing

the energy resolution, one has to sacrifice beam intensity. So when changing the Si(111) to a

Si(311) crystal pair, the resolution is increased by more than a factor of 4, but the intensity

is decreased by a factor of 5. The highest energy resolution with the used setup can be

achieved when using the Si(333) post-monochromator, which results in an intensity loss of

a factor of 20 with respect to the Si(111), but allows for an energy resolution of down to

40 meV at 6 keV. Soft X-ray beamlines with much lower photon energies use optical gratings

as dispersive elements instead, since the lattice parameters of Si crystals are too small for

the larger wavelengths in the soft X-ray regime.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Comparison of the energy bandwidth as a function of the photon energy for
different crystal surfaces and geometries. (b) Double crystal reflection for the (111), (311), and
(333) surface. The area under the curve scales with the beam intensity. The nominal photon energy
was set to 5945 eV. The energetic shift between the three spectra originates from the precision of
the crystal alignment and goniometer. Data adopted from Ref. [135].

Beside this first interference order originating from the undulator, there are also higher

harmonic orders exiting the insertion device with less intensity but higher energy, which is

shown in Fig. 3.6. It should be noted that only higher orders with odd numbers contribute

to the on axis radiation, since the orders with even numbers are not coherent with the

undulator field and thus do not emit radiation in the direction of electron motion.
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x1013

Figure 3.6: Photon flux of the different harmonics as a function of photon energy. Data adopted
from Ref. [135].

After the photon beam has been monochromatized it has to be focused, since when exiting

the undulator the beam has a beam divergence in both—horizontal and vertical—direction.

With a typical beamline length of about 80 m, this divergence would lead to a huge photon

beam spot on the sample, which can strongly reduce the spatial resolution and count rate,

depending on the experimental instrument used. Therefore, reflection mirrors with surfaces

of spherical, toroidal, cylindrical, ellipsoidal or parabolic shape are often used in a total

reflection mode [111]. Thus, with two mirrors—one for each plane—the beam size on the

sample can be reduced to about 20 x 20µm2.

Beside the already mentioned quantities, the overall performance of a beamline can be

expressed with the spectral brilliance B∆ω/ω [136]:

B∆ω/ω =
∆P

∆Ω ·∆A ·∆ω/ω
[ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw], (3.20)

with the photon flux ∆P , the angular divergence of the photons ∆Ω, the spot size ∆A at the

sample position, and the spectral bandwidth ∆ω/ω of the beam. PETRA III reaches values

of about 1021 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw [137] and is therefore one of the most brilliant

synchrotrons in the world, making it superior compared to conventional state-of-the-art

X-ray guns on so many levels, especially with respect to HARPES and spin-HAXPES.
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4 Spin-Resolved Photoelectron
Spectroscopy

In 1916, P. Debye and A. Sommerfeld predicted a space quantization of electrons based on

their findings from experiments on the Zeeman effect [1]. At that time, modern quantum

mechanics did not yet exist and the view of the atomic world was still classical. The most

common model for the description of electrons in an atom was the Bohr-Sommerfeld model,

which is based on the atomic model of N. Bohr from 1913 [138] and included only the

principal (n), angular (l), and magnetic (m) quantum number. Later, in 1922, O. Stern

and W. Gerlach conducted an experiment to prove the Bohr-Sommerfeld hypothesis, which

states that the direction of angular momentum of a silver atom is quantized. A schematic

overview of the Stern-Gerlach experiment is shown in Fig. 4.1. A beam of neutral silver

atoms is sent from a furnace through an inhomogeneous magnetic field and the intensity

of the beam is observed on a detector screen. While travelling through the magnetic field,

the force F = µz · ∂B∂z ez, with ∂B
∂z

reflecting the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field, acts

on the magnetic moment µz of the silver atoms. The result of only two intensity spots on

the detector instead of an arbitrary distribution of intensity in the z-direction confirms that

the outer Ag 5s valence electrons must have an intrinsic quantized angular momentum—all

other electrons are in closed shells—, which can take only two different values. In 1925,

G. E. Uhlenbeck and S. Goudsmit hypothesized the existence of the electron spin [3], and in

1926 it was W. Pauli who formalized the theory of spin using modern quantum mechanics [4],

which had been developed in the meantime by E. Schrödinger and W. Heisenberg. In 1928,

P. Dirac upgraded the Pauli equation by introducing the theory of special relativity [5].

These formalisms are described in more detail mathematically below.

N

S

4
5

 

3

2

1

z

Figure 4.1: Stern-Gerlach experiment: From a furnace (1) neutral silver atoms (2) travel through
an inhomogeneous magnetic field (3), being deflected up or down depending on their spin, and are
detected on a screen. (4) depicts the classically expected result while (5) the one actually observed.
WikiMedia Commons [139] under the Creative Commons BY-SA 4.0 license.
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4.1 Quantum Mechanical Description of the Electron Spin

The quantum mechanical property of the spin is represented by an operator

s = (sx, sy, sz), (4.1)

which satisfies the commutation relations characteristic of angular momenta

[sx, sy] = i~sz, [sy, sz] = i~sx, [sz, sx] = i~sy. (4.2)

These relations are fulfilled when the spin operator is written as s = ~/2 σ, with the Pauli

spin matrices σ = (σx, σy, σz), whereby σz is diagonal:

σx =

(
0 1

1 0

)
, σy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σz =

(
1 0

0 −1

)
. (4.3)

Assuming a beam of electrons along the z-axis with the projection of the spin aligned

along the z-axis, the spin state can be characterized by the spin function X with complex

coefficients a1 and a2:

X = a1|α〉+ a2|β〉 = a1

(
1

0

)
+ a2

(
0

1

)
=

(
a1

a2

)
. (4.4)

The basis functions |α〉 and |β〉 are eigenfunctions of the Pauli matrix σz with eigenvalues

of ±1. The squares |a1|2 and |a2|2 give the probability of finding the value +~
2

and −~
2

with

respect to the z-axis in a measurement, and |a1|2 + |a2|2 = 1. This means the spin vector

lies somewhere on a cone around the z-axis with the length s =
√

3/4~, resulting in its

projection onto the axis being +1
2
~ or −1

2
~, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.

√3
/4 h

h
2

h
2

0 z

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the two possible spin states up and down (blue arrows). Both lie on a
cone with length ±

√
3/4~. Projected onto the z-axis the length is ±1

2~.
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The polarization P is defined by the expectation value of the spin operator σ and is given

for a non-normalized spin function X by:

P =
〈X |σ|X 〉
〈X |X 〉

. (4.5)

In contrast to the vector quantity P , the degree of polarization Pz with respect to the z-axis

is a scalar with a value of −1 ≤ Pz ≤ 1 and is given by:

Pz =
〈X |σz|X 〉
〈X |X 〉

=
|a1|2 − |a2|2

|a1|2 + |a2|2
. (4.6)

The degree of polarization of an electron beam in z-direction can accordingly be written as:

Pz =
N↑ −N↓

N↑ +N↓
, (4.7)

where N↑↓ is the number of electrons with spin parallel (up) and antiparallel (down) to the

z-axis, respectively.

4.2 Spin-Orbit Interaction

Since a Stern-Gerlach experiment is not applicable to measure the spin polarization of an

electron beam along a quantization axis—due to its negative charge and the resulting ad-

ditional Lorentz force—, scattering processes based on exchange interaction or spin-orbit

coupling are used to distinguish between the two possible spin states. The following section

focuses on SOC in elastic electron-atom scattering since it is more commonly used in modern

spin detectors.

Electron beams can be polarized by scattering—analogous to electro-magnetic waves—

because the angular distribution of the electrons depends on their polarization state. This

can be described combining the principles of quantum mechanics with the relativistic be-

havior of electrons by linearizing the relativistic generalization of the Schrödinger equation

and thus obtain the Dirac equation [5]:(
H2 − c

∑
µ

p2
µ −m2

ec
4

)
Ψ = 0, (4.8)

with H being the Hamiltonian, c the speed of light, pµ = px, py, pz the components of the

momentum operator, me the mass of an electron, and Ψ a 4-component spinor. This can

also be expressed as:(
H− c

∑
µ

αµpµ − βmec
2

)(
H + c

∑
µ

αµpµ + βmec
2

)
Ψ = 0, (4.9)
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with the constant coefficients αµ and β satisfying the relations:

αµαµ′ + αµ′αµ = 2δµµ′ , αµβ + βαµ = 0, β2 = 1. (4.10)

This can be verified by solving the linearized equation:(
H− c

∑
µ

αµpµ − βmec
2

)
Ψ = 0. (4.11)

For a free electron, one can solve this equation with the ansatz of a plane wave propagating

in z-direction:

Ψλ = aλe
i(kz−wt), with λ = 1, ..., 4, (4.12)

which yields two eigenvectors representing the spin states up and down:

Ψ↑ = A


1

0
cpz

E+mec2

0

 ei(kz−wt), Ψ↓ = B


0

1

0
−cpz

E+mec2

 ei(kz−wt), (4.13)

with A and B being constants. This can easily be verified since with the spin operator

s = ~/2 σ and the generalized Pauli spin matrices:

σx =


0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

 , σy =


0 −i 0 0

i 0 0 0

0 0 0 −i
0 0 i 0

 , σz =


1 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 −1

 , (4.14)

it directly follows that the spin of an electron is an intrinsic property:

szΨ↑ = +
~
2

Ψ↑ and szΨ↓ = −~
2

Ψ↓. (4.15)

Introducing an external field by substitution of the momentum p with p− (e/c)A, with the

vector potential A and the elementary charge e, and the Hamiltonian H with H− eφ, with

the scalar potential φ, and inserting it in Eq. 4.9 gives [6]:[
H− eφ− cα ·

(
p− e

c
A
)
− βmec

2
]
×
[
H− eφ+ cα ·

(
p− e

c
A
)

+ βmec
2
]

Ψ = 0. (4.16)
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After multiplying and with the approximation of the kinetic and potential energies being

small compared to mec
2 we obtain: 1

2me

(
p− e

c
A
)2

+ eφ︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

− e~
2mec

σ ·B︸ ︷︷ ︸
II

+ i
e~

4m2
ec

2
E · p︸ ︷︷ ︸

III

− e~
4m2

ec
2
σ · [E × p]︸ ︷︷ ︸

IV

Ψ = WΨ,

(4.17)

with the magnetic field B and the electric field E, and W +mec
2 being the total energy.

The term I is the Hamilton operator of the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation for a particle

without spin in an electromagnetic field. Combining that with term II, which describes the

interaction energy −µ ·B of a magnetic dipole with the external magnetic field, leads to

the Pauli equation for a non-relativistic electron with spin. Thereby, µ = (e~/2mec)σ is

the operator of the magnetic moment and illustrates once more the reason for using (~/2)σ

as the spin operator s. Term III is a relativistic correction which has no classical analogue.

Lastly, the fourth term introduces the spin-orbit coupling, which describes the interaction

between the electron momentum p and an electric field E. Assuming an atom, i.e., a central

potential V (r) where E = −e−1(dV/dr)(r/r) and the angular momentum of the electron

l = r × p, one gets from term IV of Eq. 4.17 the interaction energy USOC :

USOC = − e

2m2
ec

2
s ·
[
−1

e

dV

dr

r

r
× p

]
=

1

2m2
ec

2

1

r

dV

dr
(s · l). (4.18)

With the Coulomb potential V (r) = −Ze
2

r
, with Z being the atomic number, one gets:

USOC ∝
Z

r3
(s · l). (4.19)

Since USOC ∝ 1/r3 and 1/r3 ∝ Z3 from Eq. 4.19 follows a dependence of USOC ∝ Z4.

That means that SOC is strongest for heavy-Z elements like tungsten, gold or iridium and

in the close vicinity of the nucleus [140]. Therefore, SOC acts as an additional scattering

potential in addition to the Coulomb potential and depends—for a given target material—

on the orientation of the spin of the electron with respect to its angular momentum, as

is depicted in Fig. 4.3. When an electron passes the nucleus (N) from the right side with

the position vector r (orange), its angular momentum L (green) is pointing upwards. In

Fig. 4.3 this is denoted with a circle and a dot in it. If the spin of the electron is parallel

to its angular momentum (blue), the additional scattering potential—beside the attractive

Coulomb potential—is also attractive and the electron is deflected more strongly toward the

nucleus than an electron with the opposite spin direction (red). Then the spin is antiparallel

to the angular momentum and thus the additional potential is repulsive. This results in the

electron being less deflected by the nucleus. If the electron passes the nucleus on the left side,

the angular momentum is directed downwards, depicted with a circle and a cross in it. The

electron with spin-down thus experiences a stronger deflection, as in this case the additional

scattering potential is attractive. The electron with spin-up is deflected accordingly less.
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L
→

N
r→

p→L
→

Figure 4.3: Schematic scattering of two electron beams (black) passing the nucleus (N) from
the left and right side. L is the angular momentum, p the momentum vector, and r the position
vector the electron. The final scattering potential depends on the sign of the angular momentum.
Electrons with spin-up are shown in blue and spin-down in red.

4.3 Differential Scattering Cross Sections

Having introduced the Dirac equation and the effect of spin-orbit coupling, we can now treat

the resulting differential cross sections for electrons when being elastically scattered off the

central potential of the nucleus in a solid. Taking electrons as an incident plane wave in

z-direction, expressed as a linear combination of both solutions from Eq. 4.13, to solve the

Dirac equation leads to the asymptotic wavefunction Ψλ:

Ψλ −−−→
r→∞

aλe
ikz + a

′

λ(θ, φ)
eikr

r
, (4.20)

with λ = 1, ..., 4 being the four components of the wavefunction and a
′

λ(θ, φ) as the amplitude

of the scattered spherical wave. From the Schrödinger theory one finds for the generalized

differential cross section [6]:

dσ

dΩ
(θ, φ) ≡ σ(θ, φ) =

∑4
λ=1 |a

′

λ(θ, φ)|2∑4
λ=1 |aλ|2

. (4.21)

This can be simplified by the fact that the aλ are not independent from each other, which

can be seen from Eqs. 4.12 and 4.13:

r ≡ |a3|
|a1|

=
|a4|
|a2|

=
cpz

E +mec2
. (4.22)
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The same relation applies to the a
′

λ since far away from the scattering center, one can consider

the spherical wave as the result of the superposition of several plane waves propagating in

different directions from the center. Thus, for the cross section follows:

σ(θ, φ) =
|a′

1|2 + |a′
2|2 + |a′

1|2r2 + |a′
2|2r2

|a1|2 + |a2|2 + |a1|2r2 + |a2|2r2
=
|a′

1|2 + |a′
2|2

|a1|2 + |a2|2
. (4.23)

Note that the components a
′
3 and a

′
4 need not to be considered here, since they are small

compared to a
′
1 and a

′
2. Therefore, in case of a polarisation in +z-direction the asymptotic

solutions for the Dirac equation are:

Ψ1 −−−→
r→∞

eikz + f1(θ, φ)
eikr

r
and Ψ2 −−−→

r→∞
0 + g1(θ, φ)

eikr

r
. (4.24)

It turns out that the second component after the scattering is not necessarily zero as the

spin can be flipped by SOC. This is due to the—from the electron point of view—magnetic

field emanating from the moving charge of the nucleus which represents an electric current.

This is denoted by the spin-flip amplitude g1(θ, φ). For an incident plane wave polarized in

−z-direction it follows analogously:

Ψ1 −−−→
r→∞

0 + g2(θ, φ)
eikr

r
and Ψ2 −−−→

r→∞
eikz + f2(θ, φ)

eikr

r
. (4.25)

The scattering problem in the case of the Schrödinger equation can be solved by the partial

waves method. Here due to the fact that one has a system of simultaneous differential

equations, the solution is much more complicated. Therefore, only the basic idea and the

physical background will be discussed in the following. For the detailed calculations the

interested reader is referred to the work of Mott and Massey [141].

First, a particular solution with two pairs of Ψ1(θ, φ) and Ψ2(θ, φ) for both spin directions

with z being the quantization axis is found. These solutions include a φ-dependent term,

which does not occur in the Schrödinger treatment of scattering. It is explained by the

conservation law for j2 = (l + s)2. Before the scattering ms = +1/2 (assuming the electron

spin is in +z-direction) and ml = 0, i.e., the angular momentum component mj = +1/2.

The latter must be conserved after the scattering process. A spin flip results in the decrease

of the z-component of the spin which must be compensated by an increase of the angular

momentum component in this direction. Therefore, there must be a non-zero expectation

value for this component. The corresponding operator can be written as:

lz = −i~ ∂

∂φ
, (4.26)

which shows, that the solution is a φ-dependent term.

By combining the two pairs from the particular solution, a general solution can be found

with the scattering amplitudes f1,2(θ, φ) and g1,2(θ, φ). Thereby, it can be shown that

the dependence of the scattering amplitude f1,2 can be reduced to the dependence of the

scattering angle θ and the scattering phase η, which depend on the energy of the electrons
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and on the scattering potential, which is determined by the target material. Therefore, the

scattering amplitudes can be expressed by:

f2(θ) = f1(θ) = f(θ)

g2(θ, φ) =− g1e
−2iφ = −g(θ)e−iφ.

(4.27)

One can now treat the case of an incident wave with an arbitrary spin direction:

A

(
1

0

)
eikz +B

(
0

1

)
eikz =

(
A

B

)
eikz, (4.28)

and therefore one gets for the scattered spherical wave by coherent superposition of Eqs. 4.24,

4.25, 4.27, and 4.28:(
a

′
1

a
′
2

)
eikr

r
= A

(
f1

g1

)
eikr

r
+B

(
g2

f2

)
eikr

r
=

(
Af −Bge−iφ
Bf + Ageiφ

)
eikr

r
, (4.29)

and finally the differential cross section from Eq. 4.23:

σ(θ, φ) = (|f |2 + |g|2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

1 +

(
i
fg∗ − f ∗g
|f |2 + |g|2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

II

(
−AB∗eiφ + A∗Be−iφ

i(|A|2 + |B|2)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

III

 . (4.30)

Thereby, the first term describes the scattering amplitude, which is independent of the spin

polarization. Term II is the so-called Sherman function S(θ), which is a measure for the

polarization ability of the scattering process and depends on the angle θ. Lastly, the third

term describes the cross section, which depends on the angle φ and the spin polarisation.

For a better understanding, we consider the case with A = B = 1 and the beam being fully

polarized in x-direction (see Fig. 4.4 (a)). This simplifies Eq. 4.30 to:

σ(θ, φ) = (|f |2 + |g|2)[1− S(θ) sinφ]. (4.31)

The φ-dependence here is important since the primary beam is not axially symmetric with

respect to the propagation direction. For the electrons with spin-up (blue), the intensity is

minimal when scattered to the right (φ = 90◦, θ) and maximal when scattered left (φ = 270◦,

θ). For the other spin direction (red) it is accordingly vice versa, which is also known as

the left-right scattering asymmetry and is the basic operating principle of a Mott detector

(see Sec. 4.4.1). In Fig. 4.4 (b) the cross section σ(θ, φ) is plotted against the angle φ and a

constant θ for both, spin-up and spin-down. For the angles φ = 0◦ and 180◦ the scattering

intensity for both spin polarizations is equal.
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Figure 4.4: (a): Schematic view of the left-right scattering asymmetry for two differently polarized
electron beams in x-direction. Blue denotes the spin-up electrons and red spin-down. The green
arrows indicate the angles under which the electrons are scattered within the yz-plane. (b): Cross
section σ plotted against the angle φ for the two different polarization directions up (blue) and
down (red).

By defining the sum of the squared scattered intensities as the total intensity I(θ) = |f(θ)|2+

|g(θ)|2, and using the unity vector:

n̂ =
k1 × k2

|k1 × k2|
, (4.32)

which is perpendicular to the scattering plane, and k1 and k2 are the electron momenta

before and after the scattering, one gets with the polarization P and Eq. 4.31:

σ(θ, φ) = I(θ)[1 + S(θ)P · n̂]. (4.33)

The advantage of this formula is that it is independent of the choice of the coordinate

system since the scalar product is invariant under coordinate transformations. One sees

that only the spin component which is perpendicular to the scattering plane contributes

to the scattering asymmetry. In contrast, when the polarisation lies within the scattering

plane, the components make no contribution at all.

4.4 Different Concepts of Spin Detectors

The early development of special detectors for spin-resolved photoemission experiments

started in the 1960’s with the Mott detector [8] based on the left-right asymmetry introduced

in the previous section. Throughout the next decades, this type of detector was mostly

utilized for the investigation of ferromagnetic materials [142]. Later—from the 1980’s on—

new detector concepts were introduced: Low-energy electron diffraction of spin-polarized

electrons (SPLEED) [143], diffuse scattering detector [144], and multichannel spin-filtering

using W(001) [145], Ir(100) [146], or Au/Ir(100) [147], which are all based on SOC. While

the first concepts were only applied in the soft X-ray and VUV range, they were also adapted
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for the more challenging hard X-ray regime starting in the 2010s. First for the study of core

levels [148], later also for valence states [149], both based on SPLEED detectors.

Mott, SPLEED, and multichannel detectors are the most common and widely used spin

detector concepts for spin-resolved photoemission. In the following section, these three

detector concepts are discussed in detail, especially with respect to their Figure-of-Merit.

The interested reader will find a comprehensive listing of less common or highly specialized

detector concepts elsewhere [142].

4.4.1 Mott Detector

The Mott detector, the principle of which was first presented in 1966 [8], is today the

most commonly used spin detector, which utilizes spin-orbit coupling. Figure 4.5 shows a

schematic view of its principle concept. A highly accelerated electron beam with intensity

I0 and a kinetic energy of Ekin = 20 keV − 120 keV, which is polarized with respect to the

quantization axis z, is quasielastically scattered off by a high-Z target material like Au. Due

to the SOC induced left-right asymmetry, the scattering probability for electrons polarized

in −z-direction is different from that the ones polarized in +z-direction. Therefore, the

scattered intensity measured by the channeltron (CT) on the left side IL is different from

the one measured on the right side IR.

k

n

k k

n

Figure 4.5: Schematic view of a Mott detector: Electron beam with Ekin = 20 keV − 120 keV
polarized along the quantization axis z is scattered at a high-Z target, e.g., a polycrystalline gold
foil. The two channeltrons (CT) are within the scattering plane (xy-plane perpendicular to the
quantization axis) at a scattering angle of 120◦.

In this geometry, the momentum vector of the initial beam is ki = (1, 0, 0)T , and the vectors

of the scattered beams kL = 1/
√

5(−1, 2, 0)T and kR = 1/
√

5(−1,−2, 0)T , the spin pointing

towards the positive z-direction (spin-up) is denoted with the unity vector nU = (0, 0, 1)T

and the one pointing in the opposite direction (spin-down) with nD = (0, 0,−1)T .
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Using the Eqs. 4.32 and 4.33 the scattered intensities can be expressed by:

IL(θ) = σ↑,L(θ)N↑ + σ↓,L(θ)N↓

= N↑I(θ)

1 + S(θ)

 0

0

1

 ·
 0

0

1

+N↓I(θ)

1 + S(θ)

 0

0

−1

 ·
 0

0

1


= N↑I(θ)[1 + S(θ)] +N↓I(θ)[1− S(θ)],

(4.34)

and

IR(θ) = σ↑,R(θ)N↑ + σ↓,R(θ)N↓

= N↑I(θ)

1 + S(θ)

 0

0

1

 ·
 0

0

−1

+N↓I(θ)

1 + S(θ)

 0

0

−1

 ·
 0

0

−1


= N↑I(θ)[1− S(θ)] +N↓I(θ)[1 + S(θ)].

(4.35)

With the scattered intensities and Eq. 4.7 the asymmetry A can now be determined:

A =
IL − IR

IL + IR

=
N↑[1 + S(θ)] +N↓[1− S(θ)]− (N↑[1− S(θ)] +N↓[1 + S(θ)])

N↑[1 + S(θ)] +N↓[1− S(θ)] +N↑[1− S(θ)] +N↓[1 + S(θ)]

= S(θ)
N↑ −N↓
N↑ +N↓

.

(4.36)

Most of the Mott detectors—typically using a gold scattering target—are operating in this

geometry with a scattering angle of 120◦ and a scattering energy of 100 keV since the Sher-

man function is maximal for these parameters [150].

With the polarization P and the number of the total photoelectrons N = N↑ + N↓ the

spectral intensities for spin-up (N↑) and spin-down (N↓) can be expressed by:

N↑↓ =
1

2
(1± P )N. (4.37)

It has to be considered that the measurement of asymmetry is subject to both, systematic

(∆Psys) and statistical (∆Pstat) errors. The error of the polarization ∆P can be expressed

as [151]:

∆P =
√

∆P 2
sys + ∆P 2

stat =

√(
A

S2
∆S

)2

+

(
∆A

S

)2

. (4.38)
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While the error of the Sherman function ∆S is unknown, the error of the asymmetry ∆A

can be expressed using Gaussian error propagation of Eq. 4.36:

∆A =

√(
∂A

∂IL

)2

∆I2
L +

(
∂A

∂IR

)2

∆I2
R

=

√(
2IL

(IL + IR)2

)2

IL +

(
−2IR

(IL + IR)2

)2

IR

=

√
4ILIR

I3
,

(4.39)

where I = IL + IR and the count rate statistics of the detector ∆IL,R =
√
IL,R is already

included. With 1− P 2S2 = 4ILIR/I
2 it follows that:

∆A =

√
1

N
(1− P 2S2), (4.40)

and therefore the statistical error of the polarization:

∆Pstat =
∆A

S
=

√
1

N

(
1

S2
− P 2

)
'
√

1

NS2
, (4.41)

where the term P 2 can be neglected since P 2 � 1/S2. With the relation N ∝ I/I0 the

statistical error can be further expressed by:

∆Pstat ∝
1

S
√
I/I0

, (4.42)

with I0 being the intensity of the incident beam and I that of the elastically scattered beam.

This expression is a constant factor of the spin polarimeter and its reciprocal square is called

efficiency or Figure-of-Merit (FoM):

FoM = S2 I

I0

. (4.43)

Thus, the efficiency strongly depends on the ability of the used target material to polarize

the electron beam and its probability of electron scattering, which determines the ratio of

scattered and incident intensity. For an ideal detector, where every electron is elastically

scattered and the Sherman function is 1, the FoM has a maximum value of 1.

Although the high scattering energies of up to 120 keV make high demands on the experi-

mental setup, e.g., because of the complex insulation of electrical contacts, this is necessary

because the Mott scattering cross sections decrease strongly at lower energies [152]. At these

high energies, a typical value for the scattering probability of the Au target is of the order

of 10−2 and the Sherman function is about 0.2. This leads to a FoM of only ≈ 10−4 [153],
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which illustrates the extremely low efficiency of such spin polarimeters, so that long mea-

suring times are required to get a decent signal-to-noise ratio.

However, there is still instrumental development for spin detectors based on Mott scattering.

Strocov et al. [154] have presented a concept for an imaging Mott detector (iMott) operating

with a kinetic energy of 40 keV and a Au target. However, the determination of its FoM is

still pending.

4.4.2 Low-Energy Electron Diffraction of Spin-Polarized Electrons

Another way to utilize spin-orbit interaction for spin-resolved photoemission was first suc-

cessfully introduced in 1979 and is based on low-energy electron diffraction of spin-polarized

electrons (SPLEED) [7]. Figure 4.6 shows the first concept of such a detector.
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Figure 4.6: Schematic view of the first SPLEED detector and its basic concept from 1979. Figure
adapted from Ref. [7].

In this double-scattering experiment unpolarized electrons from an electron gun impinge on

a W(001) crystal (polarizer). The specular reflected (0,0) and now polarized electron beam

passes through a hole in the LEED screen, and with a movable Faraday cup (collector)

the quasielastically scattered intensity can be measured. Entering the analyzer, the kinetic

energy of the electron beam can be adjusted with an acceleration-deceleration stage and

subsequently analysed with a cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) before the beam impinges

with an energy of E = 105 eV on the second W(001) crystal. While the incidence angle

at the first W crystal is θ = 47.5◦ ± 1◦ with respect to the surface normal, the angle at

the second one is θ = 0◦ ± 0.5◦, which is a typical geometry for LEED experiments. Two

channeltrons detect the intensity of the diffracted (2,0) and (2̄,0) beams. By rotating the

first crystal, the intensity and polarization of the (0,0) beam can be changed. Figure 4.7

shows the rotation diagrams for (a) the intensity and (b) the polarization of the beam with

a kinetic energy of 100 eV (blue dots) compared to theoretical calculations (red lines).
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For the polarization P applies:

P =
1

B
· A− T

1− AT
, (4.44)

with A being the measured asymmetry determined by the different intensities from the

two channeltrons, T ≤ 2 % being the apparatus asymmetry, and B = 0.28 ± 0.05 the

experimentally determined detector sensitivity, which corresponds to the Sherman function

of Mott detectors and is the intensity asymmetry which would be obtained for a totally

polarized incident beam [7]. The reader interested in how the calculations were performed

is referred to the relativistic LEED theory by R. Feder [155–157].

(a)

(b)

45

experiment
theory

Figure 4.7: Experimentally determined rotation diagrams for a (0,0) beam with 100 eV kinetic
energy compared to theoretical calculations based on the relativistic LEED theory: (a) Intensity,
normalized at φ = 45◦; (b) Polarization. Data adapted from Ref. [7].

Within the kinematic diffraction theory, which considers only single diffraction effects and

describes the diffraction at single crystals, the intensity and the polarisation should remain

constant when rotating the crystal, since the diffraction condition is independent of the az-

imuthal angle [140]. But both, the experiment as well as the theory show four pronounced

maxima of the intensity and even a change in the sign of the polarisation. This can only be

explained by the dynamic diffraction theory considering multiple scattering of low-energy

electrons. The maximum at φ = 45◦ and the missing maximum at φ = 0◦ can be referred

to the fourfold symmetry of W(001) [140]. This experiment clearly shows that the mul-

tiple scattering of electrons play a significant role and therefore the polarisation strongly

depends on the azimuthal angle. While in the kinematic approximation the intensity and

the asymmetry are related in such a way that at a maximum in intensity the asymmetry

becomes minimal, both quantities are independent of each other when multiple scattering is

taken into account. Therefore, for a SPLEED detector, one must find the correct scattering

parameters such as the azimuthal angle φ, the scattering angle θ, and the scattering energy
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Escatt at which—in the best case—the scattering intensity and asymmetry are maximal.

Although, the FoM is comparable to a Mott detector, the advantage of SPLEED detectors

is the low scattering energy of only about 100 eV and therefore, they do not have to handle

high voltages, which makes the work less demanding and safer [142].

4.4.3 Imaging Spin-Filtering with Multichannel Detection

Both previously described spin detectors use channeltrons for electron counting which, due

to the fact that those are single channel detectors, lack the ability of multiplexing. To

overcome this obstacle and the resulting low count rates and to exploit the capability of

modern electron spectrometers measuring a two-dimensional electron distribution using a

microchannel plate (MCP) in combination with a charged coupled device (CCD) detector or

a delayline detector (DLD), multichannel imaging spin-filtering—like SPLEED also based

on specular reflection at a single crystal—has been developed over the last 10 years [145,

146]. The basic principle for a W(001) spin-filter crystal with 45 ◦ scattering angle is shown

in Fig. 4.8 for the real space (a) and reciprocal space (b) including the Ewald construction

for two different scattering energies.
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Figure 4.8: Principle of an imaging spin-filter crystal W(001) with 45 ◦ scattering angle reflecting
a two-dimensional electron distribution in (a) real space and (b) reciprocal space for two different
scattering energies. Figures adapted from Ref. [158].

Hereby, a two-dimensional photoelectron distribution impinges on a spin-filter crystal at a

scattering angle with respect to the surface normal (not shown here) and with a certain

scattering energy Escatt. Which physical quantity the two axes of the electron distribution

represent, depends on the use of the respective dispersive element. When using an HDA, x

refers to the angular or non-dispersive reciprocal kx-direction and y represents the kinetic

energy of the photoelectrons (see Sec. 5.1.1). Instead, when TOF-based energy recording is

employed, both axes refer to the reciprocal directions kx and ky, while the kinetic energy

is encoded in the time-of-flight (see Sec. 5.2.2). The parallel electron beams are specular

reflected while they—due to their low scattering energy of several 10 eV—penetrate only

≈ 4 monolayers into the spin-filter crystal [122]. As described in Sec. 4.2 SOC is strong for

high-Z elements. Thus, standard crystals for this kind of spin detector are, e.g., W(001) and
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Ir(100). For the latter a passivation of the surface with a pseudomorph gold layer is often

used to extend the lifetime of the crystal surface and also to enhance the Sherman function.

The required thorough surface preparation of the spin-filter crystal will be discussed in detail

in Sec. 5.1.2. Depending on the scattering energy Escatt and angle θ the measured asymmetry

and reflectivity of these crystals strongly differ. Figure 4.9 shows the reflectivity, asymmetry,

and resulting FoM for different diffraction conditions for W(001) and Au/Ir(100) spin-filter

crystals. These measurements show that only a few working points are favorable for a high

FoM and an elaborate calibration of the spin-filter crystal is needed. To determine the spin

asymmetry, always a set of two measurements has to be performed. Thereby, three different

practical ways have been established so far, with the scattering angle always remaining

constant:

• Measuring the sample magnetized in two opposite directions with respect to the quan-

tization axis of the spin detector at a fixed scattering energy Escatt [159].

• If the asymmetry shows a positive and a negative maximum in about 1 eV energy

range, switch Escatt between the two values for each measurement [160].

• Rotate the spin-filter crystal by about 30◦ with respect to its surface normal (azimuthal

angle φ) and slightly adjust Escatt for both measurements [161].

Which method to prefer depends on the electron spectrometer and spin-filter crystal used.

In this thesis, the first method of re-magnetizing the sample is used for the spin-resolved

measurements.

The reflected and spin-filtered (0,0) electron beam is then recorded with a two-dimensional

DLD. A short overview of the basic structure and operation of a DLD is given in the

appendix. To compare the FoM of a spin detector based on an imaging spin-filter with state-

of-the-art single-channel acquisition, the two-dimensional Figure-of-Merit (FoM2D) can be

inferred from Eq. 4.43 by multiplication with the number of simultaneously resolved data

points N :

FoM2D = N〈FoM〉 = N〈S2 I

I0

〉. (4.45)

For, e.g., N = 1000 data points together with a reflectivity of 1.2 %, and a Sherman function

of 0.41 it follows:

FoM2D = 1000 ·
(
0.412 · 1.2× 10−2

)
' 2.0. (4.46)

Compared to a Mott or SPLEED detector, such an imaging spin-filter with multichannel

acquisition is therefore 104 times more efficient.

4.5 Summary and Discussion

After introducing the quantum mechanical properties of the electron spin, its interaction

with the orbital momentum and the resulting differential cross sections for spin-up and

spin-down electrons, different detector concepts based on SOC were presented. While a
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Figure 4.9: Experimentally determined reflectivity, asymmetry, and FoM for Au/Ir(100) (left)
[162] and for W(001) (right) [163].

Mott and a SPLEED detector have a comparable FoM, the multichannel acquisition of the

two-dimensional spin-filter concept has enormously increased the effective FoM (FoM2D)

by a factor of 104, making this type of spin detector superior. In Fig. 4.10 the historical

development of the different concepts and their FoM for the past 60 years is shown [7, 8, 145,

158, 164–175]. While detectors based on Mott or exchange scattering are usually combined

with an HDA, the introduction of TOF-based energy recording lays the foundation for an

instrumental development closer to the theoretical maximum of the FoM of 1. It was not

until the introduction of multichannel spin-filtering and the two-dimensional FoM2D that

came with it, that a major and important leap in the efficiency of spin detectors was made,

allowing for efficiencies far beyond that of single-channel spin detectors. This improvement

results in much higher count rates and is thus a key feature for spin-resolved hard X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy.
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Figure 4.10: Overview of the development of different spin detector concepts over the past 60
years. Data adapted from Ref. [176].

Thus, in the following thesis, this technique—previously exploited for the VUV and soft X-

ray regime only—is adapted for the high energy range featuring two different instrumental

concepts. The first is the adaptation of an already existing setup for HARPES using an

HDA, which is extended by an external spin detector including a W(001) spin-filter crystal.

And the second concept is a newly developed k-space or momentum microscope, featuring

TOF-based energy recording with the built-in option of spin-filtering using an Ir(100) crystal.

Both concepts are discussed in detail and compared to each other to find the most suitable

instrumental setup for studying the electronic and magnetic properties of complex oxides.
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5 Concepts and Implementation of a
Spin-HAXPES Endstation

The distribution in energy, direction, start time and position of the emitted photoelec-

tron cannot be directly observed, but has to be translated by an electron spectrometer,

which therefore plays a central role when performing PES. In the early days, only the

electron intensity I was usually recorded using a single channel detector—and thus no lat-

eral information—and measuring point by point, which can be accordingly described as

a zero-dimensional recording scheme. Later, such curves could be acquired by measur-

ing the intensity of the photoelectrons according to their time-of-flight (TOF) I(Ekin), in

which the kinetic energy is encoded, in one shot, which improved the recording scheme to

one-dimensional. With the introduction of multichannel detectors in the 1970s this situ-

ation has begun to change [177]. From then on, with the use of hemispherical deflection

analyzers (HDAs) it was possible to measure two-dimensions simultaneously (energy to-

gether with one reciprocal direction I(Ekin, kx), or two reciprocal direction at one energy

I(kx, ky)) [178]. By combining such 2D detectors with the TOF energy recording instead, it

was possible to measure both reciprocal directions along with the kinetic energy, resulting in

a three-dimensional recording scheme I(Ekin, kx, ky). With the concept of an imaging spin

detector which maintains a two-dimensional electron distribution while filtering the electron

spin, even a four-dimensional recording scheme I(Px, Ekin, kx, ky), with the polarization in

x-direction Px, could be achieved, which opens new astonishing ways for PES to explore.

This thesis is about the implementation, characterization, and commissioning of two differ-

ent technical approaches for hard X-ray based angle- and spin-resolved photoemission. The

first one is the upgrade of the existing HAXPES endstation equipped with an HDA at the

hard X-ray beamline P09 of the storage ring of PETRA III (DESY) with an external spin

detector chamber. The second one is a completely new designed momentum-microscope fea-

turing TOF energy recording with built-in spin-filter option set up at beamline P22 (DESY).

Both instrumental approaches were developed by the group of Prof. Schönhense (University

of Mainz).

In the following sections, a detailed overview of the basic principles of both spectrometer

types is giving with focus on their technical realization when combined with an imaging spin-

filter as well as advantages and challenges when performing momentum- and spin-resolved

photoemission in the hard X-ray regime.
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5.1 Hemispherical Deflection Analyzer with External Spin

Detector

The hemispherical deflection analyzer is the most widely used spectrometer type when it

comes to core-level PES as well as ARPES. This section is about the basic principle of

an HDA—the high energy and high resolution electron analyzer SPECS Phoibos 225HV—

which is equipped with an external spin detector chamber including a W(001) spin-filter

crystal and a DLD at its exit. After that, the characterization and first measurements with

this setup are discussed in detail and which obstacles have to be solved as well as future

improvements.

5.1.1 Basic Principles

Hemispherical Deflection Analyzer

The basic design of an HDA is discussed based on Fig. 5.1 (a) with the spherical coordinate

system shown in (b). A lens system is attached in front of the entrance of two hemispheres

with the radii R1 < R2. The very first lens defines the entrance of the photoelectrons

emitted from the sample, while the sample is located in one of the analyzer’s focal plane

and the electron detector in the other. This geometry terminates the spherical field of the

hemisphere at the entrance and exit of the analyzer and reduces aberrations. To achieve a

decent energy resolution, entrance and exit slits with a finite width d1 and d2 are available.

For the photoelectrons entering the hemispheres, the equation of motion can be expressed

by [179]:

Etot = U + T = const. ⇔ Ėtot = 0, (5.1)

with the potential energy U and the kinetic energy T . Using the radial coordinates shown

in Fig. 5.1 (c), the velocity of the electrons can be expressed as v =

√
ṙ2 + r2φ̇2. Thus, for

the kinetic energy follows:

T =
1

2
mev

2 =
1

2
(ṙ2 + r2φ̇2), (5.2)

with the radial (ṙ) and angular (φ̇) velocities. Since the symmetry of the analyzer is spherical,

the total angular momentum is also conserved:

L = mer
2φ̇ = const. ⇔ L̇ = 0, (5.3)

L2 = m2
er

4φ̇2 = 2mer
2
(
T − me

2
ṙ2
)
. (5.4)

The kinetic energy can therefore be written as:

T =
L2

2mer2
+
me

2
ṙ2. (5.5)
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic view of a hemispherical deflection analyzer with a two-dimensional
detector consisting of an MCP and a DLD. Photoelectrons being emitted from the irradiated
sample, are collected by the entrance lens, de- or accelerated to Epass and detected by the DLD. By
variation of the voltage of the lens system an energy spectrum is being measured. (b) Corresponding
coordinate system. (c) Starting angle α0 expressed by the radial (ṙ) and angular (φ̇) velocity. (d)
Refraction of an electron while entering the HDA: Transition from a constant potential U0 outside
(with angle α∗0) to the spherical potential U ∝ 1/r inside the analyzer (with angle α0).

The motion of the electrons within the analyzer is determined by the 1/r potential of the

spherical electrodes, which can be written as:

U(r) = U0
R0

r
, (5.6)

with the mean radius R0 = 1/2(R1 +R2) of the analyzer. Inserting now the Eqs. 5.6 and 5.5

into Eq. 5.1 gives the definition of the electron’s motion within a hemispherical analyzer:

Etot = U0
R0

r
+

L2

2mer2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ueff

+
me

2
ṙ2, (5.7)

where the first two terms are often referred to as the effective potential Ueff. This equation

can be simplified for a circular orbit where r = r0. Due to the conservation of energy

dEtot/dr = 0, one gets ṙ = 0 and φ̇ = const. and it follows:

dUeff

dr
|r=r0 = 0 ⇔ −U0

R0

r2
0

− L2

mer3
0

= 0. (5.8)
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The angular momentum L can be replaced by using Eq. 5.5 assuming a constant kinetic

energy T0:

U0 = −2
r0

R0

T0. (5.9)

Considering electrons entering the analyzer under normal incidence (α0 = 0) with a kinetic

energy T0, they pass through the hemispherical analyzer on a circular trajectory with radius

r0 = R0 and are detected at the exit. This kinetic energy is referred to as the pass energy

Epass of the analyzer and with T0 = Epass the value of the electrode potentials is given by:

Epass = −U0

2
. (5.10)

Assuming a finite mean width D = (d1 + d2)/2 of the slits in radial direction at φ = 0◦ and

φ = 180◦ and allowing for electrons with incident angles of α∗0 > 0 to enter the analyzer, the

energy resolution of an HDA is given by [179]:

∆E = Epass

(
D

2R0

+ α∗0,max
2

)
. (5.11)

Thus, the α2-aberration is a major limitation of the resolution of an HDA and according to

the Kuyatt-Simpson criterion, the α∗0,max
2-term should not exceed 0.5 times the “slit”-term

D/2R0 [180]. This limits the incident angle in a conventional high resolution HDA typically

to 1.5◦− 3.0◦ [179]. The angle of incidence β of the electrons in the non-dispersive direction

(perpendicular to the dispersive direction) does not contribute to the energy resolution since

they travel on equatorial circles (for α0 = 0) or on identical ellipses (for α0 > 0). A more

detailed discussion of the α2-aberration as well as the sphere aberration, taking also the exit

angle of the electrons into account, can be found in Refs. [179, 181].

It can also be seen from Eq. 5.11 that, if the photoelectrons pass through the analyzer with

their initial kinetic energy Ekin, the energy resolution varies over the spectrum. Thus, for a

constant energy resolution throughout the spectrum, the energy of the photoelectrons has

to be kept at a constant pass energy Epass. This is achieved by the remaining lenses, which

accelerate or retard the electrons to Epass before they enter the hemisphere. By sweeping

the retarding voltage of the analyzer lens in small intervals ∆E, electrons with different Ekin

can be successively de- or accelerated to Epass, fly through the analyzer and are counted at

the exit by the DLD. In that way, an energy spectrum over several 100 eV or even several

1000 eV, depending on the excitation source, can be acquired. This analyzer operation is the

so-called constant analyzer energy (CAE) mode. When using a two-dimensional electron

detector, here a combination of an MCP and DLD, an energy window of ≈ 10% of Epass is

measured [182], since electrons with slightly more and less kinetic energy than Epass, which

are slightly less and more deflected within the hemisphere, are still being detected due to the

two-dimensional detector area. This, in combination with Eq. 5.11, leads to higher count

rates when Epass is increased, while the energy resolution is decreased. Similar principle

applies for the choice of the entrance slit. While a narrow slit reduces the count rates

significantly, it allows for high energy resolution measurements and vice versa. A smaller d
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also reduces the spherical aberration of the analyzer’s dispersion, which is determined by the

α2-term [183]. While using the CAE mode, one can—beside the described sweeping mode—

also use the imaging or fixed mode. When measuring in the fixed mode, the retarding

potentials are kept constant and only the small energy window ≈ 10% of Epass is measured.

This allows for quite a fast acquisition of a small energy spectrum since no time is needed to

shift the potentials and wait for them to become stable. A disadvantage of this method is

the not necessarily homogeneous electron sensitivity of the detector surface. Since in sweep

mode the complete spectrum of electrons is shifted in the dispersive direction across the

detector, inhomogeneities—which mainly originate from the MCP—will be averaged out.

But when acquiring a constant energy window the problem persists. The most common

solution for this is to measure a constant background in fixed mode, which includes all

detector inhomogeneities and divide the acquired spectrum by this background.

When operating in this CAE mode, HDAs have an energy dependent transmission function

T , which describes the ratio of the initial number of electrons entering and the number of

electrons being detected and counted by the detector for a given kinetic energy. Hereby, the

determination of T is quite complicated and there are several different approximations [184].

Depending on the geometry of the lens system, the transfer function can be quite simple or

more complex and can vary greatly among different analyzer models.

To get rid of this energy dependent transmission, another analyzer operation mode was

established, the constant retard ratio (CRR) mode. Using this mode, electrons entering the

lens system are retarded by a constant proportion of their kinetic energy, which is described

by the retard ratio k:

k =
Ekin

Epass

. (5.12)

Throughout the scan range, the pass energy is continuously varied to keep a constant re-

tard ratio. Therefore, the transmission function is constant for all initial kinetic energies,

but the energy resolution varies over the energy spectrum. In Fig. 5.2 two photoemission

spectra of a gold foil are shown, which were acquired with the same analyzer in the two

different operation modes CAE and CRR. While using the CAE mode, a broad background

increases in intensity toward lower kinetic energies, which originates from a higher trans-

mission for slower electrons, there is no such a background when using the CRR mode since

the transmission function is constant over the entire energy range. Which of the two modes

is to prefer, depends on the data one is interested in. All measurements done in this study

in combination with an HDA were performed exclusively in the CAE mode, to ensure a

constant energy resolution.

External Spin Detector

The principles of multichannel spin-filtering were already discussed in Sec. 4.4.3. Now the

technical implementation in combination with an HDA is discussed in detail.

The spin detector is built in 90◦ geometry and is directly attached to the exit of the hemi-

spherical analyzer as can be seen in Fig. 5.3. This design results in a scattering angle of

45◦ at the W(001) spin-filter crystal. The two-dimensional electron distribution at the exit
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Figure 5.2: Photoemission spectra of a Au foil (excitation source Al Kα) measured with the CAE
(left) and CRR (right) mode.

of the analyzer is transferred through the spin detector, scattered at the spin-filter crystal

and afterwards detected by the DLD at the end of the spin detector chamber. For a proper

imaging within the spin detector, several different lens types are built in. At the entrance,

a quadrupole provides centering of the photoelectrons entering the detector at an angle of

about 5◦ with respect to the dispersive direction. This quadrupole is followed by cylindrical,

conical, and focusing lenses that first invert the image and then provide parallelization of

the electron beam. It is important that the electrons are not focused on the crystal as this

would lead to many different scattering angles and therefore strongly varying asymmetry

and reflectivity values for each electron. Directly before and after the spin-filter crystal a

second set of quadrupoles is installed to center the parallel electron beam on the spin-filter

crystal and finally on the detector. The spin-filter itself is mounted on a rotary feedthrough

allowing for proper alignment of the crystal relative to the scattering plane.

Since the cleanliness of the spin-filter surface also depends on the vacuum conditions within

the chamber, the spin detector is further equipped with its own turbo molecular and non-

evaporable getter pump granting a chamber pressure in the low 10−10 mbar region (see also

Sec. 5.1.2).

A detailed view of the electron trajectories within the spin detector and the corresponding

lens potentials is shown in Fig. 5.4. The electrostatic fields are represented by black (+) and

blue (−) field lines. The spin-filter crystal (gray) is located at the center of the scattering

volume (including the crystal and all parts in the direct vicinity, see also Fig. 5.3) to which

the scattering potential USV is applied to. To grant a parallel incidence of the photoelectrons

to the crystal surface, two focus points are situated directly in front and after the scattering

volume. All lens potentials are floating on the Herzog potential of the HDA. In sweep mode

this allows the lens potentials of the spin detector to simultaneously change with the HDA.

As discussed in Sec. 4.4.3, the electrons entering the spin detector with a kinetic energy

of Epass have to be decelerated to a specific scattering energy, at which asymmetry and

reflectivity should both be as high as possible. For the here used 45◦ scattering angle and a
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Figure 5.3: Schematic view of the experimental setup consisting of the main chamber, with the
mounted sample, the HDA, and the connected spin detector. On the right side the design of the
electrostatic lenses within the detector is shown.

W(001) spin-filter crystal, the energy dependent reflectivity (red), Sherman function (blue),

and FoM (green) is shown in Fig. 5.5 [175]. There are two local maxima of the reflectivity

visible at scattering energies of 25.2 eV and 30.5 eV. For the Sherman function only one

maximum can be determined at Escatt = 26.5 eV, which is slightly beside the first reflectiv-

ity maximum. For the second maximum of the reflectivity there is a local minimum in the

Sherman function at Escatt = 30.5 eV, defining the only suitable working point of the spin

detector at a scattering energy of 26.3 eV, at which the FoM exhibits its maximum. There-

fore, by setting the potentials of the scattering volume to USV = Escatt − Epass, the desired

scattering energy of the photoelectrons can be adjusted. Here, for a given pass energy of

90 eV, this results in a nominal deceleration potential of USV = 26.3 eV− 90 eV = −63.7 eV.

Spin-filter
DLD

H
D
A

Ekin

kx

Figure 5.4: Electrostatic lens potentials of the spin detector in the dispersive direction, showing
the equipotential lines (black(+) and blue(−)), the electron trajectories (red) and the spin-filter
crystal (gray).
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Figure 5.5: Energy dependent reflectivity (red), Sherman function (blue), and the resulting FoM
(green) of a W(001) crystal for a 45◦ scattering angle, showing two maxima for the reflectivity
at 25.2 eV and 30.5 eV, and one local maximum for the Sherman function at 26.5 eV, defining the
suitable working point of the spin-filter crystal with the maximum FoM at about 26.3 eV (dashed
line) [175].

While being scattered at the spin-filter crystal, the photoelectrons generate secondary elec-

trons by inelastic scattering, whose kinetic energy is far below that of the photoelectrons.

Due the generally low count rates, originating from the low reflectivity of ≈ 1 %, an inelastic

background in the energy spectra can make spin-filtered photoemission even more compli-

cated. Therefore, a grid is installed directly in front of the MCP, acting—by applying a

negative voltage—as a suppressor for the low energy electrons, increasing the signal-to-noise

ratio.

After introducing the fundamentals of spin-resolved HAXPES with an HDA using a W(001)

spin-filter crystal in 45◦ scattering geometry, the following sections show the first measure-

ments, to characterize this newly built spin detector.

5.1.2 Spin-Filter Surface Preparation

As the scattering energies of the photoelectrons in the spin detector are in the range of sev-

eral 10 eV, as shown in Sec. 4.4.3, the scattering process at the spin-filter crystal is extremely

surface sensitive, setting very high demands to a proper surface preparation [185]. Higher

scattering energies are thereby not applicable since the reflectivity as well as the asymmetry

of the spin-filter crystal strongly decrease for scattering energies higher than 50 eV. There-

fore, a cleaning procedure has to be followed yielding an atomically clean crystal surface.

Here, the two-step flashing procedure of Zakeri et al. [186] was adapted to our setup and will

be further discussed in the following section. Although this procedure was introduced for

the preparation of clean W crystal surfaces, it is also applicable for other refractory metals

like Mo, Re, and Ir. The success of the preparation process is monitored by LEED and a

residual gas analyzer (RGA).
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5.1.2.1 Two-Step Flashing Procedure

The most common contaminations of tungsten surfaces are carbon and oxygen. The idea of

this cleaning procedure is a two-step flashing process. The first step are a few cycles of low

power flashes (LPF) where the heating—realized by electron bombardment from the back,

which is integrated into the crystal holder—, illustrated in Fig. 5.6, is switched on for 15 s

followed by a break of 100 s. Applying a high voltage of UHV = 1.2 kV to the crystal and a

filament current of IF = 5.6 A realizes an emission current IE = 40 mA (P = 48 W), which

leads to a crystal temperature—measured from the front via a pyrometer—of about 1000 ◦C

at the end of each LPF. The idea of this step is the segregation of carbon from the bulk

onto the crystal’s surface [187–189]. Since these LPFs are performed at an oxygen partial

pressure of pO2 = 5 · 10−8 mbar, the segregated carbon shall react at the surface forming

volatile CO [190, 191] and subsequently desorb.

IF

UWehnelt

IEceramic
sockets

Wehnelt
cylinder

molybdenum
holder

UF
UHV

Figure 5.6: Schematic illustration of the crystal holder with integrated electron bombardment
heating: The tungsten spin-filter crystal (gray) is held in place by tungsten wires (dark red).
Below the crystal the filament is wrapped in a tantalum foil working as a Wehnelt cylinder. A
high voltage UHV can be applied to the crystal. With a filament current IF of several Ampere the
crystal temperature can rise up to 2500 ◦C.

To monitor the effectiveness of the cleaning procedure, the ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) cham-

ber in which the cleaning is preformed, is equipped with an RGA, measuring the ion current

of carbon monoxide and oxygen during the LPF cycles. On the left side of Fig. 5.7 the

RGA spectrum of 8 LPF cycles is plotted, showing the relative intensities of CO (red) and

O2 (blue) during the cycles, respectively. A general decrease of the overall CO intensity

can be seen from the beginning to the end. During each flash, a slight decrease of the O2

intensity is visible when the filament current is switched on since a part of the molecules

are cracked by the heat of the filament and reacts with carbon atoms to form the desorbing

CO. On the right side of Fig. 5.7 the CO signals of the first, second, third, and sixth cycles
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Figure 5.7: Left: RGA spectra of CO and O2 during 8 LPFs. Right: Comparison between the
first, second, third, and sixth flash. The intensity of the filament peak as well as of the CO peak
from the surface is clearly decreasing with further flash cycles. The last one is completely vanished
after the sixth flash.

are compared to each other in detail. For each flash, two peaks can be distinguished from a

nearly flat background signal. The first sharp peak belongs to the outgassing filament since

this is the first part to heat up. The second peak originates from CO desorbing from the

crystal surface. Since also the temperature of the molybdenum holder slightly rises, there is

also a nearly flat background during each LPF which decreases very fast after powering off

the heater. While the first peak vanishes already after the first two LPFs, the second peak

decreases more slowly and it needs about 6 flashes until the second peak has also completely

vanished. After the LPF cycles the oxygen leak valve is closed and the system is pumping

down to a base pressure of about 3 · 10−10 mbar again.

During the first step, also a layer of tungsten oxide forms at the surface of the spin-filter

crystal, which to remove needs higher temperatures of about 1200 ◦C [192–194]. To get also

rid of the remaining atomic oxygen on the surface, a much higher temperature of up to

2000 ◦C must be reached [195, 196]. Therefore, a second step is necessary, which is a single

high power flash (HPF) performed in the residual gas atmosphere. With an emission current

of 240 mA (P = 288W ) the crystal is heated up to 2000 ◦C within 10 s. Afterwards, the

system cools down and remains at base pressure.

Note that this two-step procedure only works if the crystal has not been previously exposed

to air. For the treatment in this case see Appendix for further information.

5.1.2.2 Electron Diffraction Study of the Surface

Although no carbon shoulder is visible after 6 LPFs, a small amount of carbon may still have

remained on the surface, but below the detection limit of the RGA. To verify the atomic

cleanliness of the spin-filter crystal’s surface, LEED gives detailed information of a long
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range order of the upper most atomic layers. Since tungsten crystallizes in a body-centered

cubic (bcc) lattice structure, the unreconstructed surface of W(001) in reciprocal space is a

cubic (1x1) pattern.

Ollis and Boudart [197] and later Benzinger et al. [198] studied the impact of surface car-

burization of W(001) single crystals by LEED. An overview of their findings is illustrated

in Fig. 5.8. As mentioned above, a cubic (1x1) pattern is expected for the unreconstructed

clean W(001) surface (a). A 1/2 monolayer coverage with carbon produces a c(2x2) recon-

struction with a carbon atom density of 5.0 · 1014 atoms/cm2 (b), while for a 2/3 coverage a(
3 0
1 −1

)
i structure is expected, representing a carbon density of 6.7 · 1014 atoms/cm2 (c). For

even higher carbon densities of 1.0 · 1015 atoms/cm2 a (6x1) reconstruction is observed (e)

and for 1.2 · 1015 atoms/cm2 a (5x1). The latter can be interpreted as a (0001) ditungsten

carbide W2C overlayer on the W(001) surface [197, 200].

(a) (1 x 1) (b) c(2 x 2) (d) (6 x 1) (e) (5 x 1)3  0
1 -1(        )(c)reconstruction

LEED pattern

real space

carbon atom
density 0 5.0 ⋅1014 6.7 ⋅1014 1.0 ⋅1015 1.2 ⋅1015

Figure 5.8: Overview of different LEED patterns and the corresponding real space lattice and
carbon density in atoms/cm2 for a W(001) surface. White: tungsten, grey: carbon, black: tungsten
second layer. Adapted from Ref. [198].

After the first 10 LPFs at 950 ◦C in an oxygen atmosphere of pO2 = 5 · 10−8 mbar and the

subsequent HPF at 2000 ◦C, the LEED pattern at an energy of 120 eV is shown in Fig. 5.9(a).

Surprisingly, the (1x1) reconstruction for the clean W(001) surface is not seen, but instead

the (6x1) reconstruction is visible, indicating a high carbon density on the crystal’s surface.

This makes clear that the temperature during the LPFs was too low, since apparently not all

carbon atoms have desorbed. On the other hand, the temperature should not be higher than

needed to keep the pressure rise during a single LPF as low as possible and to prevent the

heater surrounding to heat up. Thus, the LPF temperature is now increased by 50 ◦C—while

all other parameters stay the same—and another LEED pattern is taken, which is shown

in (b). The reconstruction can easily be identified as
(

3 0
1 −1

)
, indicating that the remaining

iThe matrix notation suggested by Park and Madden [199] is employed here.
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(a) (b) (d)(c)

Figure 5.9: LEED patterns recorded after a full cleaning cycle (10 LPFs + 1 HPF) with different
temperatures during the LPF: (a) 950 ◦C, (b) 1000 ◦C, (c) 1050 ◦C, and (d) 1100 ◦C. Temperature
during HPF was 2000 ◦C for all LEED patterns, which were recorded at an energy of about 120 eV.
The grey dots represent the (1x1) tungsten lattice, while the blue crosses indicate the surface
reconstruction originating from different carbon atom densities.

carbon on the surface is now less than before, but still significant. A further increasing of the

LPF temperature by 50 ◦C leads to the next LEED pattern shown in (c). The reconstruction

changed to a c(2x2), representing the second least carbon coverage. Finally, after increasing

the flash temperature to 1100 ◦, the (1x1) reconstruction of a pure and atomic clean W(001)

surface can be seen (d).

Due to the lack of any characterization methods of the spin-filter surface when mounted in

the experimental setup, it has to be ensured, that the determined parameters for a successful

surface preparation can be easily reproduced.

5.1.3 First Measurements and Characterization

After the surface treatment of the crystal, it has to be characterized, in particular the ex-

act working parameters have to be determined. First, the optimum working point with the

maximum FoM will be evaluated followed by a study of the crystal’s surface lifetime in order

to get an estimate for how long single measurements can run before the crystal has to be

flashed again. With these parameters, the imaging capabilities—mainly given by the lens

potentials—will be optimized to finally proceed to the first spin-resolved measurements of

the valence band of magnetite. Afterwards, possible sources of errors and further need for

optimization will be discussed.

Determination of the Working Point

Although the reflectivity and asymmetry of W and Ir spin-filter crystals have already been

investigated [146, 175], for each setup and single crystal the exact energetic position of the

working point has to be determined individually prior to any photoemission experiment (the

literature data only serve as good starting parameters). For this, a magnetite sample was

transferred into the main chamber, irradiated with high-energy synchrotron light of several

keV, and the intensity of the O 1s core level was measured while changing continuously the

scattering energy. The maximum intensity of the core level (determined by Gauss fittings)

was then plotted as a function of scattering energy in Fig 5.10 and compared to the literature
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(see Fig. 5.5 and Ref. [175]). Both curves show two local maxima each, which are slightly

shifted against each other. While the value from the literature for the first reflectivity

maximum (here the one at lower scattering energies) is at about 25.2 eV, the experimen-

tally determined value for the used W(001) spin-filter is shifted by about 0.4 eV to higher

scattering energies. This can be explained by a different work function of the spin-filter

crystal, as well as by small deviations between the set potential for the scattering volume

and the actual applied voltages, which depends on the individual experimental setup. As al-

ready mentioned before, in the literature the favoured working point is at about 26.5 eV and

therefore at the maximum of the FoM—1.3 eV above the maximum of the reflectivity (see

Fig 5.5). Thus, in our experiment—with the reflectivity maximum shifted by 0.4 eV—the

working point is also shifted by the same value and is therefore at about 26.9 eV. Despite

the observed small shift compared to literature, the data are overall in good agreement.

ΔE ≈ 0.4 eV

Figure 5.10: Measured intensity reflected from the W(001) spin-filter crystal as function of
scattering energy (purple) in comparison with the determined reflectivity by Tusche et al. [175]
(red).

Impact of Adsorbates on the Reflectivity

Due to the surface sensitive scattering, the adsorption of nitrogen and carbon compounds as

well as the oxidation of the topmost tungsten layer play an important role, since these effects

can have a significant impact on the temporal stability of the reflectivity and asymmetry of

the spin-filter crystal—often referred to as lifetime of the surface. This lifetime determines

the possible acquisition time of a measurement before the crystal has to be flashed again

to restore its initial FoM. To characterize the lifetime, again the maximum of the O 1s

core level was measured in equidistant time intervals for over three hours after the crystal

surface had been freshly prepared. Figure 5.11 (a) depicts a selection of the acquired O 1s

spectra, showing a decreasing intensity over time. The relative intensity I/I0 of each core
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level spectrum is shown as a function of time in Fig. 5.11 (b). Already during the first

30 minutes the reflected intensity decreases significantly and slowly stabilizes at about 90 %

after 90 minutes. Likewise, a significant decrease is to be expected for the asymmetry.

These measurements reflect the extremely short lifetime of the W(001) crystal surface [146].

Individual measurements should last no longer than about 20 minutes to ensure that the

reflected intensity and asymmetry do not change during the measurement due to a degrading

crystal surface. Such intensity differences could later be misinterpreted as asymmetry effects

during the evaluation of the acquired data.

530532 528

time

(a) (b)

increasing

O 1s
hv = 4 keV

Figure 5.11: Stability of the reflectivity measured with the maximum intensity of the O 1s core
level of magnetite over time.

A measure for the amount of adsorbates within a vacuum system is the unit Langmuir L:

1L = 1.33 · 10−6 mbar · s. (5.13)

This means, at a pressure of 1.33 · 10−6 mbar a monolayer on the surface each second, if

the sticking coefficient is 1. The measurements here were performed at a base pressure of

about 4 · 10−10 mbar and—taking into account the sticking coefficient for tungsten of about

0.7 [201]—the time for the adsorption of a single monolayer on the crystal’s surface is about

80 minutes. This is in good agreement with our findings since the reflectivity stabilizes after

this period of time making clear, that the first monolayer has the most tremendous impact

on the reflectivity of the tungsten spin-filter crystal.

Optimizing the Imaging Capabilities

After determining the best suitable working point of the spin detector, the two-dimensional

imaging capabilities are being optimized by adjusting the different available deflector and

focussing lenses. While the previous measurements were carried out using the scanning

mode of the analyzer, during the first tests of the fixed mode it was found that the detector

image of, e.g., the O 1s core level, shown in Fig. 5.12 (a), exhibits a strong reduced count
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rate towards higher detection angles θ. The spectra show the intensity of the photoelectrons

integrated over the kinetic energy (blue) and detection angle (green). Also, the overall count

rate for such a bright core level is only moderate, even when considering the low reflectivity

of the spin-filter crystal. This would become even worse when measuring the valence band.

Furthermore, a slight asymmetry between the high and low energy side of the peak is visible,

which can be referred to the transmission function of the analyzer.

To further optimize the imaging capabilities and count rates, first the pass energy of the

HDA was raised to 150 eV, and also the lens potentials were adjusted in several iteration

steps. By using a gold foil and measuring the 4f core level—shown in Fig. 5.12 (b)—, the

now optimized detector image exhibits an essentially constant intensity in the non-dispersive

direction. By the known spin-orbit splitting of this core level of 3.7 eV the usable energy

window on the detector can be determined to be about 5 eV. Normally for a pass energy of

150 eV an energy window of about 15 eV can be expected, but due the fact that the area of

the spin-filter is way smaller than the detector area, especially when seen under an angle of

45◦, the energy window is significantly reduced.

With the new lens settings, the dispersive direction of the detector can now be calibrated

by shifting the O 1s core level by 1 eV and measuring the distance the peak moved on the

detector, which results in a relation between dispersive direction (in mm) and kinetic energy

of 2.15 mm
eV
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Figure 5.12: Detector image of the (a) O 1s core level prior to any optimization of the lens
potentials and (b) Au 4f core level after a few adjustments. The integrated intensities in the
dispersive and non-dispersive direction are shown as blue and green line, respectively.
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Determination of the Detector Background

While the imaging mode allows for faster acquisition and higher count rates, the problem

of a varying spatial sensitivity of the MCP as well as the changing transmission function

of the analyzer at higher kinetic energies can have impact on the spectral line shape, es-

pecially within the valence-band range, since the signal-to-noise ratio is strongly reduced.

To measure the influence of the MCP and the transmission function of the analyzer with

the spin detector attached, the spectral region between two core levels exhibiting a constant

background signal was measured, which is shown in Fig 5.13. The photoelectron intensity

thereby covers a range of about 5 eV as mentioned before and shows a slightly decreased

intensity on the high energy side. There is also a grid visible in the detector image which is

rotated by 45◦ with respect to the dispersive direction and originates from the suppressor

grid which is installed right in front of the MCP to reduce the secondary electron count rate.
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Figure 5.13: Detector image of a flat photoelectron background reflecting the inhomogeneities of
the MCP and the transmissions function of the HDA.

Spin-resolved Valence Band of Magnetite

After characterizing the spin-filter crystal, determining the most suitable scattering param-

eters, and optimizing the imaging capabilities, the first spin-resolved measurements were

performed on magnetite in imaging mode. A 30 nm Fe3O4(001) thin film was epitaxially

grown on MgO as described in Ref. [202]. The sample was magnetized using a strong per-

manent magnet and the valence band was measured with a fixed energy windows at different
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kinetic energies to cover the whole valence band (about 10 eV wide)ii. Each data set consists

of two measurements with the sample magnetized in-plane in opposite direction with respect

to the quantization axis of the spin detector. Due to the short lifetime of the crystal’s sur-

face, the spin-filter was flashed prior to each single measurement. In total four data sets

were acquired at binding energies (marking the center of the acquired detector image) of 2,

4, 6, and 8 eV. The results including the determined asymmetry (see Eq. 4.36) are shown in

Fig. 5.14.

EB = 8 eV

N S

EB = 6 eV

N S

EB = 4 eV

N S

EB = 2 eV

N S

EB = 8 eV

EB = 6 eV

EB = 4 eV

EB = 2 eV

Figure 5.14: Different sets of two measurements—each with opposite magnetization directions—
at different binding energies with the resulting asymmetry.

In view of the statistical errors—increasing towards EF due to the decreasing signal-to-noise

ratio—the overall asymmetry is zero, although the reflectivity of the crystal was thoroughly

characterized for different scattering energies, and also the energy dependent Sherman func-

tion of the crystal and thus the FoM were determined according to the literature values.

The same set of measurements was carried out also for slightly different scattering energies

to take any energetic shift of the Sherman function of the used crystal into account, but

no asymmetry could be measured. Another possible source of uncertainty is the azimuthal

angle as described in Sec. 4.4.2. But also for measurements at slightly different azimuthal

angles no asymmetry could be observed for the valence band of magnetite. The reason

iiNote: Although the sweep mode can cover the whole acquired range in one measurement, the fixed mode
grants for the first test measurements a more reliable result. This is because sweeping the analyzer volt-
ages, and thus the detector voltages, can cause an inaccuracy—avoidable at this point in the detector’s
commissioning—if the potentials are not changed at exactly the same time.
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for the lack of any observable asymmetry might be related to further problems of the spin

detector like the reproducibility of consecutive measurements and the overall experimental

resolution, which will be further discussed in the following.

Reproducibility of Consecutive Measurements

Since the crystal has to be flashed with a HPF before every single measurement and due

to the fact that the voltage connections for the scattering volume and the electron bom-

bardment heating are the same, the cables for applying USV have to be removed and the

high voltage power supply for the flashing procedure has to be connected. After the HPF,

the cables of the analyzer power supply have to be reconnected and the detector voltages

ramped up again before the measurement can be startediii. Figure 5.15 shows two con-

secutive measurements of the valence band for different magnetizations, which exhibit a

significant intensity difference, which does not originate from a true asymmetry, since the

valence band in this region is mainly O 2p-derivediv.

When both measurements are not started at exactly the same time after the last HPF, the

crystal’s temperature during the acquisition can differ for both measurements. Kirschner

and Feder [203] studied this impact on W(001) for SPLEED experiments and found the

reflected intensity to decrease with increasing temperature according to DW (T ) (see also

Eq. 3.17):

Iscatt = I0 ·DW (T ), (5.14)

with the incoming and scattered intensity I0 and Iscatt, respectively. They conclude that

the three main causes for this temperature dependence—not only of the reflected intensity,

but also of the measured polarization—are the reduction of the effective ion-core scattering

amplitudes, and the lattice expansion in the bulk and at the surface. Since the temperature

of a HPF is up to 2000 ◦C, temperature differences of several 100 ◦C are conceivable during

the measurement, when not started exactly the same time after a HPF, resulting in different

reflectivity values for the spin-filter crystal.

Thus, the time between the HPF and the start of the measurement is crucial and must be

the same for each measurement, which otherwise introduces a severe uncertainty.

Overall Experimental Resolution of the Spin Detector

From Fig. 5.14 it can be seen that the spin-resolved HAXPES spectrum of the valence band

of magnetite does not show pronounced spectral weight in the near-EF region—reflecting the

Fe 3d states—that should be clearly distinguishable from the mainly O 2p-derived valence

band. To further clarify this issue, another valence-band spectrum was taken in sweep mode

at a pass energy of 150 eV to acquire the whole energy range covered by the valence band

from EF up to 14 eV binding energy, which is shown in Fig. 5.16 as blue line (HDA+Spin).

iiiDue to the fact that the used setup is a HAXPES endstation, for security and radiation protection regu-
lations, the experimental hutch has to be searched and closed prior to any measurement. This procedure
also takes several minutes each.

ivThe shown spectrum here is the complete acquired detector image with uncalibrated energy scale. Focus
here lies on the intensity differences.
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O 2p

Fe 3d

EF

Figure 5.15: Two consecutive measurements with different magnetization exhibit a significant
difference in intensity, which is not due to asymmetry effects but reflects a problem with repro-
ducibility.

Also here, no pronounced, clearly distinguishable spectral weight is visible near EF. For

a comparison, the same measurement was carried out without the spin detector mounted

(HDA only). The corresponding spectrum is shown as red line in very good agreement with

the HDA+Spin measurement. The overall resolution of the HDA with Epass = 150 eV and an

entrance slit of 7x30 mm2 amounts to 1.3 eV [135], which is not good enough to resolve the

Fe 3d states with a width of about 1.0 eV. Without the spin detector the pass energy can be

decreased down to 50 eV and also a smaller entrance slit of only 3x30 mm2 is possible, which

enhances the energy resolution to 200 meV. The corresponding measurement is shown as

green line in Fig. 5.16. Not only did the line shape of the O 2p-derived valence band become

more pronounced, but also the Fe 3d states at EF are now clearly distinguishable. These

findings show that the used sample exhibits distinct signal of Fe 3d states, when a decent

energy resolution is granted. In contrast, due to the low count rates, a high pass energy

and a relatively wide entrance slit, as have to be used for the spin-resolved measurements

in order to obtain reasonably count rates, deteriorate the energy resolution tremendously,

resulting in the Fe 3d to be significantly broadened and no longer resolvable.
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30 nm Fe3O4/MgO
hv = 4 keV

HDA only

HDA+Spin
O 2p

Fe 3d

Figure 5.16: Comparison of magnetite’s valence band measured with and without the spin
detector attached to the HDA and with different pass energies.

Short Summary

The upgraded setup of the HAXPES endstation at beamline P09 (PETRA III) with an

imaging spin detector exhibit low count rates, which only allow for measurements with high

pass energy and wide entrance slit. The energy resolution of the combined spin detector

and HDA is not sufficient to resolve the investigated Fe 3d states of the test sample. Fur-

thermore, technical obstacles like the electric wiring of the scattering volume, the issue with

the crystal’s temperature and also its short lifetime make this setup not suitable for highly

sophisticated spin-resolved HAXPES measurements and further development and optimiza-

tion is needed.

Therefore, a new approach to a more efficient design must be developed, and it is more likely

that such an instrument will be designed from scratch rather than adapting an existing sys-

tem. The group of Prof. Schönhense has therefore combined time-of-flight energy recording

with a built-in spin-filter option and developed a new momentum-microscope especially op-

timized for the hard X-ray regime. After introducing the principles of this instrument, the

effort of this thesis consists of commissioning and characterization this instrument at the

hard X-ray beamline P22 (PETRA III), which is also discussed in the next section.

5.2 Time-of-Flight Microscope with Integrated Spin-Filter

As we have seen in the last section the use of a hemispherical analyzer—although estab-

lished for photoemission experiments—, in combination with spin-filtering leads to low count

rates—especially in the hard X-ray regime when investigating the valence band—, a tremen-

dous decrease of the signal-to-noise ratio and therefore to an increase in measuring time.

This chapter deals with a different approach which is based on the combination of TOF

energy recording and a built-in spin-filter option. This instrument was developed by our co-

operation partner, Prof. Schönhense and his group in Mainz. Within this thesis I take part
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in commissioning, characterization and performance checks of this instrument to establish

its use for bulk-sensitive, spin-resolved HAXPES experiments.

The basic idea is instead of employing the 2D recording scheme of an HDA, which requires

entrance and exit slits to obtain a decent energy resolution, the use of the TOF method fea-

turing parallel energy recording allows for the discrimination of essentially all electrons emit-

ted from the sample and furthermore increases the dimensionality of the recording scheme

from 2D to 3D (Ekin, kx, ky)—or even 4D (Px, Ekin, kx, ky) when measuring spin-resolved—

with the information of the kinetic energy now encoded in the time-of-flight signal.

In the following sections, the basic concept of the developed microscope is shown in detail

featuring spin- and momentum-resolution and compared to an HDA, especially with respect

to the advantages and upcoming obstacles when performing photoemission experiments with

the TOF recording scheme.

5.2.1 Basic Principles and Comparison to a Hemispherical Analyzer

While due to the comparatively high photo absorption cross sections in the soft X-ray

and VUV regime the performance of ARPES setups is limited by the maximum count

rate of the electron detector, in the hard X-ray regime the phase-space acceptance of the

analyzer becomes the crucial criterion. This performance limit can be explained by the

strong retardation of the high energetic photoelectrons to the required pass energy of about

50 − 200 eV. Liouville’s theorem describes the conservation of the phase-space volume in

electron optics:

M sinα
√
Ekin = const., (5.15)

with the lateral size of the beam (quantified by the magnification M), the angular accep-

tance angle α with respect to the optical axis, and the electron velocity (proportional to√
Ekin). So when decelerating the photoelectrons from, e.g., 6.4 keV to 100 eV, the square

root of the retardation ratio yields a factor of 8 and therefore, to fulfill Eq. 5.15, the beam

size has to be increased also by a factor 8. For a hemispherical analyzer typical pass energies

and entrance slit widths are 50 eV/2 mm to 200 eV/0.25 mm. In this case, this would lead

to an acceptance area on the sample surface which is an order of magnitude smaller than

the width of the entrance slit [204].

Due to the fact that—for a TOF spectrometer—the kinetic energy is encoded in the time-

of-flight τ , a pulsed photon source like the storage ring of PETRA III (in timing mode, see

Sec. 3.4) is required, whereas an HDA can be operated with both, pulsed and continuous

photon sources. The great advantage of this TOF spectrometer is, that it does not require

any slits which already reduce the electron count rate significantly. More importantly here

are sufficiently planar isochrone surfaces with narrow width ∆t at the entrance of the field-

free TOF section, which is also often referred to as drift tube of length L. Figure 5.17

shows the principal lens scheme of such a TOF-based microscope with the corresponding

trajectories of the photoelectrons emitted by a single photon bunch.

The objective lens is designed specifically for the hard X-ray regime to minimize spherical

lens aberration despite very large phase space volumes. In contrast to the field free entrance

lens of the hemispherical analyzer, the TOF microscope usually operates with an electric
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Figure 5.17: (a) Schematic view of the microscope’s lens system: Objective lens optimized for low
aberrations at high energies with an extractor field of about 1 kV mm−1, two zoom optic columns
for focus and deceleration, a field-free drift tube of length L and the DLD with MCP. Typical
electron trajectories for photoelectrons excited by a single photon bunch are shown in red. Blue
lines are time markers of equal spacing of typically a few ns. Adapted from Ref. [204].

field applied to the objective lens of about 1 kV mm−1, actively extracting the photoelec-

trons from the samplev. This allows for the discrimination of all photoelectrons covering

an acceptance angle of up to ±90◦ at kinetic energies below 70 eV. In comparison, an HDA

using a wide angle lens achieves only acceptance angles of up to ±30◦.

After the photoelectrons are sucked in from the sample by the extractor field the first k-

image is built in the back focal or Fourier image plane of the objective lens. The following

two lens groups form a first and a second real or Gaussian image by adjusting the beam

energy, image size, and angular magnification. The second Gaussian image is built directly

at the entrance to the drift tube. The advantage of the drift tube being a field-free section

is that most of the electrons travel at constant velocity, which enables the direct conversion

from the time-of-flight to the energy scale. In the microscope setup this leads to a large

depth of focus with ≈ 8 eV evaluable energy range [204, 205]. An adjustable field aperture

in the first Gaussian image plane allows for the selection of the region of interest, which is

not necessary here due to the small photon spot size of about 15µm x 15µm. Such small

photon spots or the use of the aperture for bigger photon footprints on the sample enables

microspectroscopy, which is called the real-space imaging mode. Imaging of the intermediate

real-space allows for the investigation of the sample surface. On the other hand, real space

imaging with a hemispherical analyzer is not possible as long as the analyzer is used as

a dispersive element. Nevertheless, there are also momentum microscopes with real-space

imaging using two HDAs connected to each other. For more information, the interested

reader is referred to Ref. [179] and the references therein. Another difference between an

HDA and the TOF recording is the fact that in the latter the sample is not grounded, but

there is a bias voltage eUSA applied.

vActually there is a zero extractor field mode available, with the sample being grounded, but there are high
demands to the photon spot size on the sample and the maximum distance between sample and objective
lens. So in this study only the common mode with an extractor field and an applied bias voltage is being
discussed.
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When entering the drift section, the kinetic or drift energy of the photoelectrons Ed, which

is the analogue to Epass, is given by [204]:

Ed = hν − ΦSA − EB − eUSA + eUd + ∆Φ

= eUd + ∆Φ,
(5.16)

with USA = (hν − ΦSA − EB)/e = Einitial
kin /e and hν the photon energy, the sample work

function ΦSA, the binding energy EB, the bias of the drift section eUd, and the difference in

the work function of the sample and the drift tube ∆Φ. Thus, only electrons in an energy

band between EF and EB = eUd are being transmitted. Important is now that this energy

band—translated to a time interval for a given drift energy—should not exceed the photon

pulse period T . Otherwise the edges of the photoelectron bunches will overlap with each

other [205].

Due to the parallel measurement of the kx- and ky-directions in combination with lens di-

ameters of 100 mm and a DLD with 80 mm diameter, the acquired final k-image covers up

to ≈ 25Å−1 corresponding to many Brillouin zones (BZs) at the same time without moving

the sample. When using an HDA, which only records two-dimensional kx − Ekin-maps, the

sample either has to be tilted or rotated (azimuthal relation) to gradually change the ky-

direction or a deflector arrangement [206, 207] has to be used. In both cases time consuming

sequential recording is needed and the acquired band maps then have to be put together to

obtain the corresponding kx − ky-maps.

As already mentioned the kinetic energy is encoded in the time-of-flight. Thereby, the se-

lected drift energy only applies for the electrons being directly in the focus of the microscope.

Electrons with higher or lower kinetic energies are accordingly faster or slower. Thus, while

travelling through the drift section, the photoelectron bunch is being extended in direction

of motion. This leads to a spatial dispersion of the energy distribution of the photoelectron

beam along this direction. At the end of the drift tube the detector measures in intervals

of ∆τ [178, 208] the intensity of each kx − ky-map covering a small energy interval ∆E.

Therefore, these maps are often referred to as constant energy maps. The energy resolution

∆E/∆τ and the time-of-flight τ can then be expressed by [209]:

∆E

∆τ
=

√
8E3

d

me

L−1 and τ = L

√
me

2Ed

, (5.17)

Thus, a longer drift section leads to a larger spatial distribution of the photoelectron bunch

and together with a fast measuring detector array the energy resolution of such a TOF

instrument can be significantly enhanced.

The microscope used in this study has a drift tube length of L = 900 mm and together with

the detector, granting a measuring interval of ∆τ = 150 ps, the energy resolution and time-

of-flight can be calculated according to Eq. 5.17 as a function of the drift energy, which is

shown in Fig. 5.18. With these instrumental parameters typical values for Ed are 20−80 eV,

which result in an instrumental energy resolution of about 16− 130 meV at a time-of-flight

of about 180 − 370 ns. An experimental determination of the instrumental resolution is
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Figure 5.18: (a) Energy resolution ∆E and time-of-flight τ calculated with Eq. 5.17, considering
a drift tube length of L = 900 mm and a measuring interval of ∆τ = 150 ps. The green marked area
indicates the typical drift energy range of 20− 80 eV used in the hard X-ray regime. (b) Measured
Fermi edge of W(110) at 30 K and hν = 5.977 keV with two different monochromator crystals
Si(311) and Si(333). Data for W(110) adapted from Ref. [204].

shown in Fig. 5.18 (b) based on measurements of the Fermi edge of a W(110) crystal at

30 K and with hν = 5.977 keV [204]. The measurements were performed with two different

monochromator crystals Si(311) and Si(333) revealing a total energy resolution (including

beam bandwidth and thermal broadening) of 180 meV and 62 meV, respectively. After

deconvolution with the bandwidth of the X-ray beam and thermal broadening, the resulting

instrumental resolution of the TOF spectrometer is about 40 meV [204]. Of course the drift

energy can be set even far below 20 eV, but this would result in an overlap of the single

bunches within the drift section which causes—due to the Coulomb repulsion—broadening

effects of the order of 10 meV, energy shifts of up to 1 eV (in the hard X-ray regime, for soft

X-ray shifts of one order of magnitude higher were recorded) and an increased background

noise [210, 211]. Very high photon densities and thus photoelectron densities within a single

bunch can also result in these effects, which are called space-charge effects. These reflect a

natural limit to the achievable energy resolution in PES. Nevertheless, these effects can—

but only up to a certain point—be corrected as described in Schönhense et al. [210–212].

Since the microscope does not measure the energy of the electrons but the arrival time at

the detector, the energy scale has to be calibrated. This is done by several measurements

with slightly different bias voltages applied to the sample. By observing the shift of the

Fermi cutoff, which reflects the zero reference for EB, a time interval can be referred to an

energy interval. This has to be performed for every different instrumental parameter set like

extractor voltage or drift energy, since these quantities have impact on τ and therefore the

energy scaling.

After an introduction to the basic idea of the microscope and its measuring principle, the

next sections focus on how to perform k- and spin-resolved photoemission measurements,

the possibility to obtain photoelectron diffraction patterns within minutes, but also some

instrumental peculiarities to be aware of.
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5.2.2 TOF-based Spin- and k-resolved Photoelectron Spectroscopy

This section is about the study of core levels and valence band with hard X-rays using TOF

recording. First, there are some challenges one has to bear in mind when performing TOF-

based spectroscopy. Since such instruments resemble high-pass filters, the investigation of

core levels can be more difficult due to a possible overlap with other core levels, especially

when considering contributions from higher order radiation. After presenting the potential

for hard X-ray photoelectron diffraction (hXPD) and valence-band mapping, the instrumen-

tal realisation of an integrated spin-filter option is discussed.

Contribution of higher order radiation

As shown in Sec. 3.4 the storage ring is filled with several electron bunches with a specific

width and distance between each other, which depends on the total number of bunches the

ring is filled with. In multi bunch mode the ring is filled with up to 960 electron packages.

In contrast, in timing mode only 40 bunches are orbiting. While the bunch separation in the

multi bunch mode is only 8 ns, which is way too short to perform TOF-based spectroscopy,

the timing mode grants a bunch separation of 192 ns, representing a pulsed photon source.

As mentioned in Sec. 3.4, the undulator also generates higher harmonics with n-times the

photon energy. Hence, depending on the chosen photon energy and mirror positions, these

higher orders can also enter the microscope, excite photoelectrons, and because there is no

energy filter between the sample and the detector—such high energetic electrons would not

pass through an HDA due to the set pass energy—also these high energetic photoelectrons

fly through the lens column and drift section and are recorded by the DLD. By coincidence,

the time-of-flight of photoelectrons excited by higher order radiation (e.g. with 3hν) can

be exactly one bunch period shorter than the “true” signal from the first order. This would

result in both electrons to arrive at the same time at the DLD, although excited by different

energies. Thus, it is possible to get a signal of a core level in the spectrum of the valence band,

which is shown as an example for Mo(110) in Fig. 5.19 [204]. The kx−ky-map (EB = 3.2 eV)

in (a) was measured with a photon energy of hν = 3.1 keV. The confined bright spot is a

high intensity signal excited by higher order radiation. In (b) the corresponding band map

along the dashed line in (a) is shown and in (c) the resulting spectrum integrated over kx
and ky. Here, it is clearly visible that this signal is not just background but reflects the two

core levels Mo 2s (EB = 2866 eV) and 2p (EB = 2625/2520 eV) excited by the third order

(hν = 9.3 keV). These electrons arrive at the same time as the slower valence band electrons

excited by the first order of the previous bunch. This is called the temporal aliasing effect.

There are different approaches to suppress these higher orders: Since the actual position of

the photoelectrons depends on the drift energy, the contribution of a higher order (−T) can

be shifted out of the spectrum by the variation of Ed. Also changing the photon energy has

a different impact on τ for the different orders. Since the higher order electrons are much

faster—passing the lens column nearly undeflected, resulting in the strong confinement—

they remain essentially unfocused. This gives the possibility to block the high energetic

electrons with a combination of apertures and deflectors, which also works for the slower

electrons (+T). But in general, the dispersion for these low energetic electrons is very large
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Figure 5.19: (a) kx − ky-map of Mo(110) measured with the TOF microscope (hν = 3.1 keV) at
a binding energy of 3.2 eV. The confined white area originates from the high intensity of the Mo 2s
and 2p core levels excited by third order radiation (hν = 9.3 keV). (b) Corresponding band map
along the dashed line in (a). (c) Valence-band spectrum (integrated over kx and ky) of Mo(110)
showing the Mo 2s and 2p core levels within the valence-band region. The EB scale corresponds
to the valence band. Data taken and adapted from Ref. [204].

at low drift energies resulting in a strong broadening in time and therefore they are not

visible as structures in the spectrum.

Survey TOF spectrum

Depending on the instrumental parameters, the depth of focus of the microscope is about

several eV. This challenges the acquisition of survey spectra covering several 100 eV energy

range. In Fig. 5.20 such a survey spectrum of a GaIn3%Mn2.5%As sample is shown. The

data were recorded over a large energy range of 550 eV in static mode without scanning,

meaning that the lens potentials were fixed. This leads to the drift energy covering a large

range from 150 eV on the high energy side of the spectrum to 700 eV at the Fermi edge,

responsible for the non-linear energy scale. According to Eq. 5.17 this results in a strongly

varying energy resolution throughout the spectrum from 0.7 eV up to 3 eV at EF. Another

important aspect visible here is the comparable intensity of the 3s and 3p core levels. At

higher photon energies the photo absorption cross sections decrease significantly, as shown

in Sec. 3.3, but weaker for the s-states than the p-states [124]. Also similar to an HDA the

transmission of the TOF spectrometer increases for decreasing kinetic energies. This results

in a significant spectral weight of In 3d, despite the relative small content of only 2 %, and

also a very high signal from O 1s, which originates only from surface contaminations. This

illustrates that the acquisition of wide energy spectra is in principle possible, but is more

challenging and complex to evaluate with TOF recording than with a conventional HDA.
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Figure 5.20: Survey spectrum of a GaIn3%Mn2.5%As sample taken with a photon energy of
hν = 3 keV. Recorded in static mode without scanning. Data adapted from Ref. [204].

Hard X-ray Photoelectron Diffraction

Before proceeding with k-resolved valence-band mapping and the investigation of core levels

by TOF recording, hard X-ray photoelectron diffraction (hXPD) has to be introduced since

due to the parallel acquisition of kx and ky also diffraction patterns are simultaneously

recorded and overlaying the detector image. Thus, they may hamper the interpretation

especially of the valence band spectra since diffraction effects can be misunderstood as

dispersions. Hence, the origin of hXPD will be shortly introduced.

In Fig. 5.21 a very simplified schematic view of the TOF-based hXPD recording is shown

for the example of the C 1s core level of a graphite sample. Starting with the magnified

area at the sample, where the photon bunch impinges, high energetic photoelectrons are

locally excited at a given atomic site and then being forward scattered while travelling

through the sample’s lattice towards the surface. After extraction by the objective lens,

the k-image, which contains the diffraction pattern, built in the back focal plane (BFP) of

the lens is then magnified onto the DLD by the zoom optics. The resulting detector image

taken at an photon energy of 7.2 keV is marked as A, while an image in the region of the

electron-loss part of the core-level spectrum is shown in B. A general description of electron

emission from sources inside a crystal lattice can be given using the dynamical theory of

electron diffraction [213, 214]. Furthermore, the shown simulation of hXPD data A∗ is

based on the many-beam dynamical theory for photoelectrons [215]. In particular, when

using hard X-rays, due to the enhanced probing depth, the measurement is significantly more

bulk sensitive and therefore the electrons are emitted from deeper atomic layers within the

crystal. Thus, those electrons are scattered at more lattice planes before exiting the sample

and the diffraction patterns are more pronounced [216, 217]. The field of view is about

16 Å−1 at a k-resolution of 0.025 Å−1.

A detailed hXPD study performed with this instrument for graphite within the photon en-

ergy range from 2.8− 7.3 keV can be found in Ref. [218].
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Figure 5.21: Simplified schematic view of the TOF-based hXPD recording of the C 1s core level.
The k-image is formed in the back focal plane (BFP) of the objective lens and magnified to fit the
size of the detector by the zoom optics. A and B are the recorded diffractograms for the core level
and the inelastic-loss part of the spectrum, respectively. A∗ shows the simulation of A carried out
by the many-beam dynamical theory [215]. Figure adapted from Ref. [218].

Valence Band Mapping

Hard X-ray photoemission allows us to probe the valence band of bulk materials and het-

erostructures, especially buried interfaces. Although many valence-band studies were per-

formed with high energy photons in the past, they all face various obstacles like decreasing

cross sections and significantly increasing quasi-elastic electron-phonon scattering, which

pose a major challenge for the investigation of band structures [126, 128, 131, 219–222].

Another point that has to be taken into account at high excitation energies is the transfer

of the photon momentum khν to the photoelectron. This results in a shift of the k-pattern,

which—in combination with the interplay with hXPD—has recently been studied by Schön-

hense et al. [223].

In Fig. 5.22 kx−ky-maps of rhenium are shown, taken at different photon energies up to 6 keV

and at a temperature of about 30 K. In (a) and (b) the Fermi surface map (hν = 3830 eV)

covers up to 19 BZs (about 16 Å−1 in kx and ky) in a single measurement with an acquisi-

tion time of only 15 min. The white arrows mark the center of each BZ and illustrate the

curvature of the final state energy isosphere due to the large field of view. It is noticeable

that the arrows lie on a ring with the same distance from the X marker, which represents

the top of the sphere and is not in the middle of the detector image due to the photon

momentum khν , which shifts the whole image. The direction and magnitude of the shift
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depends on the geometry of the measurement and the photon energy. This effect can also

be seen in the corresponding band map (EB vs. ky) in Fig. 5.22 (c), resulting in only two

of the downward-dispersing bands reaching the Fermi level next to the X marker. A weak

Lorentzian deformation is also seen, which originates from space-charge effects. The already

mentioned phonon scattering at high energies causes a background in the images, which

was subtracted as described by Gray et al. [128] and the intensity modulations caused by

diffraction of the photoelectrons was removed as described by Babenkov et al. [132].

In Fig. 5.22 (d) the k-space scheme of direct transitions from the valence band to free-

electron-like final states leading to an energy isosphere with the center at k = (0, 0, 0) is

shown. Here the curvature of the final state isosphere is depicted for different excitation

energies. The measured kx− ky-map therefore is not showing the expected full sixfold sym-

metry, since kz decreases with increasing distance from the center of the isosphere. The

used photon energies show the different final-state isospheres crossing the region between

the 18th and 28th BZ along kz. The transfer of the photon momentum khν to the photoelec-

tron appears here as a shift in ky-direction—increasing at higher photon energies—resulting

in the center not being at k = (0, 0, 0) anymore. Considering an impact angle of 22◦, the

photoelectron shift in lateral, ∆k‖, and perpendicular, ∆k⊥, direction can be expressed

by [204]:

∆k‖ = |khν | cos 22◦ = 1.24G112̄0 = 2.82 Å
−1

∆k⊥ = |khν | sin 22◦ = 0.81G0001 = 1.14 Å
−1
,

(5.18)

with reciprocal lattice vectors G0001 = 2.276 Å−1 along the Γ − A-direction and G112̄0 =

1.410 Å−1 along the Γ − M -direction, and the photon momentum |khν | = 3.04 Å−1 at

hν = 6 keV.

The kx − ky-maps for these higher energies are shown in Fig. 5.22 (e) and (f). Here, the

curvature of the isosphere is decreased resulting in the small circles being shifted outwards,

which can be seen when comparing the white and black arrows of (b) and (e).

Due to the parallel acquisition of three dimensional arrays I(Ekin, kx, ky), it is easy to cover

the four dimensional energy-momentum parameter space by measuring at about 20 different

photon energies, thereby subsequently changing the measured kz value and crossing a full

BZ in this direction. By taking the individual Fermi surfaces of each measurement and

concatenating them into a single array, this allows for the investigation of Fermi surfaces in

3D k-space. Figure 5.22 (g) shows such a 3D Fermi surface which illustrates the impressive

diversity of the developed TOF instrument. For the interested reader, a detailed study on

TOF-based 3D mapping of the Fermi surface can be found in Ref. [224] and another study

of bulk band mapping in Ref. [132].

Core Level Spectroscopy

The taken k-images of core levels represent pure hXPD patterns—since no dispersion is to be

expected—and give structural information of the sample, complementary to the information

of the electronic structure when performing valence-band mapping. A major difference from
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Figure 5.22: Hard X-ray mapping of the valence band of Re(0001) at a temperature of 30 K and
different photon energies: (a) and (b) kx − ky-map at EF measured with hν = 3.83 keV showing

up to 19 BZs (about 16 Å−1 in both directions). Arrows indicate the center of several BZs showing
the curvature of the final state energy isosphere in k-space. The X marks the top of the sphere. (c)
EB−ky-map along the dashed line in (b) showing the band dispersion of the Re d-bands. (d) Direct
transitions viewed from the valence band to free-electron-like final states as a k-space scheme for
the different photon energies used. (e)-(f) Further kx−ky-maps taken at different photon energies.
(g) Measured 3D Fermi surface at hν = 3.83 keV. Data adapted from Ref. [204].

the study of the valence bands is the significantly increased photo absorption cross sections

for core levels, which allow k-images to be acquired in just a few minutes. According to

Eq. 5.16, to change the energy window to the respective core level, the bias voltage of the

sample eUSA has to be adjusted. Only for significant changes of the sample potential also a

slight refocusing of the objective lens becomes necessary.

Figure 5.23 shows different k-distributions of Re core levels and the corresponding (over

kx and ky) integrated energy spectra [(a,b) Re 4f , (c,d) Re 4d5/2, (e,f) Re 3d5/2] taken at

hν = 3.5 keV showing an excellent signal-to-noise-ratio. The blue areas mark the spectral

range over which the diffractograms were integrated. Note that for (c) and (e) the spin-

orbit splitting of 13 eV and 66 eV is too large for the selected region and only the line with

the higher angular momentum is recorded. Larger energy ranges can be recorded by using

higher drift energies, as shown in Fig. 5.20. Also the effect of measuring signal from higher

order radiation can be seen in core-level spectroscopy (see Re 4d in Fig. 5.23 (g,h)). While

for the same core level recorded with hν = 3.5 keV in (c,d) no higher order is visible, by

slightly shifting the photon energy to hν = 3.75 keV, a bright and confined spot in the

diffraction pattern appears. In the corresponding spectrum clearly additional structures are

visible. To identify this higher order radiation signal, one has to consider the different ener-

gies of the electrons at different stages within the microscope: For the given photon energy

of 3.75 keV the photoelectrons excited from the Re 4d5/2 core levels have a kinetic energy

of 3.48 keV. To obtain the required drift energy of 60 eV, the energy of these electrons has
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to be decreased by 3.42 keV. The electrons being excited by the higher order from photon

bunch #n arrive at the same time at the detector as the Re 4d electrons from the previous

photon bunch #n − 1. Consequently, the electrons from this higher order must have an

initial kinetic energy of about 6 keV. Assuming a third order radiation energy of 11.25 keV,

this high energetic electrons originate from the L3MM Auger lines with kinetic energies of

about 5.97 keV. Note that also here the energy scale does not refer to the Auger signal, but

only to the electrons being excited from the first order radiation.

(a)

8 3842 3646
kx

ky

(b)

kx

ky

(d)

kx

ky

(f)(e) (g)

(c)

kx

ky

(h)

Auger

Figure 5.23: Different core-level spectra together with the corresponding kx − ky-maps of Re 4f
(a,b), 4d5/2 (c,d), and 3d5/2 (e,f) measured with hν = 3.5 keV. At hν = 3.75 keV third order
radiation (hν = 11.25 keV) excites the L3MM Auger transition and the resulting photoelectrons
arrive in the same time window as those from the Re 4d core level (g,h). The blue marked areas
indicate the energy range being integrated for the corresponding diffractograms. Data adapted
from Ref. [204].

Integrated Imaging Spin-Filter

We have now introduced the principles of working with TOF recording and momentum-

resolved imaging, the possibility to acquire survey scans and the obstacles one has to deal

with, the fast acquisition of hXPD patterns, which information one can obtain with valence-

band mapping especially without moving the sample, and the good signal-to-noise ratio when

measuring core levels including the k-distributions in only a few minutes. Also the impact of

the drift energy on the energy resolution and time-of-flight as well as the problem of higher

order radiation were discussed. Now we focus on the built-in imaging spin-filter option to

enable spin-resolved HAXPES.

Figure 5.24 shows the schematic view of the momentum microscope now with a second

branch pointing upwards, equipped with its own drift tube and DLD. At the connection

between the microscope column and the second branch is the position of the Ir(111) imaging

spin-filter. What makes it special is that the spin-filter crystal is attached to a 5-axis
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manipulator so that the crystal can be retracted and inserted into the electron trajectory as

needed. With the crystal retracted, the electrons travel straight through the first branch and

are recorded k-resolved and spin-integrated—with maximum intensity and k-resolution—at

the detector (here greyed out). After moving the crystal into the plane of the second

Gaussian image, the electrons are scattered into the spin branch and the four-dimensional

k-resolved and spin-filtered I(Px, Ekin, kx, ky)-array is detected at the second DLD. Thereby,

the scattering angle with respect to the crystal surface normal (green dashed line) amounts

to 56◦ and the scattering energy is set by the second zoom optic right in front of the crystal

(as shown in Fig. 5.17). The manipulator allows precise alignment of the crystal lattice with

respect to the electron trajectories and is equipped with an electron bombardment heating

stage (see also Sec. 5.1.2). When being retracted, the crystal has its own preparation

chamber, which can be separated from the microscope via a gate valve. Therefore, one can

switch between high k resolution photoelectron microscopy and spin-resolved photoemission

within minutes, provided that the surface of the spin-filter crystal is well prepared.
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Figure 5.24: Momentum microscope with imaging spin-filter inserted: The spin-filter crystal is
mounted to a manipulator that is inserted into the second Gaussian image plane. Photoelectrons
scatter at the lattice when impinging on its surface and travel through the drift tube upwards to
a second DLD.

5.2.3 Future Instrumental Developments

Although the k-space microscope sets new standards in hard X-ray photoemission spec-

troscopy, especially in the field of spin- and k-resolution, there is still room for advance-

ments. First, the here used spin-filter crystals have disadvantages like, e.g., low reflectivities
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and varying spin sensitivities for slightly different scattering energies, that demand for im-

provements. While the surface of tungsten is very easy to prepare, when using iridium

there is a risk of facets forming on the surface that affect the scattering of photoelectrons,

even though the surface has a much longer lifetime than that of tungsten. As shown, the

calibration of the Sherman function of the crystal is crucial, since when TOF recording is

employed, the explicit energy dependence of the Sherman function S = S(E) is required

(see also Sec. 7.2). When probing a wide energy range, this spin sensitivity can strongly

vary. In this context, the perfect spin-filter crystal would have a high value of its Sherman

function and reflectivity, being essentially constant over a wide range of several eV, and has

an easy-to-prepare surface with a long lifetime.

A second aspect which can be optimized in future instrumental development is the suppres-

sion of higher order radiation. Two different approaches have been developed so far:

Built-in chicane

The group of Prof. Schönhense is currently developing a momentum microscope with built-

in chicane in vertical direction. This geometry separates the microscope column into three

sections with two deflector lenses in between, resulting in an offset between incoming and

outgoing photoelectron beam of about 5 mm, as it is shown in Fig. 5.25. Thereby, the first

column with the extractor lens is identical to the one previously described. But now, at the

end of column I, a deflector bends the beam down by about 3 − 5◦. At the end of column

II a selector aperture follows. Assuming that an electron beam with 60 eV (red) passes ex-

actly through this aperture, a beam of electrons with higher energy, e.g., excited by higher

order radiation (here 300 eV, green), is bent less by deflector 1 and therefore this beam is

blocked by the selector. By positioning a reciprocal image exactly at the bending point

between section I and II, aberrations caused by symmetry breaking effects are eliminated.

A second deflector right after the selector aperture bends the beam back into the horizontal

plane before entering the drift tube (III) and finally, the k-image reaches the detector. This

adaption is also suitable for the combination of an optional spin-filter being inserted right

before entering the drift tube, which requires another spin-branch and detector as shown in

Fig. 5.24.
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Figure 5.25: Realization of a momentum microscope with built-in chicane to suppress higher
order radiation by a 5 mm offset that blocks all beams that are deflected more or less than the
“true” beam (60 eV, red).
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Combination of an imaging HDA with TOF-based energy recording

Another approach is to combine the energy filtering capability of an HDA with TOF energy

recording as shown in Fig. 5.26 [225]. Thereby, again the entrance optics do not differ from

the one described in Sec. 5.2. But here, the second Gaussian image (GI2) is formed at the

entrance of a large hemisphere equipped with an entrance and exit slit. The electrons with

α∗0 = 0 travel on a circular trajectory with radius R0 and pass the exit aperture (trajectory

1). Electrons that deviate with α∗0 6= 0 travel on Kepler ellipses (trajectories 2 and 3) and—

depending on whether they travel closer to the inner (2) or outer (3) hemisphere—do not

pass the exit slit and fall shortvi with a Radius of Rπ = R0 − K cos2 α with K being a

prefactor depending on details of the so-called fringe-field corrections [179, 226, 227]. While

in an ideal spherical field perfect first order focusing is achieved after 180◦, the spherical field

is terminated here by the electrodes to which the slits are attached [228]. The correction of

these fringe-fields is crucial for a momentum microscope since they affect the energy as well

as k-resolutionvii. Here, the correction of the fringe-field is made by four Jost-plates installed

next to the slits, enhancing the field in the fringe region to compensate field termination [229,

230]. By treating the potentials of the four plates as free parameters, the correction can be

maximally optimized [226, 227].

Another effect that has to be considered is the time spread of electrons passing the HDA.

For the electrons on a circular trajectory the transit time can be calculated analogously to

Eq. 5.17:

t0 = πR0

√
me

2Epass

. (5.19)

Assuming a given analyzer radius of 225 mm and a typical pass energy for this setup of

660 eV, the transit time is t0 = 46 ns. For α∗0 > 0 (α∗0 < 0) the path is shorter (longer) and

therefore also the transit time. The full width at half maximum of the time spread profile

can be approximated by [231]:

∆tFWHM

t0
≈ 0.6

(
W

R0

)
+ 2.23

(
1− 2.79

W

R0

)
α∗0,max. (5.20)

For a slit width W of 2 mm and α∗0,max = 1◦ one gets ∆tFWHM = 2.0 ns. To correct this time

spread numerically, also the transit time for the Kepler orbits tπ is needed, which depends

on α∗0 and can be approximated by [232]:

tπ(α∗0) ≈ t0

(
1 + 4

α∗0
π
− 10

α∗0
3

3π

)
. (5.21)

For the given parameters and an angle of α∗0 = 1◦, this results in a transit time of tπ(1◦) = 47 ns

and thus a change of 1 ns with respect to t0, which equals 2.1 %. This time spread can

further be minimized by several instrumental approaches like using paracentric entry con-

viOnly for low pass energies these electrons can travel through the exit slit, which is often referred to as the
non-isochromaticity.

viiNote that the energy resolution of an HDA given by Eq. 5.11 does not apply here since the HDA is working
in an imaging mode and not as a dispersive element.
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Figure 5.26: Illustration of the concept of a single hemisphere TOF-based momentum microscope
as adapted from Ref. [225]: The entrance optics as described in Sec. 5.2 forms a Gaussian image
at the entrance slit of a large HDA. Only electrons with α∗0 = 0 (trajectory 1) travel through the
hemisphere with the radius R0 and pass through the exit slit. Other electrons with α∗0 6= 0 fall too
short with a reduced radius of Rπ (trajectories 2 and 3). After the hemisphere the electrons enter
the TOF section and are recorded in the Fourier image (FI5) at the DLD.

ditions [232–234], a tandem combination of two HDAs connected to each other with an

inverting lens in between [235] or the use of a tilted orientation of the detector [236].

After exiting the hemisphere, the photoelectrons enter the TOF section and a Fourier image

(FI5) is detected by an ultrafast measuring DLD. This specially adapted detector has a

measuring frequency of about 70 ps, allowing this setup to be used with high pulse rates

such as synchrotrons with a 500 MHz time structure [237]. By adding the spin-filter right

behind the hemisphere, this setup is also applicable for spin-resolved experiments.

5.3 Summary

This chapter was about the introduction of two different approaches to realize spin- and

k-resolved photoemission within the hard X-ray regime. The first was to extend an already

existing HAXPES setup equipped with an HDA for energy dispersion by an external spin

detector, which is shown in Fig. 5.27 (a). This spin detector includes a W(001) single

crystal as spin-filter and its own DLD. The first test measurements and commissioning

studies revealed very low count rates due to the low reflectivity of the crystal and the

necessity of using slits for the hemisphere. To counteract this, high pass energy is used,

reducing the energy resolution significantly, hampering the measurement of the Fe 3d states

of a magnetite reference sample. Furthermore, the short lifetime of the tungsten crystal
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combined with poor reproducibility of subsequent measurements with a preparation cycle

in between represent a further obstacle that has to be solved. This makes clear that spin-

resolved photoemission is way more challenging in the hard X-ray regime than when using

low excitation energies. Accordingly, although the combination of an HDA with a Mott

detector has generated exciting studies over the past decades, for the hard X-ray regime the

use of an HDA—even with the combination of the promising imaging spin-filter technique

with multichannel electron detection—is quite cumbersome and turned out to be not feasible

within the project of this thesis. Therefore, new routes have to be followed to enable bulk-

sensitive, spin-resolved photoemission experiments.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.27: (a) External spin detector attached to the HDA of the HAXPES endstation of P22,
DESY. (b) Momentum microscope with the k-resolved branch in the horizontal plane and the spin-
and k-resolved branch pointing upwards. On the left is the manipulator to retract the spin-filter
crystal.

In Fig. 5.27 (b) the second approach—the momentum microscope—is shown with the manip-

ulator on the left side carrying the optional Ir(100) spin-filter crystal. Using the time-of-flight

of the photoelectrons for energy recording, allowing for the acquisition of I(Ekin, kx, ky)-

arrays, grants much higher count rates due to the lack of any slits and the discrimination

of essentially all electrons from the sample. It has been demonstrated that valence-band

mapping as well as the study of core levels and hXPD patterns can be done in very short

time with an astonishing efficiency and energy as well as momentum resolution. Future

instrumental developments like the discussed built-in chicane or the combination of both,

an HDA and TOF recording, can further optimize aberrations and the obstacle of higher

order contribution to the measured k-images and spectra.

For spin-resolved measurements, the necessary spin-filter surface preparation was intro-

duced for the example of the W(001) crystal, and the cleanliness of the crystal was verified

by LEED. It has been shown that the temperature during the LPF is crucial as for too low

temperatures carbon remains on the crystal’s surface.

The momentum-microscope is used to investigate the buried q2DES at the dLAO/KTO

interface and to determine the bulk spin polarization of Fe3O4(111) on ZnO(0001) with

synchrotron-based hard X-ray radiation.
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6 Buried Electron System in the
LaAlO3/KTaO3 Heterostructure

This chapter is about the investigation of the buried quasi two-dimensional electron system

at the heterostructure interface of disordered LaAlO3 (dLAO) and KTaO3 (KTO). The

sample was prepared by pulsed laser deposition within a UHV system. By depositing dLAO

on a KTO single crystal substrate, which was held at room temperature during growth, the

oxygen deficient dLAO is generating oxygen vacancies at the interface forming the q2DES.

A detailed study of the sample fabrication can be found in Ref. [23, 31].

In the following, the focus lies on the characterization of the electronic properties of the

interface by means of HAXPES and afterwards, the q2DES is studied by angle-resolved

hard X-ray TOF-based photoemission (HARPES).

6.1 Electronic Properties of the LAO/KTO-Interface

To proof the formation of the q2DES at the interface of dLAO/KTO, Fig. 6.1 (a) shows the

Ta 4f core level of a pure KTO substrate (red) and one with 1.6 nm dLAO on top (blue),

both measured with an excitation energy of 5 keV. While the spectra of the KTO substrate

exhibit only Ta5+ signal, there is a small spectral weight at the lower binding energy side

of the 4f7/2 peak in the spectrum of the dLAO/KTO sample, reflecting a partial reduction

of Ta5+ to Ta4+. This reduction transforms the original 5d0 system into a partially 5d1

system. These 5d carriers can bee seen in Fig. 6.1 (b) directly at the Fermi edge EF. That

these 5d carriers are only originating from the interface of the dLAO/KTO heterostructure

and not from the bulk of KTO, and also a detailed investigation of the electron transport

properties of the q2DES, was already part of a previous study [23, 31]. In summary, the

dLAO/KTO sample used here is well characterized and of high quality and clearly shows the

characteristic lineshape of the Ta 4f core level as well as significant Ta 5d spectral weight

at EF, as expected for the q2DES formed at the interface.

6.2 Momentum-Resolved Hard X-ray Time-of-Flight

Photoemission of the 2DES

As described in Sec. 5.2.2, the big advantage of the TOF method is the parallel acquisition

of the kx- and ky-direction over an energy range of several eV. This allows for ultra fast

measuring of many constant energy maps of the q2DES. Here, especially the Fermi surface
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Figure 6.1: (a) Ta 4f core-level spectra of a bare KTO substrate (red) and one with a 1.6 nm thick
disordered LAO capping layer (blue). The latter shows a shoulder at the 4f7/2 peak, representing
the formation of Ta4+ by oxygen vacancies. (b) The valence-band spectrum of dLAO/KTO shows
spectral weight at EF originating from Ta 5d carriers. All spectra were taken at a photon energy
of hν = 5.0 keV and the higher resolution Si(311) monochromator crystal pair.

is investigated, where the Ta 5d-derived carriers are centered around and concentrated close

to the Γ-point. Therefore, a suitable photon energy has to be used so that the kz value

cuts the BZ at the Γ-point. With Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 the k-scaling of the measurement can

be calculated—assuming a negligible work function compared to the photon energy, an

incident angle of the photon beam of 21◦ and an inner potential of 12 eV [23, 31]. Still,

the calculated photon energy necessary to measure a certain BZ is just an approximate

value, since the photon energy has not been previously calibrated and can deviate from

the setpoint by several eV. In addition, high background intensity due to contribution of

higher order radiation can also have an impact on the measurement and can force the use

of a different photon energy. After cooling the sample down to ≈ 30 K to minimize the

Debye-Waller factor, an energy range from slightly above EF down to about 10 eV binding

energy was acquired at a photon energy of 4458 eV—suitable for measuring the 23rd BZ with

respect to the kz-direction. The resulting Fermi surface map, for which all data points of

the corresponding spectra were integrated over a binding energy range from -0.2 to 0.5 eV,

i.e., essentially the full Ta 5d band width, is shown in Fig. 6.2 (a). In the right half of

the detector image several Γ-points can be seen with slightly different intensities, while on

the left side no spots are detectable. Furthermore, there is a bright confined spot in the

image, originating from higher order radiation. A uniform distribution of Γ-points over the

entire detector is not observed. This can be due to a minor deviation of the photon energy

resulting in the final state sphere cutting slightly above or below the Γ-points. Although

the photon energy was varied by a few eV in both directions, the detector image could not

be improved. Also, attempts to measure the 24th BZ at a photon energy of 4857 eV as

shown in Fig. 6.2 (b) only solved the problem of the higher order radiation. At a slightly

higher photon energy of 4892 eV as shown in (c) the detector image slightly improved and

more spots on the left side of the detector appeared, but still no homogeneous distribution
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of the Γ-points is observed. This behaviour could also be related to a misalignment of the

electrostatic electron lenses within the microscope column. Indeed, after optimizing the

deflector lenses and further energy scanning a uniform distribution of about 26 Γ-points

could be measured at an energy of 5177 eV—originating from the 25th BZ—, which can be

seen in Fig. 6.2 (d). Although there is a higher order contribution here as well, it is rather

weak and can be easily corrected later. A slight counterclockwise rotation of the entire spot

array is also visible and stems from the fact that the sample was also rotated slightly about

its surface normal. Such a misalignment is not crucial in our case, but could be avoided, e.g.,

by performing LEED prior to the measurements, which allows a very accurate alignment

of the crystal lattice relative to the microscope optics. Figure 6.2 (e) shows the calculated

reciprocal space as a kx − kz-map. At the center of each BZ (shown as blue squares) is

the Γ-point (green), while in blue are the M -points at the corners and the X-points at the

edges to an adjacent BZ. The red area represents the measured reciprocal space covered

by the different kz-values depending on the used photon energy. The acceptance angle of

the microscope is hereby about ±8◦, allowing for the acquisition of up to 6 BZs in both

directions. The photon momentum is taken into account with an incident angle of 21◦ with

respect to the sample surface normal. Since the k-image at 5177 eV has the best quality

and shows the most Γ-points, it is taken for further evaluation.
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Figure 6.2: (a)-(d): Fermi surface maps taken at photon energies of 4458 (a), 4857 (b), 4892 (c),
and 5177 eV (d). For the latter the lens potentials were further optimized. (e) Calculated with
Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 sketch of the kx − kz-map. The used photon energies cover the Γ-points of the
23rd, 24th, and 25th BZ in kz-direction.
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First, the second order was corrected and afterwards, the image was slightly rotated clock-

wise, the cushion distortion was corrected by a nonlinear radial transformation and also some

shearing effects were removed. Finally, for better clarity the color scheme was adjusted. The

result is shown in Fig. 6.3 (a). As discussed in Sec. 5.2.2, the k-image has on the one hand

an intensity difference between the center and the edges, originating from the measured

final state sphere with a specific curvature, which indicates a distinct kz-dependence of the

electronic structure, i.e., a three-dimensional nature. On the other hand the left side of the

Fermi map has a higher intensity than the right, since the sphere does not cut through the

BZ at the same kz-values on the left and right side due to the photon momentum. Also ma-

trix element effects may play a role. The former leads to a better or worse overlap between

the sphere—with a certain width due to the finite energy resolution of the incoming photon

beam—and the Γ-points. Nevertheless, the Γ-points are clearly visible and exhibit a square-

like arrangement, matching the cubic KTO lattice. In Fig. 6.3 (b) (i) the band map along

the kx-direction is plotted together with calculations based on the tight-binding model from

Ref. [20], on the left side for bulk KTO, and on the right side for a confining wedge poten-

tial at the surface of KTO. Although for these measurements the higher resolution Si(311)

monochromator crystal pair was used, granting an energy resolution of about 150 meV (at

about 5.2 keV, see also Fig. 3.5), the individual bands cannot be resolved. Nevertheless, the

heavy dyz-band for bulk KTO is not visible towards the BZ boundary, supporting the claim

of Ref. [31] that the electronic structure of the buried electron system is not that of an n-

doped KTO crystal, but rather reflects that of a q2DES confined to the interface. This claim

can be corroborated further by the data recorded with the momentum microscope, when

also the band map in ky-direction is taken into account, which is shown in Fig. 6.3 (b) (ii).

Also in this direction—perpendicular to the kx direction—the symmetry equivalent heavy

dxz-band is not visible. Thus, the absence of a spectral signal of a heavy dyz-band is not

ascribed to matrix element effects [23], but is likely due to the fact that the corresponding

states indeed steeply disperse towards EF, supporting the claim that the band structure of

the buried electron system does not resemble the one of an n-doped, bulk-like KTO crystal.

The observed electronic band structure in the kx − kz-map of Fig. 4 (c) in Ref. [23] with a

three-dimensional symmetry in momentum space suggests a finite spread of the conduction

channels into the KTO substrate, which at first glance seems to contradict the conclusions

drawn above and also those from depth-profiling of the q2DES by angle-dependent HAXPES

in Ref. [23] that the Ta 5d electrons are indeed confined to the interface.

To reconcile these seemingly inconsistent findings we analyze the k-resolved data with re-

spect to the dimensional character of the interfacial charge carriers. The underlying idea is

that, according to the Heisenberg principle, spatial confinement of a particle in z-direction

converts to an uncertainty in kz, i.e., kz is no longer a good quantum number for the quan-

tum state of an electron whose motion is confined in z-direction. Instead, its quantum state

in k-space is characterized by a probability amplitude Φ(kz) which is the Fourier trans-

form of the electron’s wave function Ψ(z). To estimate the dimensional character of the

charge carriers along these lines, we compare—as described in Ref. [238]—in the following

the Fermi surface broadening in kx-direction to those in kz from Ref. [23]. To determine

the kx-broadening, the photoemission intensity map of BZ (−1 1) at kz = 25 · 2π/aKTO
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Figure 6.3: (a) Fermi surface map taken at a photon energy of 5177 eV after correcting minor
distortions and removing the second order. In purple the BZ(-1 1 25) is denoted. (b): (i) Band map
of the Γ-point of BZ(-1 1 25) along the kx-direction. Calculations from Ref. [20] are shown for bulk
KTO (left side) and for a confined wedge potential at the surface of KTO (right side). (ii) Band
map in ky-direction, perpendicular to the kx-direction. (c): (i) kx − ky-map of the symmetrized
Γ-point from BZ(-1 1 25). (ii) Corresponding line profile (red circles) along the red dashed line
in (a). The Gaussian fit in black shows a FWHM of 0.18 · 2π/aKTO. The blue line denotes the
derivative of the line profile and yields a value for kF of 0.07 · 2π/aKTO.

[see Fig. 6.3 (a)] was symmetrized according to the four-fold rotational symmetry of the

KTO substrate to eliminate the influence of geometrical matrix element effects. The result

is displayed in Fig. 6.3 (c) (i). Since we do not resolve the Fermi surface contours, we take

the entire extension of the Fermi surface as the benchmark, defined by the full width at

half maximum (FWHM) of the cross section profile along the red line, which is shown in

Fig. 6.3 (c) (ii). A comparison with that along kz (taken from Ref. [23]) reveals that they

are essentially equal, viz., ∆kFWHM,x ≈ ∆kFWHM,z = 0.17 · 2π/aKTO. Thus, no confinement

induced broadening of the perpendicular wavevector is deducible from the measurements.

Inversely, for a broadening to be deducible from the measurements it had to be larger than

the experimental k-resolution. Hence, since no additional broadening along kz can be re-

solved, it must be smaller than the experimental resolution, which sets a lower limit of
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1/∆kres ≈ 10 Å on the extension of the wavefunctions of the electrons, forming the q2DES,

along the z-direction.

Taking therefore this value as granted, there is another independent way to estimate the

dimensional character of the interface electron system using a simple argument. The di-

mensionality of an electron system is not solely determined by its extension in the confine-

ment direction, Lz, but rather by the ratio of the extension and the Fermi wavelength of

the electrons, λF,z—derived from the modulus of the derivative of the Gaussian fit to be

0.07 · 2π/aKTO—, with the dimensional character becoming three-dimensional if Lz � λF,z

and two-dimensional for Lz � λF [239–241]. Thus λF,z = 2π
kF,z

≈ 2π
kF,x

≈ 57 Å and

Lz ≈ 2π
∆kFWHM,z

≈ 2π
∆kFWHM,x

≈ 22 Å, which gives a ratio of ≈ 0.39, placing the q2DES

somewhere between the pure 2D and 3D limits. For the determination of kF,z, we set—

based on the findings above—kF,z = kF,x, and take the modulus of the gradient of the

photoemission intensity map as measure for kF,x [see Fig. 6.3 (c)]. This method was shown

in Ref. [242] to give accurate results for the Fermi vector even if large energy intervals are

used for integration to generate a Fermi surface map.

6.3 Summary

It has been shown that metallicity can be induced in the KTO surface by depositing dis-

ordered LAO on top of it. The formed buried electron system can be inferred from the

emergent Ta4+ shoulder in the Ta 4f spectrum of a dLAO/KTO sample. The generated

Ta 5d carriers granting metallicity can be seen directly at EF. Performing HARPES at cryo-

genic temperatures indeed allows for the momentum-resolved study of this electron system

and exhibits the expected square-like arrangement of the Γ-points within the repeated BZ

scheme. From the study of the bands around these Γ-points, occupied heavy bulk-like dyz-

and dxz-bands cannot be resolved, concluding that they are indeed strongly dispersing to-

wards EF and the electron system is confined to the surface of KTO. By evaluating the width

of the Fermi surface around the Γ-points, the extension of the wave function of the electrons

at the interface in kz-direction can be deduced to be ≈ 22 Å and the Fermi wavevector to be

57 Å, yielding a ratio of the two quantities of ≈ 0.39. This is in good agreement with pre-

vious findings acquired with an HDA and conclude that the electron system is indeed quasi

two-dimensional. These results demonstrate that with the TOF-microscope commissioned

within this thesis the momentum-resolved electron structure of a buried electron system only

2 nm thick can be successfully studied using HARPES.
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7 Determination of the Valence-Band
Spin Polarization of Magnetite

In Sec. 2.2.4 the necessity of using high excitation energies for the determination of the

bulk spin polarization of magnetite was already discussed. In the following, the detailed

characterization of the studied sample using a variety of different methods including elec-

tron diffraction, laboratory-based spin- and k-integrated photoemission, as well as X-ray

magnetic circular dichroism is presented. Finally, using the TOF-based microscope with

integrated spin-filter, within a spin-resolved photoemission study of the valence band of

magnetite, its polarization and spin-resolved density of states (spin-DOS) near the Fermi

edge are determined and compared with previous theoretical and experimental studies that

were discussed in Sec. 2.2.2.

7.1 Thin Film Growth and Characterization of Fe3O4(111)

on ZnO(0001)

High quality Fe3O4(111) films of 30 nm thickness were grown on ZnO(0001) substrates by

molecular beam epitaxy as described in Ref. [243]. Iron was evaporated from a high tem-

perature effusion cell in an oxygen atmosphere of about 3.5 ·10−6−7.0 ·10−7 mbar while the

substrate was kept at a temperature of 400 ◦C. These growth parameters are crucial because

of the many stable iron oxide compounds that exist besides magnetite. [244].

In a previous study we have already shown by measuring with a superconducting quantum

interference device (SQUID) that our magnetite films show a spin-reorientation transition

at 128 K, which is known to lie approximately 10 K above the actual Verwey transition

temperature and is comparable to those observed in bulk single crystals [243]. Furthermore,

X-ray diffraction (XRD) ω-2θ scans and rocking curves exhibit nearly completely relaxed

growth on ZnO and single crystal quality, as indicated by a full width at half maximum of

the rocking curves of only 0.04◦ [243, 245].

7.1.1 Low and High Energy Electron Diffraction

To further check the crystalline quality of the films, in situ LEED was performed [see

Fig. 7.1 (a)]. The sharp hexagonal 2 × 2 LEED pattern, showing the reciprocal primitive

cells of the oxygen (red) and iron (blue) sublattices, confirms the formation of an atomically

long-range ordered Fe3O4(111) surface [246].
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While LEED essentially yields information on the structural quality and symmetry of the

very surface, hXPD, being based on the forward scattering of photoelectrons, gives detailed

information about the geometrical structure of subsurface atomic layers reaching far into

the bulk [218].

Figure 7.1 (b) displays on the left side the measured hXPD patterns for the Fe 3p and O 2p

core levels along with simulations on the right side, based on the many-beam dynamical the-

ory of electron diffraction [215]. The hXPD patterns of Fe 3p and O 2p were measured with

excitation energies of 5204 eV (Ekin = 5150 eV) and 5000 eV (Ekin = 4993 eV), respectively.

The simulations were carried out at the same energies. The good agreement of theory and

experiment confirms the good structural quality of the sample also in the bulk and supports

the claim of a truly bulk-sensitive measurement at these photon energies.

(a)

(b)

Fe 3p

O 2p

Experiment Simulation

Figure 7.1: (a) LEED pattern (98.5 eV) of a freshly grown magnetite film, showing the reciprocal
primitive cells of the oxygen (red) and iron (blue) sublattices. (b) hXPD patterns of the Fe 3p
(Ekin = 5150 eV) and O 2p (Ekin = 4993 eV) core levels: experimental data on the left and calcu-
lated diffraction patterns on the right are in good agreement, confirming the excellent structural
quality of the film and also supporting the claim of bulk sensitivity of the measurements. The
hXPD patterns cover an angle range of ±9◦.

7.1.2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

In addition, immediately after epitaxial growth within the same vacuum system XPS using

Al Kα radiation and an Omicron EA 125 HDA was performed. In Fig. 7.2 (a) the Fe 2p

core-level spectrum is shown, exhibiting the characteristic line shape of magnetite as origi-

nating from the Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions of this mixed-valency compound including corresponding

charge-transfer (CT) satellites and is markedly distinct from other iron oxides [244]. In (b)

the XPS spectrum of the valence band is compared to an ex situ spin-integrated photoe-

mission spectrum of the same sample recorded with the TOF microscope at the hard X-ray

beamline P22 at the synchrotron PETRA III, DESY (Hamburg, Germany) [247]. Due to

the better energy resolution of the TOF instrument in combination with the highly brilliant
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synchrotron radiation, the Fe 3d states at EF are less broadened and hence appear more pro-

nounced than in the spectrum taken with the laboratory-based XPS setup. Otherwise, the

different spectral lineshapes can be explained by the relative change in the photoionization

cross sections of the O 2p and Fe 3d states (see Sec. 3.3) that are hybridized with each other.

Nevertheless, for both photon energies the predominant contribution of the Fe 3d states at

the Fermi level remains clearly distinguishable from the mainly O 2p-derived valence-band

spectral weight at higher binding energies.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.2: (a) Fe 2p core-level spectrum measured with Al Kα radiation, showing Fe2+ and Fe3+

contributions due to the mixed valency of magnetite as well as charge-transfer (CT) satellites. (b)
Hard X-ray (blue) and laboratory-based (red) valence-band spectra of the same magnetite film.
The Fe 3d states at EF are clearly distinguishable from the O 2p valence band.

7.1.3 X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism

Furthermore, XMCD has been measured on an LN2 cooled film in total electron yield mode

at the TEMPO beamline (SOLEIL, France) to establish magnetic ordering. The blue and

red spectra in Fig. 7.3 reflect the absorption measured at the Fe L2,3 edge (2p → 3d tran-

sition) with different helicity (parallel σ+ and antiparallel σ− with respect to the in-plane

magnetization). Both curves were normalized by the mirror current I0, which is a mea-

sure for the incident photon flux. The absorption spectra and the resulting XMCD signal

[(σ+ − σ−)·2, corrected for the experimental geometry with the beam incidence under 45◦

relative to the surface normal], which is shown as green dashed line in Fig. 7.3viii, are in

very good agreement with other theoretical and experimental studies on magnetite thin

films [248–252]. The three peaks in the XMCD signal thereby represent the Fe ions on the

Feoct sublattice (a and c) and the Fe3+ ions on the Fetet sublattice (b).

viiiNote that the sample could not be fully magnetized ex situ and had to be measured in remanence due to
technical limitations. Hence, the XMCD signal is weaker compared to previously published absorption
spectra. Nevertheless, the lineshape of the XMCD signal is in very good agreement with those data.
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Figure 7.3: XMCD measured at the Fe L2,3 absorption edge. The blue and red curves reflect
the absorption for different helicity σ+ and σ−, respectively. Both curves were normalized by the
mirror current I0. The resulting XMCD signal is shown as green dashed line (multiplied by 2).

Summary

To summarize this section, SQUID and XRD measurements from a previous study done

by our group [243, 245] as well as LEED, hXPD, XPS, and XMCD establish the high

quality of the Fe3O4 films in terms of bulk and surface crystallinity, magnetic ordering,

and stoichiometric composition. They hence can be regarded as representative for bulk

properties similar to single crystals.

7.2 Spin-Resolved Photoemission of the Valence Band

For this photoemission experiment the spin-dependent reflectivity at the surface of an irid-

ium single crystal was used as described in Sec. 5.2 to gain information on the photoelectron

spin. For the here used instrumental geometry, the strongest spin-sensitivity is achieved if

the photoelectrons are decelerated to a kinetic energy of about 12.5 eV when impinging

on the spin-filter crystal, making the spin-dependent scattering extremely surface sensitive.

Therefore, prior to the spin-resolved measurements the surface of the iridium spin-filter

crystal was freshly prepared as described in Sec. 5.1.2.1.

Although the microscope allows for simultaneous spin- and k-resolved mapping of the pho-

toelectrons, due to the weak dispersion of the Fe 3d bands, their momentum dependence

cannot be resolved [253]. Therefore, the spin-resolved data are integrated over the area

covered by the spin-filter crystal (≈ 7 Å−1 in kx- and ≈ 4 Å−1 in ky-direction), which can be

seen in the detector image in Fig. 7.4 (a) as orange dashed oval, granting a higher signal-

to-noise ratio due to higher count rates. The sample was cooled down to a temperature of

≈ 30 K in order to avoid magnetic fluctuations and—as a positive side effect—to reduce the

Debye-Waller factor that determines the strength of direct transitions in relation to phonon-
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induced thermal scattering contributions. The cooled sample was then magnetized in-plane

(I+) with a permanent magnet. The applied field amounted to 1 Tesla parallel to the film

and to the quantization axis of the spin detector, large enough to drive the sample into

saturation. The valence band was then measured in remanence with an excitation energy of

hν = 5.0 keVix, leading to a photoelectron inelastic mean free path of ≈ 70 Å (see Sec. 3.3)

and an energy resolution of ≈ 620 meV—using the Si(111) monochromator crystal pair for

maximum photon flux (see Sec. 3.4). Then the sample was magnetized in the opposite

direction (I−) and measured again. Figure 7.4 (b) shows the spectra for the two opposite

in-plane magnetization directions—as extracted from the measured I(Px, Ekin, kx, ky) data

set—for the relevant energy range from EF up to 5 eV. The inset shows the entire acquired

range up to 10 eV with no visible difference in the spectral shape for binding energies above

3 eV.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7.4: (a) Detector image of the spin-branch: While the detector covers an reciprocal space
of 10 Å−1 in both directions, the photoelectron intensity is concentrated in an oval area, reflecting
the surface of the crystal as seen from the detector under an angle of 56◦ (image has been colorized
for better visibility). (b) Extracted valence-band spectra of magnetite integrated over the orange
dashed oval (≈ 7 Å−1 in kx- and ≈ 4 Å−1 in ky-direction) for both magnetizations I+ and I−. Both
spectra were normalized by the same O 2p spectral weight, since no asymmetry is expected here.
(c) Resulting asymmetry calculated with Eq. 4.36.

In contrast, clear differences between the two magnetizations are seen for smaller binding

energies. The resulting intensity asymmetry A, defined by Eq. 4.36, is plotted in Fig. 7.4 (c).

It is zero above 3 eV where the O 2p valence band dominates. For smaller binding energies

and with predominantly Fe 3d states contributing, the asymmetry first becomes negative

and switches sign between 0.95 and 0.60 eV with a maximum at 0.80 eV. Closer to the Fermi

level the asymmetry turns negative again and assumes a maximum negative value at EF.

ixThe photon energy of 5 keV was chosen as a good compromise between the dropping cross section at higher
photon energies and the increase of third-order radiation from the undulator at lower energies.
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The conversion of the measured asymmetry A into an actual spin polarization P involves

the Sherman function, as described by Eqs. 4.7 and 4.36. It is important to realize that in

our specific experimental approach the explicit energy dependence of the Sherman function

S = S(E) is required, in contrast to conventional spin-detectors operated at a fixed energy

only. Employing TOF energy recording, all photoelectrons in the measured energy window

are reflected off the spin-filter crystal essentially simultaneously, i.e., at different scattering

energies. For the data in Fig. 7.4 the electron optics was set in such a way that photoelectrons

originating from the maximum of the Fe 3d peak at ≈ 0.5 eV reach the spin-filter crystal

at a kinetic energy where its Sherman function assumes its maximum (≈ 12.5 eV) [146].

Consequently, electrons at higher (lower) binding energy get scattered at lower (higher)

kinetic energy, with subsequently different spin efficiency as captured by S(E) and hence

necessitating a careful calibration of the Sherman function.

Such a calibration is best achieved on a material system with known spin polarization. Here

we chose EuO whose Eu 4f states have been demonstrated to display a spin polarization

of 100 % [254, 255]. Based on this value the experimental spin asymmetry of the 4f states

of a thin EuO film [255] for scattering energies between 9.5 and 13.2 eV was measured,

and the associated values of the Sherman function were calculated. Figure 7.5 depicts

the corresponding data points together with a spline interpolation. The Sherman function

assumes its maximum around 12.5 eV while at lower kinetic energies, i.e., higher binding

energies, S(E) is significantly decreasing and even changes its sign at about 10.9 eV.
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Figure 7.5: Energy dependent Sherman function S(E), calibrated using the known 100 % spin
polarization of the Eu 4f states of an EuO thin film. The bottom axis refers to the actual scattering
energy at the spin-filter crystal. In the top axis these values are converted to a binding energy
scale, as adapted to the spin-resolved magnetite spectra of Fig. 7.4 (b).
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Figure 7.6: Spin polarization of the magnetite film, calculated with Eq. 4.36 (the line serves as
guide to the eye). It is negative at EF = 0 eV with a value of −80 %. Between 0.60 eV and 0.95 eV,
there is a sign change of the polarization. The error bars denote the statistical error.

Based on this calibration of the Sherman function, the energy-dependent spin polarization

P (E) of the magnetite film can finally be determined from Eqs. 4.7 and 4.36. The result

is shown in Fig. 7.6. As predicted by theory, the spin polarization at EF is negative. With

higher binding energies, the absolute value of the spin polarization decreases and switches

sign at 0.60 eV. It exhibits a maximum with further increasing binding energies and be-

comes negative again at 0.95 eV. Since the Sherman function has a zero at about 10.9 eV,

corresponding to a binding energy of 2.1 eV in this study, the spin polarization unphysically

diverges around this energy, and hence the focus in Fig. 7.6 is on smaller binding energies

from 1.2 eV up to the Fermi level, where the Sherman function does not vary strongly and

the polarization is not affected by the zero in S. For binding energies above 3 eV the polar-

ization becomes zero (see Fig. 7.4 (c)).

To give a quantitative estimate of the spin polarization at EF from the measured asymme-

try, it must be mentioned that the measurements were performed at ≈ 30 K, i.e., below the

Verwey temperature, at which a metal-insulator transition takes place and a small gap of

about 50 meV with respect to EF opens [95]. So, strictly speaking, there are no states at

EF and thus no defined spin polarization. However, the finite energy resolution of about

600 meV in this experiment transfers detectable spectral weight to the Fermi level, resulting

in a finite polarization signal. The experimental spin polarization at the Fermi level P (EF)

can now be determined from Fig. 7.6 to be −80 % (dashed green line).

The statistical error for the asymmetry shown in Fig. 7.4 (c) is estimated from Eq. 4.39

with the count rates I+ and I− in a 50 meV energy interval near EF for both magnetiza-

tion directions, ∆A =
√

4I+I−/I3 = 0.012. The statistical error of the Sherman function

related to the calibration measurement is in the same order of magnitude, ∆S = 0.013 (see

Fig. 7.5). The statistical error of the polarization value results from the sum of the rela-

tive errors, ∆P/P = ∆A/A + ∆S/S. Near the Fermi energy the statistical error amounts
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to ∆P/P = 0.13 and ∆P = 0.104. As additional systematic errors, it has to be taken

into account (i) a reduced remnant magnetization compared to the intrinsic magnetiza-

tion, and (ii) the finite energy resolution. (i) As the sample was measured in remanence,

the magnetization Mr and thereby the spin polarization could be lower than the intrinsic

magnetization Ms. Previous SQUID magnetometry on similarly prepared samples result

in Mr/Ms = 0.64 [243]. Therefore, the intrinsic spin polarization could be larger than the

measured value. (ii) Due to the specific shape of the energy-dependent polarization data in

Fig. 7.6 (with a maximal positive spin polarization at 0.8 eV, a sign change at 0.6 eV, and

a maximal negative spin polarization at the Fermi energy), a finite energy resolution tends

to reduce the measured spin polarization at EF. Therefore, the measured spin polarization

at EF represents a lower limit of its true absolute value and strongly points to a full spin

polarization at EF of −100 %, supporting the assumption of magnetite being a half-metallic

ferromagnet. Considering both statistical and systematical errors, the spin polarization

value at EF amounts to P (EF) = −80+10
−20 %.

Finally, the spin-resolved density of states (spin-DOS) can be calculated from Eq. 4.37. The

resulting majority and minority spin-densities are shown in Fig. 7.7 (red and blue triangles).

Also shown are the results of DFT calculations by Piekarz et al. [79]—performed explicitly

for the low temperature phase of magnetite with the monoclinic P2/c symmetry [92, 93]

and including strong correlation effects on the GGA+U level—, without (solid lines) and

with (dashed lines) the experimental broadening taken into account. While the experimen-

tal spin-densities overall resemble the theoretical ones, there are also notable quantitative

differences. It has been argued that, in general, magnetite should be considered a corre-

lated electron system, casting a description by DFT and its findings of half-metallicity into

doubt [106]. Furthermore, the excitation of spin waves [103, 109, 256, 257] and the forma-

tion of polarons [84], which both are not captured by DFT calculations, were put forward in

previous experimental studies to explain a smaller spin polarization observed in experiment

than predicted by DFT. Such effects also will affect the detailed experimental lineshapes in

the near-EF region.

7.3 Summary and Discussion

The bulk spin polarization of magnetite has been measured by spin-resolved hard X-ray pho-

toelectron spectroscopy. For these experiments, a new generation of photoemission instru-

mentation has been utilized—the TOF-based momentum microscope with built-in imaging

spin-filter. With this setup, it has become possible to overcome the notorious problem of

ill-defined magnetite surfaces from which previous low-energy spin-resolved photoemission

studies suffered. The measured spin polarization of −80+10
−20 % strongly points to a full bulk

spin polarization at EF, fully compatible with theoretical predictions from DFT that mag-

netite is a half-metallic ferromagnet.

From an experimental view, further advancements in instrumentation, regarding both elec-

tron and photon energy resolution, will make it possible to narrow down the experimental
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Figure 7.7: Majority and minority spin-DOS (red and blue triangles, respectively) for Fe3O4,
calculated from the results of Fig. 7.4 using Eq. 4.37 with error bars denoting the statistical error.
Mostly minority spin states are located at EF. The spin-DOS overall resembles those from DFT
calculations (solid lines) in Ref. [79], especially upon convolution with the instrumental resolution
(dashed lines).

uncertainty for the spin polarization of magnetite furtherx. This will become possible by,

e.g., an upgrade of the storage ring of PETRA III [258] granting a photon flux gain at

the beamline P22 of about a factor of 1400 [259]. The higher intensity allows the use of

the higher resolution monochromator crystal Si(311) for spin-resolved measurements, which

improves the photon bandwidth at 5 keV to about 130 meV, and even better with the post-

monochromator crystal Si(333)—for a given photon energy of more than 6 keV—of only

30 meV (see Sec. 3.4). In combination with faster energy recording, possible by an ultrafast

DLD, the energy resolution of the microscope can also be further enhanced.

These improvements will have to be matched by improved theoretical approaches, taking

properly into account both the itinerancy of the minority charge carriers at the Fermi energy

as well as their correlations and coupling to the lattice degrees of freedom. Nevertheless,

the results presented here point to a full bulk spin polarization near EF, that originates

from spin-down charge carriers, and thereby provide strong experimental support to the

theoretical view of magnetite as a half-metallic ferromagnet.

xNote that recently a total energy resolution (photon band width plus analyzer resolution) as good as
60 meV has been demonstrated for spin-integrated HAXPES operation of the same momentum microscope
used here [204]. Although, the additional use of the spin-filter crystal results in a significant count rate
reduction, this result represents an encouraging prospect for future spin-resolved HAXPES experiments.
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8 Conclusion

The aim of this thesis was to push the frontiers of hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,

to enable spin- and k-resolved studies of complex oxides. To accomplish this goal, two in-

strumental concepts were pursued in collaboration with Prof. Schönhense’s group in Mainz,

which developed these concepts, and which were commissioned and characterized as part

of this thesis. The first concept was to upgrade an existing hard X-ray photoemission end-

station at P09, DESY, equipped with a hemispherical deflection analyzer (HDA), with an

external spin detector chamber. Second, a completely newly developed k-space microscope

with time-of-flight (TOF) energy recording and built-in spin filter was used for spin- and

k-resolved hard X-ray photoemission.

For the upgrade of the existing endstation an external spin detector chamber with a W(001)

spin-filter crystal was attached to the exit of the HDA. The spin detector is equipped

with its own delayline detector (DLD) measuring the spin-filtered I(Ekin, kx)-array. The

surface preparation of the spin-filter crystal was successfully established, the optimal scat-

tering parameters were determined, the lifetime of the crystal surface was found to be about

30 minutes, and the imaging capabilities of the detector were optimized. However, the first

spin-resolved measurements on a magnetite thin film sample were not successful. Although

the sample is studied thoroughly at different energy positions within the valence band,

slightly different scattering energies and azimuthal angles, a spin asymmetry of the Fe 3d

states near the Fermi level (EF) could not be observed. The main reason is the extremely

low efficiency of the instrumental concept, since an HDA discriminates only a small fraction

of all excited photoelectrons. In combination with the low reflectivity of the spin-filter, very

low count rates force the use of high pass energies, which significantly deteriorates the exper-

imental resolution. Another reason is the short lifetime of the crystal surface, which is why

the crystal had to be flashed before each measurement, resulting in poor reproducibility of

two consecutive measurements because the crystal temperatures were different for each mea-

surement. Although the commissioning and characterization of the upgraded HDA-based

endstation worked quite well, the low efficiency of the setup and the short lifetime of the

crystal surface prevent its successful implementation for spin-resolved hard X-ray photoe-

mission.

Hence, the concept of TOF energy recording was pursued, again in collaboration with of

Prof. Schönhense’s group. This TOF method integrated in a momentum microscope allows

for much higher count rates due to the absence of entrance and exit slits. Compared to

tungsten, the use of an Ir(100) spin filter crystal is characterized by a significantly longer

surface lifetime of several weeks, which eliminates the need for regular crystal flashing and

thus ensures high reproducibility of successive measurements. Du to the increased dimen-

sionality of the recording scheme the set up k-space TOF microscope was found to cover
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up to 16 Brilluoin zones (BZs) at 6 keV photon energy. The high count rates allow for the

acquisition of valence-band maps within several 10 mins, and core levels and corresponding

X-ray diffraction pattern even within minutes. In this way, the low reflectivity of the crystal

and the low electron discrimination of the HDA-based concept are compensated, making

the TOF concept clearly superior. Although a problem with higher order radiation was

encountered during commissioning, several approaches to the existing setup were found to

suppress such signals, and further two different instrumental advancements were discussed

involving a chicane or a combination of TOF energy recording with the energy filtering

capabilities of an HDA.

Having identified the second instrumental concept as pioneering, the electron system (q2DES)

on the buried surface of KTaO3 (KTO) was studied in terms of its dimensional character.

Furthermore, the bulk spin polarization of magnetite (Fe3O4) was determined. Both exper-

iments using the newly established spin- and k-resolved TOF momentum microscope.

The appearance of a Ta4+ shoulder in the Ta 4f core-level spectrum, as well as the Ta 5d

spectral weight at the Fermi level (EF) obtained by measuring a KTO substrate covered

with a 1.6 nm thick disordered LaAlO3 (dLAO) film, prove the formation of a q2DES at the

KTO surface. Its investigation by means of k- or angle-resolved hard X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (HARPES) at 5177 eV photon energy revealed up to 26 BZs with a square-like

arrangement of the Γ-points. From the evaluation of the band maps in kx- and ky-direction

neither the heavy dyz- nor dxz-band could be resolved towards the BZ boundary indicating a

confinement of the q2DES to the surface of KTO. By further evaluation of the Fermi vector

in the x-direction, kF,x, which is related to the expansion in the confinement direction, Lz,

yielding a factor of ≈ 0.39 and with the results of a previous study that places the q2DES in

the regime of bulk KTO based on their results from measured kx−kz-maps, the dimensional

character of this q2DES consequently lies somewhere between the pure 2D and 3D limits.

The excellent quality of the magnetite sample was shown by means of electron diffraction

and laboratory-based spin- and k-integrated photoemission. Overcoming the problem of

low efficiencies of previous experimental approaches by using TOF energy recording, imag-

ing spin-filtering and multichannel electron detection, it was possible for the first time ever

to measure the valence band of magnetite by spin-resolved hard X-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy (spin-HAXPES) and its true bulk spin polarization was determined in the near-

EF region with a maximum negative value of −80+10
−20 % directly at EF. These findings—

reflecting the statistical and systematic errors of the measurement—are in good agreement

with theoretical predictions based on density-functional theory of magnetite being a half-

metallic ferromagnet with a spin polarization at EF of −100 % and therefore just minority

charge carriers contribute to the metallic behaviour of magnetite.

Both results show that in the hard X-ray regime TOF-based energy recording has tremen-

dous advantages compared to the use of an HDA especially in combination with an imaging

spin-filter in terms of maximizing electron count rates. With future developments also the

obstacles of higher order radiation can be solved and with the new generation of diffraction

limited electron synchrotrons and new ways for nano-focussing of the photon beam, the

power of TOF-based spin- and k-resolved microscopy will reach a new level for photoemis-

sion experiments.
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Appendix

Previous theoretical studies on magnetite

Table A.1: Theoretical calculations based on various approximations and their predicted bulk
spin polarization P

Authors Year Implementation P at EF (%)

Alvarado and Bagus [96] 1978 single ion model −66.7b

Yanase and Siratori [63] 1984 APW −100
de Groot and Buschow [64] 1986 GGA(ASW) −100
Zhang and Satpathy [65] 1991 LSDA(LMTO) −100
Pénicaud et al. [66] 1992 GGA(ASW) −100
Anisimov et al. [67] 1996 LSDA −100
Yanase and Hamada [68] 1999 APW −100
Antonov et al. [69, 70] 2001, 2003 LSDA+U −100
Jeng et al. [71–73] 2002, 2004, 2006 LSDA/LDA+U −100
Szotek et al. [74] 2003 LSDA −100
Leonov et al. [75] 2004 LSDA+U(TBLMTO) −100
Madsen and Novák [76] 2005 LDA+U(FLL-DCC) −100
Pentcheva et al. [52] 2005 GGA(APW) −40a

Pinto and Elliott [77] 2006 GGA+U(PAW) −100
Zhu et al. [53] 2006 LDA+U −100
 Lodziana [78] 2007 GGA+U > −100a

Piekarz et al. [79, 80] 2007, 2010 GGA(+U) −100
Rowan et al. [81] 2009 GGA −100
Yu et al. [82] 2012 GGA+U −100
Arras et al. [83] 2013 LSDA+U(APW) −100
Wang et al. [84] 2013 GGA+U −100
Noh et al. [85] 2014 GGA+U −100
Schmitz et al. [86] 2014 GGA+U −100
Liu et al. [87, 88] 2017, 2019 GGA+U/SCC-DFTB −100
Mounkachi et al. [89] 2017 LSDA −100
Chen et al. [90] 2018 GGA(+U) −100
Sai Gautam and Carter [91] 2018 SCAN(+U)(PAW) −100

aCalculations were done explicitly for the surface of Fe3O4(001).
bRepresents the photoelectron spin polarization of the whole Fe2+ 3d shell.
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Two-dimensional Delayline Detector

The working principle of a DLD is shown in Fig. A.1. It consists of two perpendicular me-

andering delaylines X and Y, which are covered with an MCP. In contrast to a channeltron,

which is a one-dimensional detector, an MCP consists of many small holes in the µm range

providing a lateral resolution of down to 30µm and therefore supports two-dimensional

imaging. When a photoelectron hits the MCP, due to the applied voltage between the front

and backside, an electron avalanche of secondary electrons is generated. When such an

electron strikes the delayline in the X-direction below the MCP, an electrical pulse moves in

both directions at the speed of light and is registered in relation to an external time reference

signal by the electronics input X1 and X2. There is a time delay ∆tx between both signals

and the arrival time is then averaged over X1 and X2. The same is done for the delayline Y

and with both time signals ∆tx and ∆ty the impact position can now be determined very

precisely, providing a two-dimensional information of the electron distribution. Especially

when featuring TOF recording, the measuring speed of such a detector has significant im-

pact on the energy resolution, since the kinetic energy is encoded in the time-of-flight, as

discussed in Sec. 5.2.2 [178]. Typical values for the measuring frequency of a DLD is below

200 ps.

MCP

∼µm

-
+

Primary
electrons

Secondary
electrons

Electron avalanche

External time
reference

Y1

X1

Y2

X2

Delayline X

Delayline Y
MCP

Time

X1 X2Y1 Y2

Δtx

Δty

Absolute time measurement

DLD

Figure A.1: Schematic view and working principle of an MCP (left) and a DLD (right): A voltage
applied to the front and back of the MCP generates from an incoming photoelectron an electron
avalanche of secondary electrons in each microchannel. The DLD has two delaylines—one in X-
and the other one perpendicular in Y-direction, covered by the MCP. The electronics measure
the time between a trigger signal and the signal from the delayline and can thus determine the
position of impact on the detector.
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Spin-filter Surface Preparation

W(001) spin-filter previously exposed to air

In the case that the spin-filter was previously exposed to ambient conditions, due to the

huge amount of carbon that has migrated into the bulk, the crystal must be treated by

several hundred LPFs until the pressure increase during each flash disappears (except for

the small background). For this treatment reading the chamber pressure is sufficient and no

RGA is needed. A time scan of the chamber pressure during the crystal preparation after

exposure to air can be seen in Fig. A.2. In total, over 700 LPFs are required to ensure that

all of the incorporated carbon migrates to the surface and is desorbed. This becomes clearly

visible when single flashes are zoomed in. Here, the 10th, 280th, and 750th LPF cycles reflect

the slowly changing pressure increase during each flash. This illustrates the importance of

keeping the crystal under UHV conditions if possible.

10. LPF 750. LPF280. LPF

Figure A.2: Time scan of the chamber pressure during 750 LPFs after exposing the spin-filter
crystal to ambient conditions. The 10th, 280th, and 750th LPF cycle was zoomed in.

Surface preparation with carbon contamination in the chamber

The LEED pattern of the W(001) after a full preparation cycle at 950 ◦C shown in Fig. A.3 (a)

exhibits a (5x1) reconstruction, which indicates even higher carbon densities than shown

in Fig. 5.9 (a), although both images were taken after preparation with the exact same

parameters. Also at higher flashing temperatures the (5x1) reconstruction prevails. An

analysis of the residual gas within the preparation chamber, which is shown as green curve

in Fig. A.3 (b) reveals a high carbon contamination originating from different groups of

hydrocarbon CHx. Clearly, with this high amount of carbon in the atmosphere, an atomic

clean crystal surface is not achievable. After cleaning and baking the system thoroughly,

another RGA spectrum shows a tremendous decrease and also vanishing signal of these hy-

drocarbon groups. The LEED study in Sec. 5.1.2.2 was performed in the clean system, after

this issue was solved.
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(b)(a)
cc

Figure A.3: (a) LEED image after a full preparation cycle showing a (5x1) reconstructed W(100)
surface, indicating the highest amount of carbon reported in Ref. [198]. (b) RGA spectrum taken
before (green) and after (red) cleaning and baking the system. A significant contamination with
hydrocarbon groups CHx of the preparation chamber can be seen.
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